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ABSTRACT 
As demands upon available water supplies increase within a river basin, there is an 
accompanying increase in the need to assess the downstream consequences resulting from changes 
at specific locations within the hydrologic system. This problem is approached in this study by 
digital computer simulation of the hydrologic system. Modeling concepts are based upon basic 
relationships which describe the various hydrologic processes. Within a hydrologic system these 
relationships are linked by the continuity-of-mass principle which requires a mass balance at all 
points. Spatial resolution is achieved by considering the modeled area as a series of subbasins. The 
time increment adopted for the model is one month, so that time varying quantities are expressed 
in terms of mean monthly values. The model is general in nature and is applied to a particular 
hydrologic system through a programmed verification procedure whereby model coefficients are 
evaluated for the particular system. 
In this study the model was applied to the Provo River basin of northern Utah, with 
emphases being placed upon water rights and operation of storage reservoirs within the system, 
including Utah Lake. The simulation model consists of three specific parts, namely: (1) parameter 
optimization; (2) river basin management; and (3) Utah Lake operation. The parameter 
optimization submodel identifies the model parameters for each subbasin through application of a 
parameter optimization technique. The river basin management submodel, using the optimized 
parameters, simulates the hydrologic response of the system to various water resources 
management alternatives. The Utah Lake operation submodel is linked with the river basin 
management submodel to comprise a combined Utah Lake operations model. Some comparisons 
between observed and computed outflow hydrographs at various points within the Provo River 
basin are shown. The utility of the model for predicting the effects of various possible water 
resource management alternatives is demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This project was initiated in June 1970 with the 
signing of a cooperative agreement between the United 
States Bureau of Reclamation and the Utah Water 
Research Laboratory at Utah State University to develop 
a hydrologic simulation model for the Upper Jordan River 
drainage. The main objective of the study, as outlined in 
the original agreement between the two agencies, was to 
develop and verify a hydrologic computer model for the 
study area which is capable of determining the following: 
1. Various water yields and outflows of the 
system under different operation criteria. 
2. The capacity of the proposed Jordanelle 
Reservoir under various operation rules. 
3. The water quality of Utah Lake as affected by 
various methods of satisfying demands. 
4. The influence of different water management 
alternatives on the g'roundwater flow in the 
Utah Valley. including the variation of piezo-
metric pressure. 
Due to the lack of data for sophisticated ground-
water analysis and the recognition of the importance of 
water right constraints on the system, the original 
agreement was modified in April 1972 to delete the 
analysis of variation in groundwater piezometric elevation 
and to substitute a consideration of important water right 
constraints imposed on the system. 
To accomplish the objectives, a hybrid computer 
model first was developed for the Provo River Basin. 
Under this initial step the capability of the proposed 
hydrologic simulation model was tested and improved. 
This model subsequently w.as programmed on a digital 
computer for use by the Bureau of Reclamation, and 
expanded to include the entire Upper Jordan River 
drainage, with emphasis being placed upon the operation 
of Utah Lake. 
The simulation model discussed in this report 
consists of three specific parts, each of which was 
developed independently, and is capable of functioning as 
a separate entity. However, when combined into a single 
model, each of the three separate models becomes a 
component or submodel of the whole, and is referred to 
as such throughout this report. The three components, or 
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submodeis, perform the following specific functions or 
operations: (1) parameter optimization; (2) river basin 
management; and (3) Utah Lake operation. The parameter 
optimization submodel identifies the model parameters 
for each subbasin of interest through application of a 
parameter optimization technique. In this way, the 
simulation model is calibrated for each subbasin in the 
study area. The river basin management submodel, using 
the optimized parameters, simulates the hydrologic re-
sponses of the system to various water resources manage-
ment alternatives. Represented by the model are rates of 
flow at different locations along the stream of interest, 
evapotranspiration and return flows from agricultural 
lands, soil moisture variations, reservoir storages, ground-
water efJluent flows, and other important processes in the 
hydrologic system. Through the operation of the model, 
reservoirs may be sized on the basis of different water 
management alternatives subject to various water right 
constrain ts. 
The Utah Lake operation model was developed by 
the Central Utah Project Office of the Bureau of 
Reclamation to facilitate a study of the effects of the 
Central Utah Project on the hydrology of the lake, and 
particularly to evaluate the effects of diking within the 
boundaries of the present lake. When this model is linked 
with the river basin management model, the two become 
components or submodels of the so-called combined Utah 
Lake operations model. A water quality component was 
also incorporated into the combined model to enable the 
simulation of the variation of total dissolved solids in 
Utah Lake as a function of different water management 
schemes. 
In this report, emphasis is placed upon the construc-
tion and application of the simulation model rather than 
upon the numerical values of the simulated results. 
Chapter II includes a brief description of the study area 
and the background behind the study, while Chapter III 
describes the mathematical equations used to describe the 
important hydrologic processes in the system. The com-
puter version of the simulation model together with a 
discussion of the application of the model to the study 
area, are presented in Chapter IV. Chapter V discusses the 
results of the research and suggests the direction for 
further study. 

CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA 
Location 
The Upper Jordan River drainage, covering an area 
of approximately 3,000 square miles, is located in the 
central part of the State of Utah, as shown in Figure 2.1. 
The area is part of the drainage system of the Great Salt 
Lake, which in turn is a part of the Great Basin. 
Climate 
The climate of the Upper Jordan River drainage 
may be described as temperate and semi-arid. Relatively 
low precipitation, low humidity, and high evaporation 
characterize the area. The summers are usually mild and 
the winters are cold, particularly in the higher elevations. 
The climatological characteristics of the area are sum-
marized in Table 2.1 (Huntzinger; 1971). 
Precipitation 
Generally, the precipitation in the area decreases in 
a westerly direction from the Wasatch Mountains. In the 
lower valleys surrounding Utah Lake, the average annual 
precipitation varies from 12 to 16 inches. On the high 
peaks of the Wasatch Mountains, the average annual 
precipitation is more than 30 inches. The mountain 
valleys receive from 15 to 20 inches of precipitation 
annually. 
Temperature 
The mean annual temperatures on the valley floors 
surrounding Utah Lake range from 40 to 50 degrees 
Fahrenheit, while in the hlgher valleys of the Wasatch 
Mountains, corresponding temperatures are between 35 
and 45 degrees Fahrenheit. A good summary of the 
temperature variation with respect to space and time 
within the study area is given in Hyatt et a1. (1969). The 
locations of temperature and precipitation stations within 
and adjoining the Upper Jordan River drainage are shown 
in Figure 2.2, and the name of each station is listed in 
Table 2.2. 
Land Use 
Agriculture is the largest user of land within the 
Upper Jordan River drainage. There are approximately 
220,000 acres of agricultural land in the area. Of this 
3 
acreage, more than 160,000 acres are irrigated. Alfalfa, 
pasture, grain, corn, sugar beets, and orchards are rep-
resentative irrigated crops, with the largest amount of 
irrigated land being used for alfalfa and pasture. 
In addition, some land within the basin is occupied 
by settlements, with the largest of these being Provo. A 
list of popUlation within each urban settlement is found in 
Huntzinger (1971). 
Drainage System 
The drainage system within the area includes Salt 
Creek, Santaquin Creek, Payson Creek, Spanish Fork 
River, Hobble Creek, Provo River, American Fork River, 
Dry Creek, and all tributaries between these streams as 
shown in Figure 2.2. Of these streams, the most important 
ones are the Provo River and the Spanish Fork River. The 
locations of important gaging stations for the streams 
within the area also are shown in Figure 2.2, with the 
name of each station listed in Table 2.2. 
The Provo River, which drains an area of 680 square 
miles, originates at the western end of the Uinta Moun-
tains, east of Kamas, Utah, and flows southwesterly about 
60 miles past the south end of Kamas Valley, through 
Heber Valley, down Provo Canyon, and finally discharges 
into Utah Lake. The natural flow of the river averages 
about 260,000 acre-feet annually measured at Vivian Park 
below the confluence with South Fork. 
The Spanish Fork River heads in the Wasatch 
Plateau west of Soldier Summit, flows across the southern 
part of Utah Valley, and also discharges into Utah Lake. 
The natural flow of the river averages about 150,000 
acre-feet annually at Castilla, three miles downstream 
from Diamond Fork. 
Reservoirs and Streamflow RegUlations 
Streamflow regulation has occurred along the Span-
ish Fork and Provo Rivers, but there is as yet little 
regulation on any other streams within the area. Fifteen 
small reservoirs have been developed at the headwaters of 
the Provo River, which contribute about 8,000 acre-feet 
of irrigation water annually. The Deer Creek Reservoir, 
located at the lower end of Heber Valley, releases nearly 
97,000 acre-feet annually to the Provo River and provides 
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Table 2.1. Climatological characteristics of the Upper Jordan Drainage area (Huntzinger, 1971). 
Mean Mean Median frost free perioda Elevation Annual Annual 
Station ft. Precip. , In. Temp., of Dates Days 
Utah Lake (Lehi) 4497 9.82 48.6 May 16 to Sep 24 132 
Provo 4545 12. 81 49.6 May 19 to Sep 22 127 
Elberta 4690 10.22 50.6 May 14 to Oct 1 141 
Spanish Fork PH 4711 16.79 52.0 May 1 to Oct 15 168 
Lower American 
Fork PH 5044 16.45 52.2 Apr 30 to Oct 21 175 
Heber 5593 15.05 44.5 J un 1 9 to Sep 4 78 
Snake C reek PH 5950 22.25 43.3 J un 1 0 to Sep 4 87 
Soldier Summit 7460 16.09 38.7 Jun 19 to Aug 13 56 
a 50 percent probable chance that 320 F will occur after indicated dates. 
Table 2.2. Hydrologic measuring stations in the Upper 
Jordan Drainage area. 
Station No. 
9-2820 
10-1520 
10-1525 
9-2725 
10-1535 
10-1538 
10-1540 
10-1545 
10-1550 
10-1590 
10-1595 
10-1630 
10-1650 
10-1665 
10-1670 
Station Name 
STREAM GAGING STATIONS 
Strawberry tunnel at west portal, near Thistle 
Spanish Fork near Lake Shore 
Hobble Creek near Springville 
Duchesne tunnel near Kamas 
Provo River near Kamas 
North Fork Provo River near Kamas 
Shingle Creek near Kamas 
Weber-Provo diversion canal near Woodland 
Provo River near Hailstone 
Dear Creek Reservoir near Charleston 
Provo River below Deer Creek Dam 
Provo River at Provo 
American Fork (River) near American Fork 
Utah Lake near Lehi 
Jordan River at narrows, near Lehi 
WEATHER STATIONS 
2057 Dear Creek Dam 
241 8 Elberta 
3183 Geneva Steel No.2 
3809 Heber 
4467 Kamas 
7068 Provo Radio KOVO 
7846 Silver Lake 
8973 Utah Lake (LeW) 
5 
municipal and industrial water in Salt Lake County 
through the Salt Lake aqueduct. The Weber-Provo Diver-
sion Canal diverts Weber River water to the Provo River 
basin, and excess water in the Duchesne River is diverted 
through Duchesne Tunnel to the Provo Rive!. The 
Strawberry Reservoir, located in the Uintah Basin, also 
provides interbasin export through the Strawberry Tunnel 
into the Diamond Fork River, a tributary of the Spanish 
Fork River. 
Mona Reservoir provides the only significant regula-
tion of a minor stream in the drainage area. This reservoir 
is located on Currant Creek at the northern edge of 
Northern Juab Valley. It stores return flows from North-
ern Juab Valley and Currant Creek flows to supply the 
Elberta-Goshen irrigation district in the Southern Utah 
Valley. 
Future Outlook 
Operation studies in the Upper Jordan River drain-
age indicate that streamflows in the area need to be 
augmented and regulated in order to provide sufficient 
water for projected future requirements (U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation, 1964). These requirements include: (I) the 
replacement storage required for stabilization of the 15 
small reservoirs located at the headwaters of the Provo 
River; (2) additional irrigation water for the area; (3) 
water to maintain certain minimum streamflows for fish 
life; and (4) a supply of 70,000 acre-feet for municipal 
and industrial purposes in northern Utah County and Salt 
Lake County. These additional water requirements led to 
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Figure 2.2. Hydrologic measuring stations in the Upper Jordan Drainage area. 
the development of proposals which involve the 
10rdanelle Reservoir an~ the interbasin importations of 
water from Weber River, Duchesne River, and Strawberry 
Reservoir. The Bureau of Reclamation has attempted to 
evaluate these proposals and to select a proper plan for 
6 
development. However, the problem is so complex and 
the possible alternatives so numerous, that additional 
study still is needed to better understand the behavior of 
the water distribution system, and to select a suitable plan 
for develoJ?ing and managing the available water resources. 
CHAPTER tIl 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
General Considerations 
In essence, a simulation analysis is intended to 
reproduce the behavior or performance of particular 
variables and processes within the prototype system under 
study. The more closely the simulation model approxi-
mates the real world, the more useful is the prediction 
obtained from the model. 
Simulation models are classified as being either 
physical or mathematical in nature, depending on the 
simulation technique. A physical model is a physical 
representation of the prototype system under the appro-
priate time and space scaling rules of similitude. Mathe-
matical simulation is achieved by using arithmetic rela-
tionships to represent the various processes and functions 
of the prototype system, and by linking these equations 
into a systems model. A mathematical model is easily 
synthesized by means of modern electronic computers. 
Computer simulation has the following important ad-
vantages: 
1. The system can be non-destructively tested. 
2. Proposed modifications of existing systems 
can be tested. 
3. Many proposals can be studied within a short 
time period. 
4. Hypothetical system designs may be tested for 
feasibility or comparison with alternate sys-
tems. 
5. Insight into the system being studied is 
increased. In particular, the relative impor-
tance of various system processes and input 
functions is suggested. 
Model Development 
In the development of a hydrologic simulation 
model, mathematical expressions for the important 
processes existing in the system are derived and linked by 
the equations of conservation of mass and/or momentum. 
For this study, advantage was taken of the simulation 
models already developed by Riley et a1. (1966 and 
1967). These models were modified to include water right 
constraints, and to provide for increased flexibility in 
using the model to examine various possible water 
management alternatives. 
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Time and Spatial Resolutions 
The choice of time and spatial increments greatly 
influences the complexity of model design. When large 
increments are used, the effects of phenomena which 
change over small increments of time and space are 
ignored. As the time and space increments decrease, 
improved definition of the various processes within the 
system is required and the model becomes more complex. 
Based upon the requirements of the study and the 
data available, the following spatial and time increments 
were employed: 
1. The entire drainage was divided into seven 
subbasins, of which six subbasins are in the 
Provo River Basin. 
2. A time increment of one month was used for 
the entire study. 
Hydrologic Balance 
Interrelations of the various components of a 
hydrologic system are achieved by the principles of 
continuity of mass and momentum. Due to the relatively 
low velocity of flows within a hydrologic system and the 
large time increment adopted for the model, the effects of 
momentum are neglected. Thus, the system is linked only 
by the continuity of mass concept, which is expressed as: 
Change in storage = inflow - outflow ... (3.1) 
Applying this equation to a hydrologic unit yields a 
hydrologic balance which is represented schematically in 
Figure 3.1. Development of the hydrologic model consists 
of representing, with mathematical expressions, the 
physical processes which influence the terms in Equation 
3.1. 
Model Boundaries 
A subbasin consists of a hydrologic unit within the 
main drainage system under investigation. Thus, it is 
possible to divide 'a river basin into a series of subbasins 
with water flows cascading from one to the other in the 
downstream direction. In this study the modeled area 
within each subbasin includes only the valley bottom (see 
Figure 3.2). It is this area that is most subject to the 
management activities of man, and exclusion of the 
Precipitation 
Evapo-
transpiration 
I + , I 
Surface Inflow -
-
Surface Storage - Surface Outflow 
-
Root Zone 
Storage 
G roundwate r G roundwate r Groundwater 
Inflow - - Outflow 
-
Storage 
-
Figure 3.1. A simplified diagram of the hydrologic balance. 
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Figure 3.2. Modeled agricultural area within the subbasin. 
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j " , 
surrounding watersheds reduces the size of the model. 
However, in modeling the valley bottom the surrounding 
watershed areas are considered from the standpoint of 
their surface and subsurface contributions to the valley 
floors. 
Model Components 
A mathematical model w~ich simulates a complex 
system such as the hydrologic· processes of a natural 
watershed consists of a number of model components, 
each of which describes a particular phenomenon. The 
following is a brief description of the important com-
ponents of the model which are illustrated by Figure 3.1. 
Precipitation 
Precipitation is the original source of all inputs to a 
hydrologic unit. Measurements of precipitation are re-
corded and published by the U.S. Weather Bureau. Such 
records represent point measurements of precipitation and 
the use of such data in the model requires converting the 
data to an average over a specified area. The conversion 
techniques commonly used include the Thiessen and 
isohyetal methods. A modified isohyetal technique using 
the normal isohyetal map was used to estimate average 
precipitation for each subbasin. 
Missing precipitation data are estimated by the 
normal-ratio method (Paulus and Kohler, 1952) which 
utilizes information from nearby stations as follows: 
1 p 
x :3 
[N x l:-J 
a 
in which 
x 
N 
P 
P 
a 
+ 
N N 1 x x 
N P b + Nc Pj" (3.2) b 
the station with missing data 
normal annual precipitation at each 
station indicated 
precipitation at each station indicated 
over a desired period of time. Three 
nearby stations are used in this example. 
In the present study, precipitation was assumed to 
occur in the form of rain or snow, and an air temperature 
criterion was used to indicate the form of precipitation. 
This index temperature was identified for each subbasin 
through the model calibration procedure. 
Snowmelt 
Numerous theoretical and rational formulas have 
been developed to calculate snowmelt based on various 
factors, but all necessitate extensive data, and thus their 
general use is restricted. For the large time increment used 
9 
in the present model of this study, an empirical relation-
ship presented by Riley et a1. (1966) was considered 
appropriate. 
In this relationship the rate of melt is stated as being 
proportional to an index of available energy and the 
quantity of water stored as snow. Expressed in mathe-
matical form, the relationship is: 
{w~_~a 
cit RI 
s 
Vl (t) 
s 
.. (3.3) 
-k (T .- T ) 
s a In RIh 
in which 
ks 
R1s 
Ws (t)= 
constant 
radiation index on a surface possessing a 
known slope and aspect 
radiation index for a horizontal surface 
at the same latitude as the particular 
watershed under study 
surface air temperature in degrees 
Fahrenheit 
assumed base temperature in degrees 
Fahrenheit at which melt begins 
snow storage at time t in terms of water 
equivalent 
The ratio of the radiation indices in Equation 3.3 
remains constant for a particular area. Thus, the two 
constant terms can be combined to yield the snowmelt 
coefficient: 
K 
s 
RI 
a 
RI 
r 
. . . . . . . . . . . . (3.4) 
Substituting Equation 3.4 into Equation 3.3 and 
solving the equation, the amount of snow storage at the 
end of a particular time period can be expressed as: 
W ( 1) :::: W (0) exp 
s S 
[ K (T -- T ) J. . . . . . (3.5) sam 
in which Ws (0) and Ws (1) are the snow storage at the 
beginning and end of the time period, respectively. 
Temperature 
Air temperature, Ta , although not directly involved 
with water quantities, is an important element for 
hydrologic study. Air temperature is used as an indicator 
to determine the form of precipitation and as a basic 
parameter for calculating snowmelt and evapotranspira-
tion rates. 
Temperature measurements are recorded and pub-
lished by the U.S. Weather Bureau. For the study area, 
most temperature stations are located in the valley floor. 
Temperature in the higher elevations was, therefore, 
estimated by considering a lapse rate due to elevation 
difference as: 
T I = T - L (Ell - El ) . . . . . . (3.6) 
a a v 
in which 
Ti 
Ta 
L 
Ely 
Ell 
temperature in the higher elevations 
temperature in the valley floor 
lapse rate, OF/IOOO feet 
e 1 e vation of the valley floor in 
thousands of feet 
elevation of the higher land in 
thousands of feet 
Gaged Surfa,ce Inflow 
A portion of the precipitation which falls upon the 
land moves laterally both on the ground surface and 
through the soil root zone until it reaches small channels. 
When these channels reach a stream, they combine with 
other flow components to form total streamflow. 
Stream outflows, both computed and gaged, from 
upstream subbasiIls, are treated as gaged inflows to 
adjacent downstream subbasins. Within a subbasin, the 
gaged streamflows that flow toward the modeled area also 
are treated as gaged surface inflows to the model. Many 
streams in the study area are gaged by the U.S. Geological 
Survey, and recorded data were used for direct input to 
the computer. The gaged surface inflow to a modeling 
area is designated as Qgi. 
Ungaged Surface Inflow 
The remaining surface inflow consists of all ungaged 
surface runoff toward the modeling area. This ungaged 
inflow is estimated by a correlation procedure involving 
gaged streamflow, rates of rainfall and snowmelt, and a 
threshold rate for surface runqff. The relationship is 
expressed as: 
Q = K Q + K (P + SM ) + K . . (3.7) 
ug 1 cor 2, r r 3 
in which 
Qag = 
Qeor = 
Pr 
8Mr = 
Kl = 
estimated rate of ungaged surface inflow 
measured rate of flow in, a stream of 
similar flow pattern 
gaged rainfall rate 
snowmelt rate which can be determined 
by taking the difference of Ws (1) and 
Ws (0) in Equation 3.5 for each time 
increment 
regression coefficient relating ungaged 
surface inflow to gaged streamflow 
regression coefficient reblting ungaged 
surface, inflow to rainfall and snowmelt 
rates 
minimum base flow for ungaged surface 
runoff 
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Qeor in Equation 3.7 can be selected as the flow 
either in a tributary of the subbasin being studied or in a 
stream outside of the basin. The only criterion is that the 
watershed of the selected stream exhibits the same general 
runoff characteristics as the ungaged area being simulated. 
The third term, K3, in the equation accounts for the 
integrated effect of rainfall interception, initial infiltra-
tion, and groundwater effluent to the ungaged streams. 
The total surface inflow to the modeling area is the 
sum of the gaged and the ungaged components. Thus, 
Q . = Q . + Q ........... (3.8) 
81 gl ug 
in which Q si is the total surface inflow and the remaining 
terms are as previously defined. 
Groundwater Inflow 
This quantity accounts for the subsurface inflow 
from both the adjacent upstream subbasin and the 
watershed area within the subbasin being studied. The 
component from the watershed area within the subbasin is 
estimated as a residual quantity and the routing character-
istics are established through the model calibration 
procedure. Outflows from the adjacent upstream subbasin 
already have been estimated. The total groundwater 
inflow rate is designated by Qgw, which is an ungaged 
quantity. 
Irrigation Diversions 
During irrigation seasons, a large portion of the total 
streamflow is diverted to irrigate crop lands. In addition, 
water is often pumped from groundwater sources and 
imported from other basins or subbasins to provide 
sufficient irrigation water. 
In the model, imports of water to the subbasin, 
both from other subbasins in the drainage and from 
outside the drainage basin, are treated' as surface inflow 
quantities. In cases where all or a part of the imported 
water is applied to the land as irrigation, the imported 
quantity is added to the in-subbasin stream diversions for 
irrigation. Thus, 
vV = W + VV • • . . . • . . . . . (3.9) 
sd cd ii 
in which 
Wsd 
Wed 
irrigation diversions from surface sup-
plies within the subbasin for use within 
the area 
irrigation diversions from streams and 
reservoirs within the subbasin for use 
within the area 
irrigation water imported to the sub-
basin for use within the subbasin 
- :; 
Exports of water, W x, from the subbasin, whether 
for irrigation or municipal and industrial use, are treated 
as separate surface outflow quantities. 
The total water available for the irrigation of crop 
lands within the modeled area is given by the expression: 
\Vd \V d + W.. + vV . C 11 pI 
=Wd+W. S p1 . . . . . . . (3.10) 
in which 
Wd total diversions of irrigation water for 
use within the subbasin 
pumped groundwater for irrigation 
within the subbasin, and the other terms 
are as previously defined 
Municipal and Industrial Diversions 
Total water used for municipal and industrial 
purposes in a subbasin is, like the irrigation water, the 
algebraic sum of diversions from streams, groundwater 
pumping, and water that is imported for this purpose. In 
mathematical form: 
W = W . + W . + W. . .... (3.11) 
tTIi cnn prru lIn1 
in which 
Wmi 
Wcmi= 
Wpmi= 
~mi 
total diversions of water for municipal 
and industrial use within the subbasin 
municipal and industrial diversions from 
streams and reservoirs within the sub-
basin for use within the area 
groundwater pumped within the sub-
basin for municipal and industrial use 
within the area 
water imported to the subbasin for 
municipal and industrial use within the 
area 
If the terms representing diversions from streams 
and reservoirs and from imports are combined into a 
single term which represents diversions from surface 
sources within the subbasin, Wsmi, Equation 3.11 be-
comes: 
w = W . + W . (3 12) rni SlU1 pnn·········· 
Surface Return Flows 
Canal diversions affect the time and spatial distribu-
tion of water within an irrigated area. A portion of this 
diverted water is evaporated directly to the atmosphere, a 
second part enters the soil profile through canal seepage 
and infiltration on the irrigated lands, and the remainder 
returns to the source as overland flow. Some of the water 
which enters the soil profile is lost through plant 
consumptive use. The remainder either percolates down-
ward to the groundwater basin or is intercepted by 
II 
drainage systems. Irrigation practices, therefore, alter the 
distribution characteristics of a hydrologic system. The 
irrigation efficiency factor used in this study includes 
both the conveyance and application efficiencies. Thus, 
multiplying total diversions by this factor provides an 
estimate of that quantity of water which returns directly 
to the stream as overland flow and/or interflow. This 
composite irrigation efficiency factor is given by the 
follOWing expression: 
w. 
Eff = 100 - WI .......... (3.13) 
d 
in which 
Eff wa ter conveyance and application 
efficiency in percent 
rate at which diverted water enters the 
soil through seepage and infiltration 
total diversion rate of irrigation water 
for use within the subbasin 
As already indicated, a portion of the water diverted 
for irrigation returns to the streams as overland flow and 
interflow. Overland flow (often termed tailwater) is 
surface return flow or runoff from the end of the field 
resulting from the application of water to the irrigated 
land at rates exceeding the infiltration capacity of the soil. 
Interflow is defined as that part of the soil water which 
does not enter the groundwater basin, but rather which 
moves largely in a lateral direction through the upper and 
more porous portion of the soil profile until it enters a 
surface or subsurface drainage channel. Both the overland 
flow and the interflow return to the stream channels in 
short distances and time consisting of usually only a few 
days. The distribution of canal diversions within the 
hydrologic system now can be expressed as follows: 
Q
ri :.: (1 - Eff/100) W d + Nr . . . . . (3.14) 
or 
Q • = nv _ - W) + N ........ (3.15) 
r~ a l' r 
in which 
Qri surface return flow which is defined as 
being the total of overland flow (from 
irrigation applications at rates exceeding 
infiltration capacity rates) and interflow 
rates 
Nr interflow rate 
All other quantities have been previously defined 
under Equation 3.13. 
In model studies involving only the relatively flat 
lands in the valley bottoms, and further, when a large time 
increment, such as one month, is employed for the model, 
it is unnecessary to distinguish between the two com-
ponents of surface runoff and interflow. Accordingly, in 
this study no interflow, Nr , is assumed to occur. 
It is pointed out that evapotranspiration losses do 
not appear as such in Equations 3.14 and 3.15. These 
]osses are, however, considered because they are ab-
stracted from the infiltration quantity represented by Wi. 
The evapotranspiration process will be further discussed in 
a subsequent section. 
Unlike agricultural water, much of the municipal 
and industrial water which is not consumed is returned to 
the streams by surface conveyance and does not enter the 
groundwater system. In equation form, municipal and 
industrial return flow can be expressed as: 
Q . = (1 - Eff .) W ....... (3.16) 
rnn nu TIll 
in which 
Qrmi = rate of municipal and industrial return 
flow 
Effmi = municipal and industrial water use 
efficiency which also is identified 
through parameter optimization 
Wmi is as defined in Equation 3.11. 
The total surface return flow, Qrt, thus, can be 
expressed as 
Q - Q + Q .......... (3.17) 
t . . r rl rml 
Available Soil Moisture 
The usual definition of available soil moisture 
capacity is the difference between the field capacity and 
the wilting point of the soil. Water within this range is 
available for plant use, and is termed available soil 
moisture. The field capacity is dermed as the soil moistuft.; 
content after gravity drainage has occurred. Most of the 
gravity water drains rapidly from the soil thus affording 
plants little opportunity for its use. The wilting point 
represents the soil moisture content when plants are no 
longer able to abstract water in sufficient quantities to 
meet their needs, and permanent wilting occurs. Available 
soil moisture can be expressed in several units but in this 
report it carries the unit of depth in inches. 
Sources of available water. Basically, moisture in the 
soil is derived from filtration, which is the passage of 
water through the soil surface into the soil profile. The 
water available for infiltration at the soil surface is derived 
from three sources, namely, effective precipitation in the 
form of rain, Pr , snowmelt, SM r , and irrigation water, 
Wi. Because of the flat topography of the lands in the 
valley bottoms, it is assumed that all water from rainfall 
and melting snows on the land surface enter the soil 
mantle through the infiltration process. In the case of 
irrigated crops, the most important source of available soil 
moisture is water which is diverted to the agriculture 
lands. The rate at which water from this source enters the 
soil profile through canal seepage and infiltration has been 
designated as Wi. Thus, the total water available for 
infiltration into the soil, Wit ,can be written as: 
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"YV = W. + p -/- SM ........ (3.18) 
it 1 r r 
in which all quantities are as previously defined. 
A vailable soil moisture quantities. The maximum 
quantity of water in a soil available for use by plants is a 
function of the moisture holding capacity of the soil and 
the average rooting depth or extraction pattern of the 
plant. 
The basic forces involved in the absorption of water 
by plants are osmotic, imbibitional, metabolic, and 
transpiration pull (Thorne and Peterson, 1954). These 
forces basically define the soil moisture tension or "pull" 
that must be exerted by the plant to remove water from 
the soil. Of these forces the principal one is the osmotic 
pressure created within plant root cells. Opposing these 
forces are those exerted on the moisture by the soil 
particles. The forces exerted by the plants vary with 
different plants, soils, and climates, but the average 
maximum force which plants can exert in obtaining 
sufficient water for growth is approximately 15 atmos-
pheres of pressure. At field capacity where water is readily 
available for plant use, the average soil moisture tension is 
only about 0.1 atmosphere. However, the soil moisture 
tension or "pull" plants exert in their quest for water is in 
itself no indication of the amount of available water 
contained by the soil. The actual amount of water held by 
the soil at any given tension value is a function of the soil 
type. 
Determination of the soil depth effectively utilized 
by a plant is based on the average rooting depth or the 
average moisture extraction pattern. The soil moisture 
available for extraction depends on the moisture holding 
capacity of the soil and the extraction pattern. The 
typical agriculture crop extracts 70 percent of its moisture 
from the upper 50 percent of the soil penetrated by the 
plant roots. Average or typical rooting depths for various 
plants are reported by McCullock et al. (1967). Illustrative 
depths include 4 to 6 feet for alfalfa, 4 feet for grains and 
corn, and 2 to 3 feet for pasture. The average available soil 
moisture capacity of the irrigated lands was estimated for 
each subbasin. 
Under normal circumstances, additions to available 
soil moisture storage occur through the infiltration proc-
ess, Wit. Abstractions or depletions from available soil 
moisture storage occur through evapotranspirational 
losses, ETr , and deep percolation, DPr . The assumption is 
made, however, that deep percolation does not occur until 
the soil moisture capacity is reached. Thus, the soil 
moisture storage existing at any time, t, can be stated: 
(t) = (W - E'r - DP ) dt· . . (3.19) 1'v1 s it r r 
The processes of evapotranspiration and deep percolation 
are discuss~d in the following sections. 
Evapotranspiration 
Blaney and Criddle (1950) developed a simple 
formula for calculating evapotranspiration using tempera-
ture and daylight hours. This formula has been widely 
applied in the arid western states of the country. The 
equation is written as: 
U=KF 
in which 
U 
K 
F 
..L p 
. . . . . . . . . . . . (3.20) 
monthly potential consumptive use 
monthly coefficient which varies with 
type of crop 
monthly consumptive use factor and is 
given by the following equation: 
F := l~O .............. (3.21) 
in which 
Ta 
P 
mean monthly air temperature in de-
grees Fahrenheit 
monthly percentage of daylight hours of 
the year 
Phelan (1962) modified the Blaney-Criddle formula 
by dividing the monthly coefficient, K, into a crop 
coefficient, K c and a temperature coefficient, K t. Ex-
pressed mathematically, it is: 
K = K K ..... 
c t 
... (3.22) 
The value of K t is obtained from an empirical 
relationship depending on temperature and is expressed 
as: 
K ::; (0.0173 T -0.314) ...... (3.23) 
t a 
Where Ta is the mean monthly temperature in degrees 
Fahrenheit. The crop coefficient, Kc , is a function of crop 
species and stage of growth. Values of Kc are obtained 
from crop growth stage coefficient curves such as the one 
shown in Figure 3.3 for dry beans. Similar Kc curves are 
available for many agricultural crops (Soil Conservation 
Service, 1964). 
The modification by Phelan (I962) of the Blaney-
Criddle equation for estimating potential evaporation rate, 
ET pr , is expressed as: 
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Figure 3.3. Crop growth stage coefficient curve for dry beans. 
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An additional coefficient, Ku, was introduced to account 
for the effect of elevation on evapotranspiration as 
suggested by Hargreaves (1973). Equation 3.24 then 
becomes: 
ET ;:: J:( K K T P / leo. . . . . . . (3.25) 
pr u eta 
This ~quation was adopted for this study and was used to 
estimate monthly potential evapotranspiration rates. 
The actual evapotranspiration depends in part on 
available moisture in the soil. Research at the U.S. Salinity 
Laboratory in California (Gardner and Ehlig, 1963) 
indicates that evapotranspiration occurs at the potential 
rate through approximately two-thirds of the range of 
available moisture in the root zone. When this point in the 
available moisture range is reached, soil moisture becomes 
a limiting factor, and thereafter, the actual evapotranspira-
tion rate lags the potential rate with a virtually linear 
relationship between available soil moisture content and 
evapotranspiration rate. 
Based on this finding, Riley, Chadwick, and Bagley 
(1966) expressed the actual evapotranspiration rate as: 
ET _. ET when M (t) 2: M " (3.26) 
r pr s es 
and 
M (t) 
s 
ET == ET M 
r pr cs 
when 0 -:: £VI (t) ~ ~.;{ ..... (3.27) 
s· es 
in which 
ETr = 
ETpr = 
Mes = 
Mes 
Ms (t)= 
J...1 ft) s\ 
in which 
actual evapotranspiration rate 
potential evapotranspiration rate 
limiting soil moisture content (measured 
above wilting point) below which actual 
evapotranspiration rate is less than the 
potential evapotranspiration rate 
soil moisture holding capacity measured 
between the wilting point and the field 
capacity 
soil moisture in the root zone at any 
time, t, measured above the wilting 
point, and is given by 
- M (0) + CW. - ET )~ t . . . (3.28) 
s It r 
Ms(O) = initial soil moisture measured above the 
wilting point and the other terms are as 
defined previously 
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For phreatophytes ~hich grow mostly' along stream 
courses and on wet soils, the assumption was made that 
the potential evapotranspiration rate alw~ys oc~urs. Thus, 
evapotranspiration by phreatophytes IS deSIgnated as 
ETph. 
Deep Percolation 
The final independent term, DPr , of Equation 3.19 
represents the rate of deep percolation. Percolation is 
simply the movement of water through the soil. Deep 
percolation is defined as water movement through the soil 
from the plant root zone to the underlying groundwater 
basin. The dominant potential forces causing water to 
percolate downward from the plant root zone are gravity 
and capillary. Water is removed quickly by gravity from a 
saturated soil under normal drainage conditions. Thus, the 
rate of deep percolation, DPr , is most rapid immediately 
after irrigation when the gravity force dominates, and 
decreases constantly, continuing at slower rates through 
the unsaturated conditions. Because the capillary 
potential applies through all moisture regimes, deep 
percolation continues, though at low rates, even when the 
moisture content of the soil is less than field capacity 
(Willardson and Pope, 1963). 
Because of lack of data in the study area regarding 
deep percolation rates in the unsaturated state, and in 
order to simplify the model, the assumption was made 
that deep percolation occurs only when the available soil 
moisture is at its capacity level. In most cases, this 
assumption causes only slight deviation from prototype 
conditions. Thus, for this model, the deep percolation rate 
is expressed as: 
DP = 0, when 1\1 (t) ~ M .... (3.29) 
r s cs 
or 
DP - (.NI (t) -:M ) /6. t, 
r s cs 
when c':i (t) > r-:1 ... (3.30) 
s cs 
in which Ms(t) is as previously defined and other terms 
are 
DPr rate of percolation 
Mes as defined in Equation 3.27 
n t time increment 
Net Groundwater Recharge 
As already indicated, inflows to the groundwater 
storage reservoir within a subbasin occur as percolation 
from the agricultural lands, and as ungaged subsurface 
inflows from both the watershed area within the subbasin 
and the adjacent upstream subbasin. Thus, inflow rate to 
the groundwater basin, Qgw, is given as follows: 
Q = Q + Q ....... (3.31) gw ss go 
in which 
, ; 
subsurface inflow rate to the modeled 
area from the watersheds within the 
subbasin 
subsurface inflow rate from the adjacent 
upstream subbasin 
The quantity Qgo is further discussed in the next 
section under the heading "Groundwater Outflows." 
Subsurface inflows from the watershed areas within the 
subbasin, Qss , are estimated by assuming that a certain 
portion of the rainfall and snowmelt percolates into the 
ground and that this percolated water is routed through 
the subsurface soil according to a linear reservoir relation-
ship before it enters the groundwater storage. In mathe-
matical form, this recharge is expressed as: 
Q -= I --I- (Q - I ) EXP (-t/K ) .. (3.32) 
S3 r sg r 3::; 
in which 
Q sg initial recharge rate to the groundwater 
basin from the watershed areas 
time 
Kss storage coefficient for subsurface rout-
ing through the soil 
Ir rate of supply from percolation on the 
watershed areas 
Ir is computed as follows: 
1 - c. (P + S1,1 ) 
r 1 r ""!.' 
. . . . . . . (3.33) 
in which 
c· 1 a constant coefficient identifIed through 
the parameter optimization procedure 
and the other terms are as defined previously. 
The net recharge to the groundwater storage, Qgf, is 
thus expressed as: 
Q ~ = Q + D J? - Q . - Q .... (3.34) gi g'N l' pl pllll 
in which all terms are as previously defined. 
Groundwater Outflows 
The rate of outflow from the groundwater reservoir 
is calculated by routing the net groundwater recharge, 
Qgf' in Equation 3.34 through a linear reservoir. In 
equation form, this quantity is expressed as: 
Q = Q f + (Q - Q £) EXP (-t/K ). (3 35) ga g gao g g . . 
in which 
Qga total groundwater outflow including 
groundwater effluent as base flow and 
lateral groundwater outflow 
initial total groundwater outflow 
storage coefficient for the linear reser-
voir 
time 
and Qgf is as previously defined by Equation 3.34. 
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Assuming that a certain portion of the total 
groundwater outflow joins the main stream as base flow, 
this quantity is expressed as: 
in which 
Qbf 
Kbf 
base flow 
base flow coefficient identified through 
the parameter optimization procedure, 
The subsurface groundwater outflow component 
(usually to the adjacent downstream subbasin), Qgo, is, 
therefore, expressed as: 
Q ::: Q - Obi" .......... (3.37) go ga 
Surface Outflow 
The surface outflow from a subbasin is the flow 
remaining in the streams at the lower end of the subbasin. 
This quantity is composed of surface inflow to the 
subbasin which is not diverted, the return flow from 
municipal, industrial, and agricultural uses, and the base 
flow from groundwater. In equation form, the surface 
outflow, Qso , is expressed as follows: 
Q :- Q . .! () + 0 + Q - vV 
so :-:J '-ri'rrni bf f;d 
"\v . + \v.. + W 'vV + L'\ S . . (3.38) 
Slnl 11 in~i :x 
in which 
Qso 
Qsi 
Qri 
Qrmi = 
Qbf = 
Wsd = 
Wsmi= 
Total Outflow 
surface outflows from the subbasin 
surface inflows in streams 
irrigation overland and interflow 
municipal and industrial return flows 
base flow 
surface diversions for irrigation 
municipal and industrial diversions from 
surface supplies 
imports for irrigation 
municipal and industrial imports 
exports 
change in surface storage within the 
basin, with increases in surface storage 
here being assigned a negative value 
If subbasins are selected such that there exists no 
flow of subsurface water past the gaged outflow point, the 
hydrograph of total outflow, Qto> is given by Equation 
3.38. This situation is assumed to exist at reservoir sites 
within the basin because of construction measures taken 
to eliminate subsurface flows under the dams which create 
the reservoir. For this reason, whenever possible, sub-
basins are terminated at the outfall of a reservoir. These 
sites thus enable a check to be made on groundwater 
inflow rates to the subbasin as predicted from verification 
studies involving models for one or more upstream 
subbasins. 
Where possible, the termination or outlet point of 
subbasins is taken at a stream gaging station. However, it 
is possible that groundwater flow occurs in the streambed 
alluvium beneath the surface channel. For these basins, 
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the total system outflow can be written as: 
Q = Q ~. Q ........... (3.39) 
to so go 
in which 
rate of surface outflow from the sub-
basin (Equation 3.38) 
rate of subsurface or groundwater out-
flow from the subbasin (Equation 3.37) 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION 
Electronic computers can be classified into three 
main categories, analog, digital, and hybrid. The analog 
computer consists basically of high-gain amplifiers used in 
conjunction with simple resistor-capacitor circuits. In 
addition, special devices, such as function multipliers, 
function generators, diodes, and relays of various types 
are used as auxiliary elements for simulation of more 
complex systems. By connecting these devices through a 
program "patch panel" so that the circuit equations have 
the same mathematical form as the equations of the 
problem, the prototype is simulated. Simulation of a 
prototype system by using an analog computer has the 
advantage that the dependent variables are treated in 
continuous form, the computations are performed in 
parallel, nonlinear functions can be handled easily, and 
direct insight into the problem ~ystem can be gained by 
the engineer. 
In contrast to the analog computer, the digital 
computer performs operations in a sequential manner, and 
this does not have some of the advantages of analog 
computer described above. However, the digital computer 
is capable of "memorizing" coded instructions and numer-
ical data, and of performing logical operations and 
decisions. 
The hybrid computer combines the memory and 
logic capabilities of the digital computer with the high 
speed and nonlinear solution capabilities of the analog 
computer. In addition, the high speed iterative solutions 
and graphical display which are characteristic of the 
hybrid computer provide close interaction between the 
hydrologist and the simulation model. These features 
make the hybrid computer a powerful tool in the 
development and verification of simulation models. In the 
present study, therefore, the EAI 590 hybrid computer 
system available at the Utah Water Research Laboratory 
was used to develop the initial model for the study area. 
After the model had been wholly developed and 
verified, it was converted into digital form for operation 
on digital computers which are more generally available 
than hybrid computers. The converted model consists of 
three separate components, namely, a parameter optimiza-
tion submodel, a river basin management model, and a 
component which represents the operation of Utah Lake. 
Each of these model components, or a combination 
thereof, is discussed in the follOWing sections. 
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The Parameter Optimization Submodel 
Any mathematical model that simulates the 
hydrology of a natural watershed contains a number of 
parameters which require identification through model 
calibration. An efficient approach to model calibration is 
to incorporate an appropriate optimization technique into 
the simulation model to determine the parameter vector 
that provides the best objective function. In this study, a 
direct search optimization method was incorporated into 
the model, and two objective functions were selected to 
provide the flexibility of calibrating the model by 
emphasizing either the high flows or the low flows as 
described in the follOWing sections. 
Basic Considerations 
Optimization programs deal with the minimization 
or maximization of an objective function subject to a set 
of constraints. In general form, this operation is usually 
stated as: 
f (X ,x - - - - - X ) . . (4.1) 1 Z' , 11 
subject to a set of constraints, such as 
- .- - -, X ):s b., 
n 1 
i = 1, "") w, - - ITl 
and 
x ~ 0, Xz, ~ 0, - - - - -, x ~ a 1 n 
However, the optimization procedure discussed here 
does not optimize the use of water, but rather it identifies 
those values of various model parameters which best 
reproduce the observed historical streamflow functions. 
The objective function for this optimization procedure is, 
therefore, to minimize the simulation error, with the 
constraints being the formulas used in the model for 
simulating the hydrology and the restrictions on the 
continuity of mass principles. 
Objective Function 
As mentioned previously, two objective functions 
were included L. the computer program to provide the 
flexibility needed for calibrating the model by emphasiz-
ing either the high flows or the low flows. These two 
objective functions are described separately as follows: 
1. Emphasizing high flows: 
n 12 
L; ~ {Q _ Q )2 
5=1 N=1 so gag 
rin . . . . ~~ 
Q gZl.g 
in which 
Qso 
.Qgag = 
Qgag = 
n 
simulated monthly surface outflow 
gaged monthly surface outHow 
mean gaged monthly surface outflow 
number of years of simulation 
N number of months of simulation = 12 n 
The objective function of Equation 4.2 emphasizes 
the high flows because the simulation error is measured by 
the square of deviation which, for high flows, may be 
small percentage-wise, but generally is large in magnitude 
when compared to that of the low flows. 
2. Emphasizing low flows: 
n 121 ~ N E __ J l (Q so - Qgag) /Qgag 
S=1 rrlin~~~~~--------------------
N 
. . (4.3) 
in which all terms are as previously defined. 
This objective function emphasizes the low flows 
because a small deviation during low flow periods may 
constitute a large ratio for deviation versus gaged flow, 
while a large deviation in high flows may constitute only a 
small ratio. 
Implementation 
The parameters to be identified by the parameter 
optimization model include the following: 
1. Snowfall temperature 
2. Snowmelt temperature 
3. Soil moisture holding capacity 
4. limiting soil moisture for evapotranspiration 
5. Coefficient for correlation streams in estimat-
ing ungaged inflows 
6. Subsurface storage coefficient 
7. Groundwater storage coefficient 
8. Snowmelt coefficient 
9. Evapotranspiration coefficient 
10. Irrigation efficiency 
11. Municipal and industrial water use efficiency 
12. Coefficient for rain and snowmelt in estimat-
ing ungaged inflow 
13. Threshold for ungaged inflow correlation 
14. Base flow coefficient, and 
15. InfIltration coefficient 
The procedures which are followed during the optimiza-
tion procedure are as follows: 
1. Determine the range of values and the number 
of increments for each parameter. 
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2. Arbitrarily select a ~et of initial values for the 
parameters, and use these values to simulate 
the hydrology. Select as the objective func-
tion either Equation 4.2 or Equation 4.3, and 
evaluate the objective function chosen on the 
basis of the initial parameter values selected. 
Tentatively store the value of the objective 
function thus obtained as being the "best" 
value. 
3. Select the first parameter for examination . 
4. Vary the value of the selected parameter over 
the entire range while holding the remaining 
parameters at their initial values. For each 
change of the parameter value, the hydrology 
is simulated and the objective function cal-
culated. This objective function is compared 
with the best objective function stored in the 
memory. The better of the two is then stored 
in the memory together with its correspond-
ing parameter value. 
S. Reset the parameter that has just been 
examined to its initial value and select the 
next parameter as the new parameter for 
examination and repeat Step 4. 
6. Steps 4 and 5 are repeated until all the 
parameters are examined and the best value 
for each parameter identified. 
7. Use the best value identified for each para-
meter and operate the model to simulate the 
hydrology and compute the objective func-
tion. Compare this objective function with the 
best objective function in the storage and save 
the better one together with its corresponding 
parameter vector. This completes one phase of 
the optimization. 
8. Set the parameters selected in Step 7 as the 
new initial parameters and repeat Steps 2 
through 7 for second phase of the optimiza-
tion. The number of phases can be arbitrarily 
preassigned but generally only two to three 
phases are required. " 
9. Arbitrarily select another set of parameters 
and repeat Steps 1 through 8. This procedure 
is repeated several times to ensure that the 
optimal parameter vector obtained is reason-
ably" close to the global optimal. 
Table 4.1 shows an example of one phase of 
optimization. The last column of the table indicates the 
gradient of the objective function with respect to the 
change in parameter value. This column is useful in 
analyzing" the sensitivity of the model in terms of the 
influence of change in the model parameters on the 
response" function. 
Appen~ A shows a complete list of the computer 
program for the parameter optimization sub model toget~ 
her with .the necessary "explanation for its application. 
Table 4.1. Parameter optimization sample output. 
Phase I 
PAR LVL PAR. V. OEJ GRAD 
1 1 30.00 .02421 
1 2 31. 00 .02465 .00044243 
1 3 32.00 · 02469 .00004151 
1 4 33.00 .02490 .00021237 
1 5 34.00 · 02521 . 00030635 
2 1 24.00 · 02163 
2 2 25.00 .02283 .00122253 
2 3 26.00 .02469 .00183722 
2 4 27.00 .02549 .00080181 
2 5 28.00 .02618 .00068536 
3 1 8.00 .02528 
3 2 9.00 .02498 -.00030399 
3 3 10.00 .02459 -.00028772 
3 4 11. 00 .02441 -.00027815 
3 5 12.00 .02406 -. 00035038 
4 1 4.00 .02469 
4 2 5.00 · 02487 .00017751 
4 3 6.00 .02502 .00013689 
5 1 .02 .01792 
5 2 .03 .01871 .07888676 
5 3 .04 .02010 .13916715 
5 4 
· 05 .02209 .19945058 
5 5 .06 .02469 .25973135 
5 6 .07 .02789 .32001215 
5 7 • 08 · 03169 .38029408 
5 8 .09 .03610 .44057673 
5 9 
· 10 · 04111 .50085937 
6 1 .80 · 02469 
6 2 
· 90 .02449 -.00201363 
6 3 1. 00 · 02429 -.00194668 
7 1 1. 40 .02615 
7 2' 1. 60 · 02469 -.00731933 
7 3 1. 80 · 02345 -.00620297 
7 4 2.00 · 02240 -.00524893 
8 1 
· 15 · 02507 
8 2 
· 16 .02493 -.01356936 
8 3 
· 17 .02481 -.01257136 
8 4 • 18 · 02469 -.01164264 
8 5 
· 19 .02456 -.01078173 
8 6 
· 20 · 02448 -.00998899 
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Calibration of the Model 
The parameter optimization program is applied to a 
specific river basin by dividing it into subbasins, usually 
based on the !ocations of stream gaging stations. Figure 
4.1 shows the Upper Jordan River drainage and the 
subdivision into which it was divided for this study. The 
relatively high resolution adopted for the Provo River 
basin was used because of the emphasis of this study on 
that basin. Mter calibration of the model, some of the 
subbasins in the Provo River basin were again divided into 
smaller units to correspond to selected points of interest 
along the river channel, as shown in Figure 4.2. The 
parameter values for each 0'£ these smaller units were 
assumed to be the same as those of the subbasin 
containing the unit. Table 4.2 shows the results of 
parameter optimization for each subbasin. The period of 
record used for the optimization procedure was 1964 
through 1967. 
In applying the parameter optimization program for 
model calibration, change in reservoir storage was treated 
as equivalent gaged streamflows. An increase in storage 
was treated as a negative inflow and a decrease as a 
positive inflow to the subbasin containing the reservoir. 
Precipitation and evaporation were treated as a positive 
and negative ~flow, respectively, to the subbasin. 
Testing of Calibration Results 
After the model parameters were identified for each 
subbasin, the model was tested for the 20 year period 
1950 to 1969. Land use conditions for 1965 were 
assumed to apply throughout the entire test period (Hyatt 
et al., 1968). Figures 4.3 through 4.5 represent some of 
the results of this test and show comparisons between 
simulated and observed hydrographs for the Provo River 
at different locations for the period 1950 to 1953. As 
indicated by these figures, generally good agreement was 
Figure 4.1. Division of the Upper Jordan River basin for parameter opti~ation. 
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achieved between observed and simulated flows. However, 
as shown by Figures 4.3 and 4.4, the model was not able 
to duplicate the exceptionally high recorded outflows at 
these stations for May 1952. These high runoff rates were 
generated by a short period of high temperatures 
accompanied by rain on a snowpack. The relatively short 
period of high temperature conditions was not reflected in 
the average monthly temperature used as input informa-
tion to the model. For this reason, the response of the 
model was somewhat different from that of the real-world 
system. In this case, improved agreement between ob-
served and simulated output functions at this particular 
point in time could be achieved by incorporating in-
creased temporal resolution into the model. 
The River Basin Management Submodel 
The river basin management model, using the 
optimized parameters, simulates the hydrologic responses 
SUBBASINS FOR MANAGEMENT 
STUDIES 
UPPER JORDAN DRAINAGE AREA 
of the system being modeled to various water manage-
ment alternatives. The model simulates, or generates, 
streamflow rates at different locations along the stream of 
interest. System processes incorporated into the model 
include evapotranspiration and return flow from agricul-
tural land, soil moisture variations, reservoir storages, 
groundwater effluents, and other important phenomena ~n 
the hydrologic system. The model also is capable of sizing 
reservoirs on the basis of different water management 
patterns, subject to various water right constraints. 
Basically, the model consists of the mathematical 
equations developed in Chapter III linked by the equation 
of continuity. In addition, necessary logic routines are 
included in the model to provide the flexibility of 
studying the effects of different water management 
alternatives subject to various constraints. Some im-
portant management principles included in the model are 
described in the following sections and a complete list of 
Figure 4.2. Division of the "Upper Jordan River basin for management. 
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Table 4.2. Results of parameter optimization. 
PARAMETER Francis 
Snowfall Tem.perature 40.00 
Snowm.elt Tem.perature 30.00 
Soil Moisture Holding 6.00 
Capacity 
Critical Soil Moisture 4.00 
Ungaged Stream. ~orre- • 28 
lation Coefficient 
Soil Storage Coefficient • 20 
Groundwater Storage .40 
Coefficient 
Snowm.elt Coefficient • 12 
Consumptive Use 1. 00 
Coefficient 
Irrigation Efficiency • 30 
M & I Efficiency • 80 
Coefficient of Rain Plus .04 
Snowmelt for Ungaged 
Flow 
Threshold for Ungaged • 12 
Flow Correlation 
Bas e Flow Coefficient .40 
Infiltration Coefficient • 02 
Initial Soil Moisture 4.00 
Initial Base and Ground- 4.00 
water Outflow 
Initial Watershed 3.00 
Recharge 
the computer program for the model is given in Ap-
pendices Band C, together with the necessary explana-
tions for its application. 
Important Management Principles 
1. Irriga tion Diversions. Better management of 
water within a river basin often can be accomplished 
through improved management techniques. The computer 
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Areas Areas Area 7 2 & 3 4,5 & 6 
32.00 35.00 37.00 
26.00 25.00 33.00 
10.00 5.00 8.00 
4.00 3.00 6.00 
.06 • 01 • 84 
• 80 1. 00 1. 00 
1. 60 3.50 1. 00 
• 18 • 18 • 10 
1. 10 1. 24 1. 20 
• 50 • 60 .50 
• 80 • 90 • 80 
.02 • 01 .01 
• 20 • 03 .02 
.40 • 32 • 20 
.05 • 0 I .01 
4.00 2.00 4.00 
2.00 2.00 2.00 
2.00 2.00 2.00 
program provides two alternative ways of determining 
irrigation diversions for the modeled area. 
The first alternative is to calculate irrigation diver-
sions on the basis of available soil moisture and crop 
consumption in such a way that the soil moisture is 
maintained within the range between the critical soil 
moisture level, Mes , and the soil moisture holding 
capacity, Mcs. In equation form, this diversion is ex-
pressed as follows: 
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Figure 4.3. Computed and observed monthly streamflow from Francis Subbasin, 1950 - 1953. 
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ET = P .+ 8M + (W,) Eff pr r r Q 
or 
ET 
\V = _..E!. _ (P + 8M. ) ...... (4.4) 
d E ff r r 
in which 
W d total irrigation water for the subbasin 
ETpr = crop potential evapotranspiration 
Eff = irrigation efficiency 
Pr = rainfall 
SM r = snowmelt 
If Equation 3.10 is introduced into Equation 4.4, the 
expression becomes: 
w = 
cd 
(P + SM + W . + W .. ) . . . . . (4.5) 
r r pL '11 
in which the additional t.erms are 
Wed irrigation diversions from surface sup-
plies within the subbasin 
Wii irrigation imports 
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All of the above terms are previously defined in Chapter 
III. If export waters for irrigation use are diverted from 
surface supplies within the subbasin, this quantity, Wxi, 
must be added to Wed to obtain the total irrigation 
diversions from surface supplies within the subbasin under 
consideration. 
The second alternative is to calculate the irrigation 
diversion separately on the basis of irrigation requirement 
and water right constraints and input the resulting 
quantities to the model. 
2. Municipal and Industrial Diversions. If municipal 
and industrial diversions and the corresponding efficiency 
of use factor are obtained, these values need to be input 
to the computer program. In simulating the responses 
associated with future water management priorities, the 
anticipated municipal and industrial diversions need to be 
estimated separately and input to the model. 
3. Reservoir Management. Reservoirs are con-
structed for various purposes which include flood control, 
recreation, supplying water to new users, storing high 
flows for low-flow augmentation, and saving water which 
otherwise would be lost from the system during periods of 
high flow and low usage. The reservoir management 
routine incorporated into this program allows simulation 
of existin~ or proposed reservoir operations, including 
releases for downstream water rights and storage of 
exchange waters imported from outside basins. 
Inflows to a reservoir consist of the outflow from 
the subbasin immediately upstream from the reservoir and 
the precipitation which falls directly on the reservoir. 
Outflows from a reservoir consist of releases and spills to 
the downstream channel, diversions from the reservoir 
above the dam, and evaporation from the reservoir 
surface. In the reservoir operating routine of the model, 
the minimum reservoir release is specified for each month 
on the basis of downstream water rights. This amount is 
released from the reservoir and an examination is made to 
determine whether this release is sufficient to meet all 
downstream requirements. If a water deficiency is found, 
the release is adjusted upward to meet the requirement, 
providing sufficient water is available in the reservoir. In 
high flow seasons, inflows to the reservoir may be so large 
as to cause the reservoir storage to exceed the maximum 
capacity. In this case, additional water is released from the 
reservoir in order to bring the reservoir storage down to its 
specified maximum capacity. 
Under conditions when the reservoir storage ap-
proaches the minimum level, it is possible that stored 
water quantities are not sufficient to meet both the 
downstream requirements and the allowable diversions 
above the dam. Under this situation, it is assumed that the 
available storage is used to meet prior rights to the extent 
possible. 
4. Multiple Reservoir System. When there are two 
or more reservoirs on a system, the management alterna-
tives increase. In the program developed under this study, 
the operation of a sequence of reservoirs can be simulated 
over a wide range of management alternatives. As in the 
case of single reservoir, desirable flows at points below the 
reservoirs can be assigned and the reservoir releases 
adjusted to meet the requirement. In addition, a desirable 
storage for each reservoir can be specified for each month 
of the year, and the reservoir system operated in such a 
way that, within limits imposed by available water 
supplies, values in each reservoir are maintained at or 
above the desirable level. Maintaining a reservoir at or 
above a desirable storage enhances recreation opportu-
nities and water quality. 
Figure 4.6 illustrates the manner in which the 
desired storage and desired streamflow criteria are im-
plemented for a two reservoir system. The system 
described is the Provo River basin with the proposed 
lordanelle Reservoir in operation. 
Under conditions when storage levels in downstream 
reservoirs are equal to or above minimum desired values, 
the system model holds excess water in the most upstream 
reservoir. When the storage in any reservoir drops below 
its desired level, water is released from the closest 
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Release to bring 
Deer Creek Reservoir 
sora e to d sired level 
Yes 
Figure 4.6. Illustration of a two reservoir system. 
upstream reservoir to raise the storage to the desired level. 
If necessary, this process is continued in a sequential 
procedure through other reservoirs in the upstream 
direction. When all reservoirs drop below desired storage 
levels, available active storage is held at the highest 
reservoir possible on the stream system. 
5. Desired Streamflow. Maintaining a mlIl1mUm 
streamflow requires at least one reservoir on the system. 
The specified desired streamflow is designed to maintain 
streamflows below a reservoir above a specified level so 
that minimum fisheries, recreation, and other water 
requirements are satisfied. 
In the model operation, the simulated outflow from 
a subbasin is compared with the specified desirable flow. 
When the simulated outflow is less than the desirable 
flow, additional necessary releases are made from one or 
more of the upstream reservoirs. 
Application 
The river basin management model is a powerful 
tool for studying both existing and proposed water 
development systems within a river basin. In the case of 
this study, the usefulness of the model was demonstrated 
by assuming various development alternatives for the 
Provo River basin, as shown in Table 4.3. Run 1 of this 
table was designed to provide information on the degree 
to which the present system of storages and diversions on 
the river meet the water demands under the conditions of 
full development of the Provo River Project. The results 
of this run provide an indication of the water shortages 
that might be experienced under these conditions, and the 
expected demands on the Central Utah Project are thus 
identified. 
Runs 2 through 8 were designed to investigate the 
effect of the Central Utah Project on the Provo River 
system under different management alternatives. Among 
the important elements studied in these runs are the 
followmg: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
The proper size of the proposed J ordanelle 
Reservoir as affected by various water man-
agement alternatives as indicated by Column 
2. 
The impacts of various project demands on 
the system, especially on the size of the 
Jordanelle Reservoir, as indicated by Columns 
3,4, and 6. 
The influence of· water right constraints as 
indicated by Column 7. 
The feasibility of supplying a minimum flow 
for fishery and recreation as indicated by 
Column 8. 
The effect of the proposed water right trans-
fer from the Olmstead Power Plant to the 
Central Utah Project. 
The input data used in these management runs 
consisted basically of historical temperature, precipita-
tion, canal diversions, and gaged streamflows for the 
period from 1929 to 1969. Other inputs to the model 
included imported water quantities from the Weber ,and 
the Duchesne River basins, and the demands of various 
projects both within and outside of the Provo River basin. 
These data were obtained from a separate study made by 
the Bureau of Reclamation. 
As was mentioned at the beginning of this report, 
the main objective of this study was to construct a 
generally applicable simulation model which is capable of 
predicting the responses of water resources development 
systems under a wide range of management alternatives, 
rather than to conduct an in-depth management study for 
a particular area. Available data, such as future project 
demands, used in the management runs discussed previ-
ously, are tentative and subject to changes. Therefore, the 
results of the computer runs set out by Table 4.3 are not 
included in this report. It is emphasized, however, that the 
simulation model applied well for each of these runs, and 
it is expected that the model will apply equally as well for 
a wide range of management studies in other river basins. 
The Combined Utah Lake 
Operation Model 
There are certain specific problems associated with 
the operation of Utah Lake in the system under investiga-
tion. These specific problems include: 
1. 
2. 
The effects of the diking of the Provo and 
Goshen Bays on the operation of Utah Lake, 
including: 
a. Storage quantities in the proposed 
Jordanelle Reservoir. For example, dik-
ing will reduce the surface area of Utah 
Lake and thus presumably reduce 
evaporation losses from the lake. These 
evaporation savings might be exchanged 
for Provo River water which would be 
stored in the proposed Jordanelle Reser-
voir. 
b. The water quality of Utah Lake. 
The constraints imposed on the system by the 
Utah Lake compromise level. 
To provide a simulation model with sufficient 
flexibility to a~swer these kinds of questions, the river 
basin management model was combined with the Utah 
Lake operation model developed by the Central Utah 
26. 
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Table 4.3. Development alternatives for the Provo River Basin. 
JORDANELLE RESER VOIR 
RUN Storage Utah County Salt Lake 
thousand acre-feet) M&I County M&I 
Initial: 0 
1 Desirable: 0 O' 0 
Maximum: 0 
" . 0 
Initial: 350. 0 Central Utah Central Utah 
Desirable: 170.0 Project Project 2 Maximum: 350.0 requirement requirement 
Minimum: 3.0 
Initial: 350.0 Central Utah Central Utah 
3 Desirable: 170.0 Project Project 
Maximum: 1,000.0 requirement requirement 
Minimum: 3.0 
Initial: 350.0 Central Utah 
4 Desirable: 170.0 10,000 af/yr Project 
Maximum: 350.0 requirement 
Minimum' ~.O 
Initial: 350.0 Central Utah Central Utah 
5 Desirable: 170.0 Project Project 
Maximum: 350.0 requirement requi rement 
Minimum: ~o 
Initial: 350.0 Central Utah Central Utah 
6 Desirable: 170.0 Project Project 
Maximum: 350.0 requirement requirement 
Minimum: 3.0 
Initial: 350.0 Central Utah 
7 Desirable: 170.C Winter Project 
Maximum: 350.C Demand requirement 
Minimum: 3.e 
Initial: 350.e Central Utah 
8 Desirable: 170.e 20,000 af/yr Project 
Maximum: 350.( requirement 
Minimum: 3.e 
Head of Provo 
River storage 
stabilized? 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
DEER CREEK RESER VOIR OTHER CONSTRAINTS 
Storage Salt Lake Bypass Flow Fishery Olmstead 
(thousand acre-feet) City M&I Diversion 
Initial: 150.0 Natural Flow up to 
Desirable: 61,700 Plus 38,300 none 429 cis 
Maximum: 150.0 acre-feet acre-feet 
Minimum' 2.8 
Initial: 150.0 
Desirable: 70.0 61,700 
none 
Maximum: 150.0 acre-feet 
Minimum: 2 8 
Initial: 150. 0 50 cis 
Desirable: 120.0 61,700 Jordanelle none 
Maximum: 150.0 acre-feet Irrigation Reservoir 
Minimum: 2 8 Season to 
Initial: 150.0 Natural Flow Deer Creek 
Desirable: 70.0 61,700 Plus 38,300 Reservoir none 
Maximum: 150.0 acre-feet acre-feet 
Minimum: 2 8 60 cis 
Initial: 150. 0 ------------ Deer Creek 
Desirable: 70.0 61,700 Non- Reservoir 
acre-feet none Maximum: 150.0 Irrigation to 
Minimum: 2 8 Season Murdock 
Initial: 150.0 Fishery Canal 
Desirable: 70.0 61,700 Only none Maximum: 150.0 acre-feet 
Minimum: 2.8 
Initial: 150.0 
I Desirable: 70.0 61,700 
Maximum: 150.0 acre-feet none 
Minimum: 2.8 
Initial: 150.0 Above Plus 
Desirable: 70.0 61,700 25 cis 
I 
Maximum: 150.0 acre-feet Murdock to none 
Minimum: 2.8 Utah Lake I 
Project Office of the Bureau of Reclamation to form the 
combined Utah Lake operation model. 
In applying this combined model, the hydrology of 
the drainage just upstream from Utah Lake is simulated 
by the river basin management model, which is now a 
submodel of the combined model. The simulated results 
are carried over to the Utah Lake operation model, which 
is also a subroutine of the combined model, to simulate 
the operation of the lake. The river basin management 
model has been described previously in this report. The 
Utah Lake operation model was developed in a separate 
study by the Bureau's Central Utah Project Office and the 
documentation is available from that office. The detailed 
description of this model, therefore, will not be repeated 
here. However, a complete list of the computer program 
for the combined model is given in Appendix D, together 
with the necessary explanations for its application. In 
addition, some elements which are unique to the com-
bined model are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
Lake Evaporation 
In the river basin management model, the modified 
Blaney-Criddle equation (Phelan, 1962) was used to 
estimate evaporation from reservoir surfaces. The adop-
tion of this equation was considered appropriate on the 
basis of available data and the relative importance in the 
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water budget of evaporation ~rom upstream reservoirs, 
such as Deer Creek and J ordanelle Reservoirs. In the case 
of Utah Lake, however, the situation is different. The lake 
has an area of 96,000 acres with an average depth of only 
9 feet at the compromise level. The inflow to the lake 
from all sources is rather moderate and is estimated at 
600,000 acre-feet annually (USBR, 1964). Because of the 
moderate water yield of the basin and the large area of the 
lake, a small error in estimating the depth of evaporation 
will cause a large departure of the simulated hydrology 
from its actual magnitude. A more sophisticated and 
accurate method for estimating evaporation from the lake 
was, therefore, considered necessary and an effort was 
made to derive an evaporation equation based on the 
theories of mass transfer and energy budget as described 
in Appendix E. The resulting equation was applied to 
estimate the lake evaporation for the period of 1962 
through 1969 in which the necessary data were available. 
A water budget analysis of the lake during that period 
indicated that the computed evaporation approximated 
well the actual evaporation. To extend the method to the 
period for which sufficient data, particularly solar radia-
tion, are.not available, the computed lake evaporation was 
correlated to the pan evaporation data available at the 
Lehi station near the lake. Figure 4.7 shows the resulting 
relationship and this relationship then was used to 
estimate lake evaporation in the simulation model. 
EL • 3.2177 + 2.9786 SIN e + 0.6271 COS e 
e· ~IOEp - ~2 
6 
O.F. • 88 
R2 • 0.98 
M. D.. 0.624. 10-7 inch.s 
A.M. D.· 0.27 inches 
7 8 9 10 
Pan Evaporation, Ep (at Lehi) (inches/ month) 
Figure 4.7. Lake and pan evaporation. relationship , Utah Lake. 
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Water Quality 
In studying the variation of water quality in Utah 
Lake. it was considered most important, at the present 
stage ,)f study, to analyze the budget of total dissolved 
solids Cor the lake. To estimate the flow of dissolved solids 
to the lake, an attempt was made to correlate the total 
dissolved solids (t.d.s.) content to water flow rates on an 
individual stream basis. Unfortunately, the attempt was 
not successful because of the limited salinity data avail-
able. The number of data points were so limited and the 
plotting position of these points was so dispersed that no 
conclusive relationships could be established between the 
dissolved solids concentration and the flow rate. There-
fore, in the management studies conducted to this point, 
the assumption was made that the total dissolved solids 
concentration in the streams does not change appreciably 
from year to year and for each stream an average 
concentration was calculated for each month of the year 
based on the available data. Table 4.4 shows the resulting 
values. These values were used in the preliminary manage-
ment studies conducted under this project. 
Table 4.4. Total dissolved solids content, in ppm, of the various inflows to Utah Lake. 
Month 
Source 
Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. 
Provo River 
Inflow 288.0 281.0 361 .9 ----t ~210.1 247.5 284.3' 295.2 293.3 
Other Surface 
Inflow 795.3 593.2 
Groundwater 
Inflow 851. 0 
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CHAPTER Y 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this report, a generally applicable computer 
simulation model is proposed which simulates the 
hydrologic responses of a water resource system to various 
management alternatives. Under the study reported here 
the model was applied to the Upper Jordan River 
drainage. In total the model consists of three separate 
components, each of which is capable of functioning as a 
separate entity, or model, but which comprise submodels 
of the overall model proposed. These three components 
are: (1) the parameter optimization model; (2) the river 
basin management model; and (3) the Utah Lake opera-
tion model. The first two submodels are general in nature 
and can be applied directly to any river basin. The third 
submodel, the Utah Lake operation model, was developed 
specifically to simulate the operation of Utah Lake, but 
with minor modifications still can be applied to other 
locations. 
In applying the model to the study area, the area 
was divided into several subbasins on the basis of available 
data and desired degree of spatial resolution. For each 
subbasin the model parameters were identified by apply-
ing the parameter optimization submodel. The identified 
parameter values were tested by simulating subbasin 
outflows for a 20 year period. As indicated by Figures 4.3 
to 4.5, good agreement was achieved between observed 
and simulated outflows for the entire test period. The 
river basin management model was used to simulate the 
hydrology of the river basin for various water manage-
ment alternatives. The m&jor processes simulated by this 
model include stream flows at different locations along the 
stream of interest, evapotranspiration and return flows 
from agricultural land, soil moisture variations, reservoir 
storages and releases, and groundwater effluents. To 
simulate the operation of Utah Lake, the hydrology for 
the area above the lake was simulated by means of the 
river basin management model and the results were carried 
over to the Utah Lake operation model developed by the 
Bureau's Central Utah Project Office. The resulting 
so-called combined Utah Lake operation model thus has 
the river basin management model and the Bureau's Utah 
Lake operation model as its two component submodels. 
The combined model also is capable of simulating the 
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variation of total dissolved solids in Utah Lake as affected 
by selected water resources management alternatives. 
In general, the model developed under this project 
applied to the study area and produced meaningful 
predictions for the management alternatives used to test 
the model. It is expected that the model will function 
equally well over a wide range of management alternatives 
in any river basin to which it is applied. However, it is 
important to realize that any hydrologic simulation 
model, while providing much insight and understanding 
for the system under investigation, is also subject to 
certain limitations. For the particular model under discus-
sion, the major limitations are: 
1. A large time increment of one month was 
used for this model. This time increment 
generally is adequate for water supply studies, 
but· is not suitable for analyses of 
phenomenon, such as flood flows, for which 
daily or even hourly variations are needed. 
2. The model is deterministic in nature and the 
management studies made have been based on 
the historical records. The development of 
such a model was desirable because it is 
relatively easy to manipulate and it is capable 
of providing average information regarding the 
system. This kind of information is useful in 
investigating plans for the proper management 
for the system. However, it is necessary to 
realize that all hydrologic processes contain a 
strong stochastic element, and a historical 
record is no more than a particular realization 
of these processes over a limited time period. 
3. The only water quality aspect considered in 
this model was the total dissolved solids 
content in the Utah Lake and its tributary 
inflows. Rather crude approximations of 
monthly salinity levels were developed for 
surface and groundwater flows. In order to 
improve and expand this aspect of the model, 
additional salinity data are needed so that 
predictive functions might be established for 
various water quality parameters. 
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APPENDIX A 
PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION MODEL 
The Parameter Optimization Model was designed to 
be general in nature and not tied to a particular time 
sequence or specific units of input. The program pre-
sented is based on input and output for each month of the 
water year. The program is easily converted to a calendar 
year by changing the output titles and using data arranged 
on cards for the calendar year. The sample input is based . 
on the water year so that the first month data on each 
card is for October. 
The program was designed for use on the EAI 590 
hybrid computer. The program presented is completely 
digital and contains logic statement peculiar to this 
computer. For example, the program makes use of sense 
switches which would have to be changed to "If' tests on 
many digital computers. The flow charts for this program 
indicate the intended logic of such controls. 
A dummy scale area, ASCL, must be input when a 
subbasin does not contain agricultural area. The 
magnitude of ASCL must be chosen so the output will not 
overflow or underflow the output format. There must be 
at least one phreatophyte area within each subbasin. 
Water which is imported to a subbasin can be 
treated as an import or a gaged inflow. When water is 
imported for direct application to agricultural or . 
municipal and industrial use it should be handled as 
VAR(5) or VAR(6). Such water will be designated to 
those uses and will only enter the stream as return flow. 
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Water which is imported to the stream should be treated 
as a gage inflow to the subbasin. Irrigation or municipal 
and industrial water is exported by diverting the water in 
V AR(7) and V AR(8), respectively, and then exporting the 
water under V AR(I 1) and V AR(I2). 
The program has the ability to optimize the 
parameters or simulate the hydrology for a set of fixed 
parameters. This option is designated to aid the operator 
in parameter selection. The program is limited to a 
four-year study only by the dimensions of DV AR. 
Cards outlined in the input data layout under I and 
II are total river basin data, the remainder of the cards 
apply to particular subbasins within the river basin. The 
sample input is for the Francis subbasin of the Provo 
River. Extra cards have been added which refer to the 
order outlined in the input data layout and should not be 
confused with actual input. The sample data and sample 
output are for the parameter calibration option. Not all of 
the V.AR(L) data are shown due to the amount of card 
input for this subbasin. 
The output from the program is in inches of water 
over the agricultural area. The sense switches allow the 
additional output of the results in acre feet. 
The program listing and flow charts should be 
referred to simultaneously when questions arise about the 
logic within the program. 
INPUT DATA LAYOUT 
1. Basic Data 
Col Identifier 
Card 
1 
1-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56- 60 
61-65 
66-70 
BSNM 
NVR 
NPR 
NYR 
INN 
lOUT 
NITX 
The river basin name 
Number of variables; 
corresponds to number 
of VAR(L) in Table A-I 
Number of parameters; 
corresponds to number 
of PR(L) in Table A-I 
Number of year to be 
studied by the program 
Input devic"e indicator; 
i. e., tape or cards 
Output devi.ce indicator; 
i. e., print or record 
on tape 
Maximum number of 
iterations in loop involv-
ing the calculation of 
soil moisture 
Format (lOA 4, 815) 
II. Total Basin Data 
Card 
1 
Card 
2 
1-4 
5-8 
45-48 
49-52 
53-56 
77-80 
1-4 
5-8 
21-24 
25-28 
29-32 
OTL(l) 
OTL(2) 
OTL(12) 
OTL(13) 
OTL(14) 
OTL(20) 
Format 
OTL(21) 
OTL(22) 
OTL(26) 
OTL(27) 
OTL(28) 
Output title for VAR(l) 
Output title for VAR (2) 
Output title for VAR(l2) 
Output title for SIM(l) 
Output title for SIM(2) 
Output title for SIM(8) 
(20 A4) 
Output title for SIM(9) 
Output title for SIM(lO) 
Output title for SIM( 14) 
Output title for VAR(l3) 
Output title for SIM(15) 
Format (20 A4) 
The abbreviations used in the input and corres-
ponding output refer to the definitions of the VAR(ll's 
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and SIM(L)' s given in Table A-I and Table A-2, respec-
tively. The plus and minus sign on the abbreviations 
indicate gains or losses to the system. 
Card 
3 
Card 
4 
(For 
Card 
5 
1-5 
6-10 
56-60 
61-65 
66-70 
71-75 
1-10 
11-15 
16-20 
66-70 
DLH(I) 
DLH(2) 
DLH(12) 
NCR 
NPH 
IN PH 
Fraction daylight hours 
for month 1 
Fraction daylight hours 
for month 2 
Fraction daylight hours 
for month 12 
Number of crop evapo-
transpirations to be 
simulated, see Table A-2 
Number of phreatophyte 
evapotranspirations to 
be simulated, see 'Thble 
A-2 
Indicates which objec-
tive function to use (0 
or 1) 
o - will use Equation 
4.3 and emphasize 
low flows 
1 - will use Equation 
4.2 and emphasize 
high flows 
Format (12 F5. 3, 415) 
CCR(I,l) 
CCR(1,2) 
CCR(I,12) 
Crop identification 
kc for crop 1 month 
kc for crop 1 month 2 
kc for crop 1 month 12 
Format (lOX, 12F5. 2) 
This format is repeated for Crop 2, 3, ••• NCR. 
kc see 
1-10 
11-15 
16-20 
66-70 
Equation 3. 18. ) 
Phreatophyte identification 
CPH(l,l) kc for phreatophyte 
month 1 
CPH(1,2) kc for phreatophyte 
month 2 
CPH(l,12) kc for phreatophyte 
month 2 
, ) 
Format (lOX, 12FS. 2) 
This format is repeated for phreatophyte 2, 3, 
NPH. 
III. Choose to Simulate the Hydrology or Optimize 
the Parameters 
Card 
1 
4 IDOP a - Program will simu-
late the hydrology 
for a single set of 
parameters for NYR 
years 
1 - Program will opti-
mize the parameters 
based on NYR years 
of data 
Format (2014) 
IV. Subbasin Data 
Card 1-20 
1 
21-30 
31-40 
4S 
46-S0 
S 1- 60 
6l-6S 
SBNM 
AGAG 
AUNG 
IDCR 
ADMS 
ACOR 
TMPI 
Subbasin name 
Gaged area of the sub-
basin in acres (does not 
include agricultural 
area) 
Ungaged area of the sub-
basin in acres (does not 
include agricultural 
area) 
a - Indicates no crop 
land within subbasin 
1 - Indicates crop land 
within subbasin 
Tolerance desired in 
the calculation of soil 
moisture. ADMS is in 
inches of water 
Drainage area of the 
stream used for un-
gaged flow correlation, 
in acres 
Temperature adjustment 
in degrees Fahrenheit 
used In snowmelt calcu-
lation for the ungaged 
area; a positive number 
for decrease (see 
Equation 3.6) 
Format (SA4, 2F 10. 0, IS, FS. 3, Fla. 0, FS. 1) 
Card 
2 
1-10 
11- 20 
10 col 
If IDCR = 0, Skip Card 2 
ACR(l) 
ACR(2) 
ACR(NCR) 
TACR 
Acres of crop 
Acres of crop 2 
Acres of crop NCR 
Total crop acres (sum 
of ACR' s) 
Format (SFlO. 0) 
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Card 1-10 APH(l) Acres of phreatophyte 1 
3 11-20 APH(2) Acres of phreatophyte 2 
APH(NPH) Acres of phreatophyte 
NPH 
10 col TAPH Total phreatophyte 
acres (sum of APH' s) 
10 col ASCL A dummy scaling area 
for subbasin with no 
crop area (necessary 
when IDCR = 0) 
Format (SF 10. 0) 
If mop = a input model parameter cards here 
(Card 2 of VI). 
Card 1-4 NST( 1) Number of stations of 
VAR(l) 4 
S-S NST(2) 
NST(NVR) 
Number of stations of 
VAR(2) 
Number of stations of 
VAR(NVR) 
Format (2014) 
V AR I s given in Table A-I 
Card 21-30 CONV(3) Converstion factor for 
S VAR(3) 
31-40 
where: 
Card 
6 
10 col 
l-S 
6-10 
CONV(4) Converstion factor for 
VAR(4). 
CONY (NVR) Conver sion factor for 
VAR(NVR) 
CAF Conversion of acre-feet 
to inches of water over 
the agricultural acres 
or scaling area 
Format (SF 10. 6) 
CONV(L) 
CAF 
CAF 
CWT(l,l) 
CWT(l,2) 
CWT(l, 
NST[l]) 
Converts the units of 
VAR{L) to inches of 
water over the agri-
cultural area. If VAR(L) 
is in acre-feet, CONV(L) 
= CAF 
12/TACR if IDCR = 1 
121 ASCL if IDCR = 0 
Weight factor to apply to 
temperature station 1 
Weight factor to apply to 
temperature station 2 
Weight factor to apply 
to temperature station 
NST(l) 
Format (l6FS. 3) 
Card 1-5 
7 
6-10 
CWT(2,1) 
CWT(2,2) 
CWT(2, 
NST[2]) 
Weight f<'ctor to apply 
to precipitation station 1 
Weight factor to apply 
to precipitation station 2 
Weight factor to apply 
to precipitation station 
NST(2) 
Format (l6F5. 3) 
For this study CWT(2, N' s) come from Equation 
3.2, but the program allows for any weighting factor 
to be input. 
V. Observed Data 
Card 
1 
Card 
2 
1-5 
6-10 
9-14 
15-20 
75-80 
LYRO Starting year of data 
SNOW Initial snow storage in 
inches of water 
Format (15, F5. 0) 
CORS(l,l) Correlation streamflow 
year 1 month 1 
CORS(l,2) Correlation streamflow 
year I month 2 
CORS(l, 12) Correlation streamflow 
year I month 12 
Format (8X, -3P12F6. 1) 
This format is repeated for year 2, 3, ••• NYR. 
The input format is for CORS in thousands acre-feet. 
Card 4 IFMT(I) Read format indicator 
3 for VAR(l) 
8 IFMT(2) Read format indicator 
for VAR(2) 
4 (NVR) IFMT Read format indicator 
(NVR) for VAR(NVR) 
Format (2014) 
Input a 1 to 5 depending on which format on the 
next card, Card 4 is appropriate. (See flow chart 
for IPOD) 
Card 1- 16 FMT 1 A specific input format 
4 17-32 FMT2 A specific input format 
65-80 FMT5 A specific input format 
Format (5[4A4]) 
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Card 
5 
The VAR (L) of Table A-I are input at this point, 
according to the formats specified on Cards 3 and 4. 
For example, with IFMT(2) = 3 the program will read 
all stations of VAR(2) according to FMT3. Card 4 of 
IV specifies the number of stations for each variable. 
Each card must contain twelve monthly values 
and all stations of each VAR(L) must be punched with 
the same format and in the same units. 
Starting with V AR (I) the data for year 1 to NYR 
are input in ascending yearly order for station 1. 
This is followed by NYR years of data for station 2, 
3, ••• NST(I). The ordering of the stations is not 
important because they are summed to form DVAR. 
Data for VAR(2), VAR(3), ••• , VAR(NVR) are then 
input in the same manner. 
The VAR(L) data are input by year, station, 
then variable. If any NST(L) = 0, that variable is 
skipped. The sample input should make the ordering 
clear. 
If IDOP = 0, do not input remaining cards 
VI. Parameter Input 
Card 1-4 
I 
Card 
2 
Card 
3 
1-5 
6-10 
1-4 
5-8 
NPHS Number of phases of the 
optimization to be run 
(generally 3 or 4) 
Format (2014) 
PRO(l) 
PRO(2) 
PRO(NPR) 
Format 
NLV(l) 
NLV(2) 
Initial value of PR (1) 
Initial value of PR (2) 
Initial value of PR (NPR) 
(l6F5.2) 
Number of increments 
for PR(l) 
Number of increments 
for PR(2) 
NLV(NPR) Number of increments 
for PR(NPR) 
Format (2014) 
If NLV(L) = 0 or 1, no Card 4 is to be input for 
that parameter and it is therefore not optimized. 
Card One card for each parameter with NLV(L) > I, 
4 input in ascending order. 
6-10 
7-15 
PRL(L) 
PRH(L) 
Low level of PR(L) 
High level or PR(L) 
Format (5X, 2F5. 2) 
The step size for each parameter during optimi-
zation is calculated as: 
PRH(L) - PRL(L) 
NLV(L) 
Table A 1. Definition of variables and parameters. Table A2. Definition of variables and parameters. 
L Variables Parameters Equation L Simulated Quantities Equation 
1 Mean monthly Snowfall tempera- Chapter 3 1 Not used 
temperature ture Preciplta-
tion Sect. 2 Snow storage 3.5 W s(t) 
2 Total monthly Snowmelt tempera- 3.3 
precipitation ture Tm 
3 Snowmelt rate 3. 5 W s(O) - W s(l) 
3 Gaged surface Soil moisture hold- 3.27 4 Phreatophyte evapo- 3. 25 ETpr 
inflow ing capacity Mcs transpiration 
4 Gaged or estirrR Critical soil 3.27 
ted groundwater moisture Mes 
5 Crop evapotrans- 3.26,27 ETr 
piration 
inflow 
5 Irrigation Ungaged stream 3.7 
6 Soil moisture 3. 19 Ms(t) 
Import correlation coef- Kl 
ficient 
7 Deep percolation 3.29,30 DP r 
6 M & I Import Subsurface S:01Clge 3.33 
coefficient Kss 
8 Ungaged surface 3.7 Q ug 
inflow 
7 Irrigation s.uface Groundwater storage 3.35 9 
Return flow 3.1;;,16 Qri + Qrmi 
flow diversions coefficient Kg 10 Base flow 3.36 Qbf 
8 M & I surface Snowmelt coeffi- 3.4 
flow diversions cient Ks 11 Water deficit SIM(14) - VAR(14) 
9 Irrigation Consumptive use 3.25 12 Total outflow 3.39 Qto 
pumpage coefficient Ku 
10 M & I pumpage Irrigation effi- 3. 13 
13 Groundwater outflow 3.37 Q go 
ciency Eff 14 Surface outflow 3.38 Q so 
11 Irrigation M & I efficiency 3. 16 
Export Effmi 
15 Deviation from ob- VAR(13) - SIM(14) 
served surface out-
12 M &1 export Coefficient of rain 3.7 flow 
plus snowmelt for K2 
ungaged flow 
13 Gaged surface Threshold for sur- 3.7 
outflow face runoff K3 
14 Minimum stream Base flow coeffi- 3.36 
flow cient Kbf 
15 Infiltration 3.33 
coefficient Ci 
16 Initial soil 3.28 
moisture Ms(O) 
17 Initial ba s e and 3.35 
groundwater out- Q gao 
flow 
18 Initial watershed 3.32 
recharge Q sg 
37 
MA IN PROGRAM 
BSNM,NYR 
ON 
38 
TBDTA 
DLH(K), 
K=1,12 
crop 
Coefficients 
Phreatophyte 
Coefficients 
SBDTA 
Yes 
WCB. (K) eWCR (K) 
+cci(ic -;K) 
*ACR(rC)/TACR 
39 
IPOD 
V CARD 5 
VAR(K) ,K=1 ,12 
Using FMT1 
V CARD 5 
VAR(K),K=1,12 
Using FMT2 
40 
OPTH 
OBJB=9999. 
PR(JJ) =PRI. (JJ) 
FLV=NLV(JJ) 
DPR=(PRH(JJ)-
PRL(JJ)) /FLV 
41 
HYSM 
PR 16=PR( 16) 
MS1=PR16 
GBO=PR(17) 
RCO=PR( 18) 
SNO=SNOW 
SNO1 =SNOW 
TSRD1=O. 
TSRD2=O. 
TVAR=O. 
AV AR(l)=AV AR(l)/12. 
XBR1=AVAR(l3) /12. 
TVAR=TVAR+ 
AVAR(13) 
42 
TSRD1 =TSRD1 
+SRD1 
TSRD2=TSRD2 
+SRD2 
FYR=NYR 
DF=12*FYR 
TSRD1 =TSRDl 
/DF 
XBR2=TVAR/DF 
DF=DF-2 
TSRD2=TSRD2 
/ (XBR22*DF) 
SHIH 
Compute Snow 
Storage and 
Melt for 
Simulated Area 
Compute Snow 
Storage and 
Melt for 
Ungaged Area 
Calculate 
Phreatophyte 
Evapotrans· 
piration 
Calculate 
ETP,DT1R, 
DAG 
Yes 
ETP=O 
DTIR=O 
DAG=O 
S1M(7,K)=O 
S1M(6,K)=O I-----J~ 
S1M(5,K)=O 
S1M(6,K)=MS 
PR16=S1M(6,K) 
Calculate 
DIN,SK,D1C 
43 
N1TR=N1TR+1 
MS 1 = [PR ( 16) 
+MS]/2 
Calculate 
Remaining 
S1M Val1,les 
AS1M(L)= 
AS1M(L) 
+S1M(L,K) 
Calculate 
SRD1,SRD2 
... 
... 
PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION 
PROGRAM LISTING 
PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION FOR MYDROLOGIC SIMULATION MODEL --MPOP 
COMMON/BLK1/ ASIM(1~),AVAR(14),CCR(14,12),CONV(14), 
lCORSC',12~,CPMCS,12),CWTC2,S),OI.MC12),DVARC14,4,12)/BI.K2/FMT1C'), 
2'MT2 (4), 'MT3(4) , FMT4 C') , FMTS C,) , IFMT( 1') , NST C 14) , OTL (28), PR C 18), 
~PRO(1S', SBNM(S),5IMC15,12),VAR(12), 
4 We: R (12) , WPH (12) 
COMMON/BI.K~I ACOR, ADMS, AGAG, ASCL, AUNG, BCF, BCK, CAF, OIC, 01 N, DOUT, lOB III , 
UDCR, %DOP, INN, lOUT ,I. YRO, MS1, NCR, NITX, "IPH, NPR, NVR, "IYR, 
20BJ,RC~,SK,SNO,SNOW,SND1,SNW1,SRD1,SRD2, TACR,TAPH,TMP1,PR18 
~,INPM 
REAL H51 
DIMENSIDN 85NMCU) 
1 TYPE 211J1!l 
201!l FORMAT (~HREADY I) 
OCT 2S000 
INPUT BASIC DATA 
READC8,~0i1) CBSNM(I), 1-1,10) ,NVR,NPR,NYR, INN, IOUT,NIT)! 
~11JB FORMATC10A.,SI!5) 
WI1ITE(IOUT,201) CBSNHCI),I-l,U),NYR 
211Jl FORMATC1Hl,1I1JA',SX,SHNYR -,12//) 
CALI. TBDTA 
2 READ CINN,~01l lOOP 
~1IJ1 FORHAT C2LH') 
IN~UT sue-BASIN DATA 
CALL SBDU 
CALL IPOD 
IFCIMP.I!Q.ll GO TO :5 
CALL MUM (0) 
J .4 
3 CALL OPTM 
• TYPE 1202 
1202 FDRMAT (UH SET ssw AI) 
OCT 12!511J11J~ 
IF SSW A ON, REPEAT SUB-BASIN OPERATION 
OCT 023800 
J .8 
J .2 
OCT 2SIIlIIJIIJ 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE FOR TOTAL BASIN DATA 
SUBROUTHIE TBDTA 
COMMON/BLK1/ ASIMC1!5),AVAR(1'),CC"(1.,12),CONV(1.), 
lCORS C4, 112), CPH (S, 12) , CWT (2,!5) , DLM (12) , DVAR (1.,4,12) /BLK2IFMTl (.), 
2FMT12 C,) ,FMT3 (') ,FMT' e.) ,FMT!5 C'), IFMT 0'), NST (1.) ,OTL (28), P" (18), 
~~RO (18), 8BNM C!5) ,11M 0!5, 12), VAR (12), 
• WCR(12),WPHC12) 
COMMON/BLK3/ ACOR, loOMS, AGAG, ASCI., AUNQ, BCF, BCK, CAF, DIC, DIN, DOUT, IOU, 
UDCR, IDOP, INN, lOUT, LYRO, H51, NCR, NITX, NPH, NPR, NVR, NYR, 
20BJ, RCIIJ, SI(, SNO, SNOW, SNO 1, SNW 1, SRD 1, SRD2, TACR, TAPH, TMP 1, PR 18 
3,IfIIPH 
REAL M51 
READ OUTPUT TITLES 
READ ClNN,:5012) COTLCII), U-l,!28) 
3012 FORHATt20AA) 
INPUT DAY-LIGHT HOURS AND NUMBER OF CROPS AND PHREATOPHYTE5 
READCINN,~03) CDL-H(K) ,K-l, 112) ,NCR,NPH, INPH 
30~ FORMAT(12F!5.3,'I!5) 
WRITEClDUT,203) CDLHCK),K-l,12) 
203 FORHU (2!5H FRACTION DAY-UGMT HOURS/UF8.311) 
IFCNCR.EQ.0) GO TO 9 
INPUT CROP COEFFICII!NTS 
WRITE ClOUT ,211.) 
1204 FORM4T(18H CROP COEFFICIENTS) 
DO S IC-l,NCR 
READ (INN,30.) CCCRCIC,K) ,K-l, 12) 
~0' FORMAT(10)!,12FS.I2) 
8 WRITECIOUT,211l!5) eCCR(IC,K),1(.1r12) 
20S FORMAT(12F8.2] 
INPUT PHREATOPMVTE COEFF IC lENT 
9 WRITECIOUT,211l6) 
2015 FORMAT C//2t5H PMREATOPHYTE COEFFICIENTS) 
00 10 IP-l,NP"I 
READ (INN,30') CCPH eIP,K) ,K-l, 12) 
10 WRITE ClOUT ,205) CCPHCIP,IO ,K-1, 12) 
RETURN 
END 
5UBROUTI"IE FOR SUB-BASI" DATA 
SUBROUTINE seDTA 
COMMON/8I.K1/ A51 M(15), AVAR (14) ,ceR (14, 12) ,CONY (14), 
lCORS C" 12) ,CPH (5,12) , CWT (2,5) , OLH (2) ,DVAR (1',',12) /BLK2/FMTl (4) , 
2FMT2 C.), FMT3(') , FMT4 (') , FMT5 (') , IFMT( 1') , NST (4), OTL (28) , PR (lS), 
3PR0(18), S8NI1C!5),SlM(lS,12),VAR(12), 
'WCR(12),WPHC12) 
COMMON/BLK3/ ACOR, ADMS, AGAG, ASCI., AUNG, BCF, BCK, CAF, OIC, 01 N, DOUT, GB0, 
UDCR, lOOP, INN, lOUT, LYRO, M51, NCR, ~ITX, NP~, NPR, NVR, NYR, 
20BJ,RC0,SK,SNO,SNOW,SN01,SNW1,SRD1,SRD2, TACR,TAPH,TMP1,PRl15 
~, INPH 
REAL H51 
DIMENSION ACR (1.), APH (7) 
TVPE 207 
1207 FORMAT (ISH SUB-BASIN DATA/) 
OCT 2!5012111l 
READ CINN, 3015) CSBNM (Ie) , IS-I, 5) ,AGAG, AUNG, IOCR, AOMS, ACOR, TMP 1 
31115 1"0ltMAT (!5.t,',2FU.IIl, I5,FS.~,F10.e,F!I.l) 
WRITE ClOUT, 208) eseNM (IB) , IB-l r!!) , AGAG, AUNG, ACOR, IOCR 
2M FORMATelHl,SA4I,U8HAGAG -,F10.II,2)(15HAUNG -,I"10.0,2XI5HACOR -,F10.0 
1,2X15HIOCR .,12) 
IFCIOCR.EQ.I1J) GO TO 12 
"EADCINN,3015) (ACRCIC) ,IC-l,NeR) ,TACR 
3e8 FORMAT(8Fl~.IIJ) 
WRITE (lOUT, 211l9) (AeR (IC) , IC-1, NCR) , TACR 
209 FORMAT (l1H CROP AREAS/ C81"10.0» 
COMPUTE WEIGHTED CROP COEFFICIENT 
00 11 1C-1r12 
WCR el()-e. 
DO 11 IC-l,NCR 
11 WCR(IC)_WCRCI()+CCR(IC,K)+ACR(IC)/TACR 
WRITI!(IOUT,2111l) (WCR(I(),K-l,12) 
210 FORMATC//28H wEIGHTED CROP COEI"FICIENT/12FI5.I2) 
J .111l13 
12 UCR-e. 
1113 READ (INN,308) (APH(IP), IP.l ,NPH) ,TAPH,ASCL 
WRITE (IOUT, 211) CAPH (IP) , IP.1, NPH) , UPH 
211 FORMAT C/ll11H PHREATOPHVTE AREAS/8F10.0) 
COMPUTE WEIGHTED PHREATOPHYTE COEFFICIENT 
00 13 1(-1,12 
wPHClq-lI • 
DO 1~ IP-l,NPH 
1~ WPHCI()_WPH(K)+CPH(IP,IC)+APH(IP)/TAPH 
wRITE(IOUT,212) CWPHCK),Ul,12) 
212 FORMAT (1/3.H wEIGHTED PHREATOPHYTE COEFFICIENT/12F8.2) 
IF(IOOP.EQ.1) GO TO lS 
INPUT MODEL PARAMETERS 
REAC (INN,130S) (PR (JJ) ,JJ-1 ,NPR) 
13015 FORMAT 08FI5.2) 
WRITE(IOUT,213) (PR(JJ) ,JJ.l,NPR) 
213 FORMAT (/117M PARAMETER VALUES/ (8F8.2») 
HI READ CINN,3~0(5) CNST CI.) ,L-l ,NVR) 
3308 FORMA TC20I 4) 
WRITEeIOUT,21!5) (NSTeL) ,L-l,NVR) 
21S FORMATCII37i'4 'lUMBER OF STATIONS FOR EACH VARIABLE/UI!5) 
REAO (IIIIN,397) (CONV (I.) ,L-1 ,NVR) ,CAF 
307 FORMAT (8FU.8) 
WRITECIOUT,218) CCONVCL),L-l,NVR) 
2115 FORMATCl/19H CONVERSION FACTORS/(SFU.8)) 
INPUT STATION WEIGHT FOR TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION 
NST1-NST(1) . 
READ CINN, 1~(7) (CWT (l,M) ,M-l ,NSTl) 
131'17 FORMU Cl15F!5.~) 
WRITE CIOUT, 217) ceWT C1, 1'1), M-l, NST1) 
217 FORMAT CI/32M STATION WEIGHTS FOR TEMPERATURE/lX, 12FI5.3) 
NST2-NST (2) 
( ) (1\ \.jJ ( ) I ::) I) , ) 
~ 
(,II " 
READ C INN, 1 ~07) CCWTC2, 1'1) ,Mal, NST2)' 
WRITE(tOUT,218) (CWTC2,M) ,M-l,NST2) 
218 FORMATCl/~4H STATION WEIGHTS FOR PRECIPITATION/ll(,12F5.3) 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE TO INPUT OBSERVED DATA 
SUBROUTINE IPOD 
COMMON/BLK11 ASIM(l5), AVAR (14) ,CCR (14,12) ,CONV (l4), 
lCORS C4, 12l ,CPH (5,12) , CWT (2,5) ,01.1'1 (12) ,DVAR (14,4,12) /BLK2/FI'ITl C4l, 
2 .. MT2 C4l ,FMTH4) , FMT4 (4) , FMT5 (4), I .. MT C 14), NST( 14) , OTL (28) , PR (18), 
~PR0(18), SBNI'I(5) ,SIMC1!5,12) ,VARC12l, 
4WCR (12), WPH (12) 
COMI'ION/BLK31 ACOR, AOI'IS, AGAG, ASCL., AUNG, 8CF, BCK, CAF, OIC, 01 N, DDUT, GB0, 
1 IOCR, IDC'P, INN, lOUT, I. VRO, MS1, NCR, NITl(, NPH, NPR, NVR, NYR, 
20BJ, Re0, 5K, SNO, SNOW, SNO 1, SNW 1, SRO 1, 5RD2, TACR, TAPH, TMP 1, PIU 5 
~,INPM 
REAL MSl 
READ CI NN, ~09) I. VRO, SNOW 
309 FORMAT CI5,F5.0) 
INPUT CORRELATION STREAMFLOW 
WRITE ClOUT, 200) 
200 FORMAT CII17H CORR. STREAMFLOW) 
DO ~1 J-l,NYR 
READCINNt10B) CCORSCJ,K),Kal,12) 
~1 )lRITECIOUT,201l CCORS(J,K),K-l,12) 
100 FORMAT(8X,-3P12F5.l) 
201 "ORMATC1X,-~P12FII.1l 
INPUT DATA 'ORMAT INDICATOR AND FORMAT 
READCINN,l30g) O'MTCL),L-l,NVR) 
1~09 FORMATC2!I4) 
READ (INN, 310' CFMTl CL1) ,1.1-1,4), CFMT2 CL2l ,1.2-1,4) , C'M13 (I.~l, L.3-1, 4 
1) , CFMU (L.4) ,L.4-1, 4), CFMTII CL.II), L.5-1, 4) 
310 FORMAT (5 (4U" 
DO 32 L-l,NVR 
DO 32 J-l,NYR 
DO 32 Ul,12 
32 DVARCL.,J,K)-0. 
DO 40 L-l,NVR 
NSTN_NST CL) 
IF(NSTN.EQ.0) GO TO 40 
LFMT-IFMT(Ll 
DO 40 M-l,NSTN 
DO 40 J-l, NVR 
GO TO C33,34,35,311,37' ,I.FMT 
~~ READ CINN,FMTl) CVAR CK) ,K-l, 12) 
J .~8 
34 READ CINN,FMT2) CVAR CK) ,K-l, 12) 
J .38 
35 READCINN,FMT3) CVARCK),K-l,l2) 
J .:58 
315 READCINN,FMT4) CVAR(K),K-l,12) 
J .~8 
37 READCINN,FMT!I) CVARCK),K-l,12) 
COMPUTE AVERAGE OR TOTAL MONTHLY DATA 
:58 DO 40 K-l,12 
IF(L..LE.2) GO TO 39 
DVAR CL ,J, K)-DYAR (I., J, K) +CONV (I.) *VAR CK) 
J .40 
39 DVAR(L,J,K)-DVARCL,J,K).CWTCL.,M).VARCK) 
40 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION SUBROUTINE 
SUBROUTINE OPTM 
COMMON/BLK11 AUM CI!I), AYAR (14) ,CCR04, 12) ,CONY (14), 
lCORS C4 ,12) ,CPH C5, 12) , CWT (2,5) , DLH (12) , OVAR (14,4,12) /BI.K2/FMU (4) , 
2FMT2 Col) ,"I'ITH4) ,FMT4(4) , FMT!I (4l , IFMT C 14) , NST (14) , OTI. (28), PR (18) , 
3PROC1!), SBNM(5) ,5IMC15, 12) ,VAR(12), 
4WCR(12),WPHC12) 
COMI'ION/BLK3/ACOR,ADMS,AGAG,ASCI.,AUNG,BCF,BCK,CAF,OIC,DIN,DOUT,GB0, 
1 IOCR, lOOP, INN, lOUT, I. YRO, MS1, NCR, NITX, NPH, NPR, NVR, NYR, 
20BJ,RC0,SK,SNO,SNOW,5N01,SNW1,SR01,SR02, TACR,TAPH,TMP1,PR16 
3,INPH 
REAL MSI 
DIMENSION BL.V(18),BVC(18),NI.V(18),PRHC18),PRLC18) 
Ie TYPE 219 
219 FORMATC13H OPTIMIZATION/) 
OCT 25000 
ASSIGN NO. OF PHASES 
REAOCINN,2307) NPHS 
INPUT INITIAL VECTOR 
READ (INN, 1307) CPRO(JJ) ,JJ-l ,NPR) 
1~07 FORI'IATC18F5.2) 
WRITE CIOUT,220) CSBNM CIB), IBal ,5) 
220 FORMATelHl,5A4/1l 
INPUT OPTIMIZATION INDICATOR 
READCINN,2307l (NLVCJJ) ,JJ"'I,NPR) 
2307 FORl'ln C20I4) 
WRITECIOUT,221l 
221 IfORMATC80H PARAMETER RANGE,NO. OF INCUMENTS ANO INITI4L. vECTOR'1/ 
13X2HJJ, 5X3HPRI., 5X3HPRH, 3x3HNI. V, 8X3HPRO) 
INPUT PARAMETER RANGE 
DO 19 JJ-l,NPR" 
IFCNLVCJJ).GT.ll GO TO 17 
PRL CJJ) -PRO CJJ) 
PRHCJJ)-PROCJJ) 
NI.V(JJ)_l 
J .18 
17 REAOCINN,31'18) PRL.CJJ),PRHCJJ) 
308 I'ORMAT(!5¥,2F5.2) 
18 WRITECIOUT,222) JJ,PRLCJJ),PRHCJJ),NI.V(JJ),PROCJJ) 
222 1f0RMAT CI5,2F8.2, 15,F10.2) 
INITULIZE OPTIMAL. VECTOR 
BVC (JJ) -PRO CJJ) 
BL. v CJJ) -PRO CJJ) 
SET PARAMETER TO INITIAL VALUE 
19 PRCJJ)-PROCJJ) 
INITIALIZE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
CALL HYSMC0) 
OBJA-OBJ 
REPEAT OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE FOR EACH PHASE 
DO 3111 II-l,NPHS 
WRITI!CIOUT,223) II 
22~ I'ORMATelHl,5HPHASE,I31110H PAR LVL.,3X,7HPAR. V.,7X,3HOBJ,16X,4HG 
lRAO) 
OPTIMIZE EACH PARAMETER 
DO 2S JJ-l,NPR 
1FCNL.VCJJ).LE.l) GO TO 25 
OBJB-9999. 
PRCJJ)_PRLCJJ) 
FI.V-NLVCJJ) 
OPR-CPRHCJJ)-PRLCJJ»/'LV 
SEARCH" FOR EVERY LEVEL 
NLVL-NL.V(JJ)+l 
DO U KK-l,NLVL 
CALL MYSM CJJ) 
IFCKK.EQ.l) GO TO 20 
GRAD- COBJ-OBJO) IOPR 
WRITE ClOUT ,224) JJ,KK,PR CJJ) ,OBJ,G.RAO 
224 FORM4T(215,F10.2,F10.5,5X,F15.8) 
J .21 
20 WRITECIOUT,224) JJ,KK,PRCJJ)'OBJ 
21 IFCOBJ.GT.OBJB) GO TO 22 
OBJB-OBJ 
BLV(JJ)-PRCJJ) 
22 OBJO-OBJ 
IFCOBJ.GT.OBJA) GO TO 24 
OBJAaOBJ 
DO 23 JJJ-l,NPR 
23 BVCCJJJ)-PRCJJJ) 
24 PR(JJ).PR(JJ)+DPR 
PR (JJ) _PRO CJJ) 
25 CONTI NUE 
DO 2!i JJJ a 1,NPR 
26 PRCJJJ).BL.VCJJJ) 
~ 
~ 
CALL HYSM (0) 
tF(OIlJ.GT".OBJA) GO TO 28 
DO 27 JJJ-1,NPR 
27 evc (JJJ) -PR (JJJ) 
28 WFIITE(lOUT,225) (BVC(JJJ) ,JJJ-l,NPR) 
225 FO~MAT(lHl,34HTHE OPTIMAL F~CTORS ARE AS FOLLOWS/C8F8.2ll 
DO 29 JJJ-l,NPR 
PRO (JJJ) -BVC (JJ J) 
29 ItR (JJJ)-BVC (JJJ) 
SET lOOP TO 0 TO PRINT OUT SIMULATION RESULTS 
IDOP-0 
CALI. HYSH (0) 
OBH-OBJ 
SET lOOP BACK TO 1 TO PROCEED FOR ANOTHE~ PHASE OF OPTIMIZATION 
100P-1 
30 CONTINUE 
TYPE 2215 
2215 FO~MAT (25H SET SSW C FOR NEW VECTOR n 
OCT 25000 
OCT 023400 
J .31 
J .115 
31 ~!TURN 
!ND 
HYDROI.OGIC IlMUI.ATION SUBROUTINE 
SUBROUTINE HUM (JJ) 
COMMDN/BI.Kl/ ASIM(U) ,AVAR Ct4) ,CCR (14,12) ,CONY (14), 
lCORS C4,12), CPH (5,12) , CWT ~2, 5) ,DI.M C 12) ,OVAR (14, 4,12) /BI.K2IFMTl (4) , 
21'MT2 e.), I''''T3 e.), FMT4 (4) , F"'T!5 e.), IFHT( 14), NST( 14) ,OTI. (28), PR (18), 
3PRO (18), SBNM (5),511'1 (15,12), VAR (12), 
'WCR(12) ,WPHCt2) 
CO"'MDN/BI.K3IACOR, ADMS, AGAG, ASCI., AUNG, BCI', BCK, CAl', DIC, DIN, OOUT, GU, 
1 IOCR, lOOP, INN, lOUT, I. 'fRO,MSI ,NCR, NITlI, NPH, NPR, NYR, NYR, 
20BJ, Rce, SK, SNO, SNtlW, SN01, SNW1, SRD1, SR02, TACR, TAPH, TMP1, PR 115 
3,INPM 
REAl. 1'151 
PRl15-PR(1I5) 
MShPRlIJ 
GBe-PR (17) 
RCe-PR(U) 
SND_SNOW 
SN01-SNOW 
TSROl-0. 
TSR02_0. 
TVAR-0. 
REPEAT SI"'UI.ATIDN PROCEDURE FOR EACH YEAR 
DO 815 J-l,NYR 
DO 1111158 l.-l,NVR 
10158 AyARCI.)-0. 
DO 20158 1.-1,15 
20158 ASIMCL.)-0. 
!RDl-0. 
SRD2-0. 
I. 'fR-LYRO+J-l 
SIMUI.ATE MONTHI.Y HYOROI.DG't' 
CAl.I. SIMM(J) 
AVAR(1)-AVAR(1)/12. 
ANNUAl. STANDARD DEVIATION AND COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION 
lIBR1- (AYAR (U) /12.) 
TyAR-TVAR+AVAR (13) 
IF ODOP.Eo.1) GO TO 85 
OUT-PUT SIMUI.ATION REtlUI. T 
WRITE ClOUT, 22S) CSBNM oe) , lB-l, 5) ,1.'t'R 
228 FORHATC1H1,5U,I51) 
WR IT! CI OUT, 229) 
229 FORMAT C70H VAR OCT NOV DEC JAN 
1 FEB "AR) 
DO 159 1.-1,12 
159 WRITECIOUT,230) OTI.(L),(DVAR(I.,J,K),hl,6) 
230 FORMAT(6)(,U,7F10.3) 
DO 70 1.-2,14 
'-- __ .i 
1.1-1.+12 
70 WRtTE (IOUT,230) OTI. CLU, CSIMCL.,I<) ,hl,6) 
WRlTE(IOUT,2~'1) OTL(27),CDVARC13,J,K),K a l,6) 
WRITECIOUT,231<l) OTI.(28l, (SIM(15,1() ,1(-1,15) 
WRlTECIOUT,231) 
231 FORMAT C /8I!H VAR APR HAy JUN 
1 AUG SEPT ANN) 
DO 71 1.-1,12 
71 WRITECIOUT,230) OTL.CL),CDVARU.,J,K),K_7,12),AVARCI.) 
00 72 1.-2,14 
1.1-1.+12 
72 WRITE (lOUT, 230) OTUI.l), CSIM (I., t<l ,1(-7,12), ASIM (I.) 
WRITE (lOUT ,230) OTI. (27), (OVARC13,J,K) ,1(-7., 12), AVAR(13) 
WRlTECIOUT,230) OTI.(28), (SIHe1!5,K) ,1(-7rlal,ASIM(15l 
ASRD1-SROI/12. 
ASRD2-SR021 C 10. *XBR 1 *XBR 1) 
WRIT! (IOUT,123S) ASRD1,ASRD2 
123S FORMATe/8H ASRDI -,F10.S,SX,8H ASRD2 -,F10.S) 
C IF SSW D ON, OUT-PUT ACRE-FEET 
OCT 023420 
J .8S 
CONVERT QUANTITIES TO ACRE FEET 
oD 73 1.-2,13 
AV AR (I.) - AVAR CI.) ICAF 
oD 73 1(-1,12 
73 DVARCL,J,K)-DVARCL,J,I()/CAF 
DO 74 1.-1,15 
ASIMCL)-A8IMCI.)/CAF 
DO 7. 1(-1,12 
74 SrMCI.,Kl-SIM(I.,~)/CAF 
WRITE(IOUT,2Ul (SBNMClB) ,lB-l,5) ,1.'t'R 
233 I'DRM_T(1Hlr17HOUT-PUT ACRE-I'EET,5X,SU,I5) 
WRlTE(!OUT,229) 
DO 7S 1.-1,112 
75 WRITECIDUT,234) OTLC!,), CDVAR(L,J,l(lrK-l,15) 
234 FoR~AT(I5IC,U,71f10.1l 
DO 715 1.-2,1' 
1.1-1.·112 
715 WRITE(IOUT,2U) OTLCI.1"CUM(I.,IO,K_l,e) 
WRIT!CIOUT,2U) DTI.(27), CDVAR(13,J,K) ,h1,t5) 
WRIT!(IOUT,234) OTI.(28), CUM(lS,K) ,t<-I,e) 
WRIT! CIOUT, 2:51) 
DO 77 1.-1,12 
77 WRITECIOUT,234) OTI.CI.),CDVARCI.,J,K),KI7,12l,AVAR(I.) 
DO 78 L-2,14 
1.1-1.·112 
78 WRIT!CIOUT,2:54) DTLCl.ll,CIIIM(I.,K),h7,l2l,ASIMCl.l 
WRIT! ClOUT ,234) OTL (27) , COVAR (13, J, I(), K-7 ,112), AVAR C 13) 
WRITE ClOUT ,234) OTI. (28), CUM US, K), 1(-7.12), AUM OS) 
WRIT!CIOUTr12:55) ASRD1,ASRD2 
CONVERT QUANTITIES BACK TO INCHES 
Do 1111 1.-2,13 
DO 11'1 K-l,12 
10 DVARCI.,J,K)-DYAR(L,J,K)*CAF 
RESUI. T5 OF RESERVOIR OPERATION 
8S T5Ro l-TSRD 1 +SRDI 
TSR02ITSRD2+SRD2 
815 CONTINUE 
JryR_NYR 
DI'-12.-FYR 
TSRD llTSRO 110F 
ICBR2-TVAR/DF 
DF-DF-2. 
TSROhTSRD21 (XBR2*XBR2*DFl 
OBJ-TSRDI 
IF(INPH.EQ.l) OBJ-TSRD2 
IFCIDOP.EQ.ll GO TO 87 
WRITECIOUT,2315) OBJ 
2315 FORMAT(l8H OBJ -'''10.15) 
87 RETURN 
END 
\ -' ',,: ) " \ '"-..~ 
JUI. 
~ ) 
.... 
.... 
SUBROUTINE TO SIMUL.ATE MONTHL.Y HYOROL.OGY 
SUBROUTINE SIMH (J) 
COMMON/BL.K11 ASIM(15),~VAR(14),CCR(14,12),CONV(14), 
lCORS Col, 12) , CPH C5, 12) , CWT(2, 5) , OL.H (2) , OVAR 04,4,12) IBL.K2IFMTl (4) , 
2FMT2 Col), FMT3 Col), 1""'141 Col) 1 FMT5 C") 1 IFMT (14), NST( 14) , OTL. (28) , PR (18) , 
3PRO OB), SBNM CS), SIM Cl 5,12) , VAR (12), 
4WCR(12),WPHC12) 
COMMON/BL.K;'I ACOR, AOMS, AGAG, ASCL., AUNG, 8CF, BCK, CAl", 0 IC, 01 N, OOUT, GB0, 
lIOCR, lOOP, INN, lOUT, L. 'I'RO, MS1, NCR, NIT)(, NPH, NPR, NVR, NYR, 
20eJ, RC0, SK, SNO, SNOW, SNOJ, SNW 1, SRO 1, SR02, TACR, T APH, TMP 1, PR 16 
;',INPH 
REAL. M51 ,MS 
00 66 K-l,12 
SIMO,IC)-1lI.0 
SNOW STORAGE AND SNOW MEL. T FOR SIMUL.ATEO AREA 
IF(DVAR(1,J,IC).GT.PRC1).ANO.OVAR(I,J,K).GT.PR(2» GO TO 51 
IFCOVARCl,J,K).L.E.PRO).ANO.OVARC1,J,K).GT.PR(2» GO TO 50 
SIM C2, I() -SNO+OVAR (2, J, 1<) 
SIM(;',K)-0. 
RPMT-0. 
J .52 
50 SIH(2,K)-SNO+OVAR(2,J,I<) 
SIM(;',K)-SIMC2,K)*(I.-EXP(-PRC6)*(OVAR(1,J,IC)-PR(2»» 
IF CSIH(;"K) .GT.SIMC2,K» SIM(3,K) -UM(2, K) 
SIM C2 ,IC) -srM (2,1<) -511'1 C3, 1<) 
RPMT-SIM(3,1<) 
J .52 
51 SIM(3,K)-SND*Cl.-EXP(-PR(8)*(OVARC1,J,K)-PR(2»» 
IF (81M(3,K) .GT.SNO) SIM(3,K) -SND 
SI M (2, K) -SND-SIM (3, K) 
RPMT-DVAR(2,J,K)+SIM(3,K) 
52 SNO.SIM(2,IO 
SNOW STORAGE AND SNOW MEL. T FOR UNGAG!D AREA 
TUNG-DVARC1,J,K)-TMPI 
IF(TUNG.GT.PR(1).~ND.TUNG.GT.PR(2» GO TO oil 
IF(TUNG.L.E.PRO).ANO.TUNG.GT.PR(2)) GO TO 40 
SNW1-SNO l+OVAR (2, J, K) 
RPMU·0 • 
J .42 
010 SNW1.SN01+0VAR(2,J,K) 
SNMU_SNW 1 * O. -EXP (-PR (8) * (TUNG-PR (2»» 
II" (SNMT1.GT .SNW!) SNMU-SNWI 
SNW1_SNW1-SNMTl 
RPMU_SNMU 
J .42 
01 1 SNMU_SNO 1 * (1. -E)(P (-PR (8) * (TUNG-PR (2»" 
IF(SNMTl.GT.SN01) SNMTl-SNOl 
SNW 1- SNO l-SNMTl 
RPMU-OVAR (2, J, K) +SNMT 1 
012 SN01-SNWI 
PHRE~ TOPHVTE EVAPOTR ANSP IR AT I ON 
BCF_OVAR (1, J ,K) *OL.H (K) 
BCK-.0173*OVAR(1,J,I<)-.314 
IF(eeK.L.T .. 3) BCI<-.3 
SI M (4,K) aPR (II) *WPH (I<) *eCI<*BCF 
CROP POTENTIAL. EVAPOTRANSPIRATION ANO IRRIGATION REQUIREMENT 
IF(IOCR.EQ.0) GO TO 501 
ETP_PR CII) *WCR (K) *BCK*BCF 
OTIRwOVAR (5,J, K) +OVAR (7, J, K) +OVAR (g, J ,K)-OVAR Cll,J ,K) 
OAG-DTIR*PR (10) +RPMT 
J .55 
501 ETP-0. 
OTIR_0. 
DAG_0. 
55 DTMI-OVAR(6,J,K)+OVAR(B,J,K)+OVARC10,J,K)-OVAR(12,J,K) 
RETURN FL.OW 
IF(IDCR.EQ.0) GO TO 56 
SIM (9,K) - tl.-PR (10» *OTtR+ Ct.-PR (11» *OT'1I 
ASCL.-TACR 
J .57 
56 SIMC9,Ie)w(1.-PR(11l)*OTMI 
UNGAGEO SURFACE INFL.OW 
!57 CCe_12.dUNG/(ACOR*ASCL.) 
SIM(8,K).PR(!5)*CCC*CORS(J,K)+PR(12)*RPMT1*AUNG/ASCL.+ 
IPR (13). (AGAG+AUNG) IASCL 
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION, SOIL MOISTURE AND PERCOL.ATION 
IF(IOCR.EQ.0) GO TO 6;' 
NITR wl 
!5B SIM(5,Ie)wETP*MS1/PR(4) 
IF (SIMCS,K) .GT,ETP) SIM (!5,Ie) -ETP 
MswPR 16+0AG-S I M (5, I() 
IF CMS,GT ,PR (3» GO TO 59 
SIM(7,K)_0. 
J .60 
59 SIM(7,1e)-MS-PR(3) 
MS-PR (3) 
60 OMSdes (MS-MS I) 
IF (O"'S.GT .AOMS.ANO,NITR,L. T .NITX) GO TO 61 
J .62 
61 NITR-NITR+I 
MSI-(PRC16)+MSJ/2. 
J .58 
62 SIM(6,K)-MS 
PRI6-SIM(6,IO 
J .64 
63 SIM (7 ,K) -0. 
SIM(II,K)-0. 
SIMe5,1e)-0. 
GROUNDWATER RECHARGE ANO OUTFI.OH 
1101 DIN-PR (15) *RPMT 1* (AGAG+AUNG) I ASCL. 
SUPR(II) 
D IC-RC0 
CAL.L ROUT 
RC0-DOUT 
DIN-OVU (oI,J ,K) +OOUT+Uf04 C7, 1<) -DVAR (II, J, K) -OVU C 10, J, K) 
SI<-PR (7) 
DIC-GB0 
CAL.L. ROUT 
GB08DOUT 
SIM (10 ,K) sPR (1") -DOUT 
SIM(13,K).DOUT-SIM(10,K) 
SIM (., K) .SIM(oI, K) *TAPH/ASCI. 
SIMC1 .. ,K).DVAR(3,J,K)-OVAR(7,J,K)-DVAR(8,J,K)-SIMC',K) 
I+SI"'(II,K)+SIM(10,K)+SIMCB,K)+RPMT*TAPH/ASCL. 
SIM 02, K) -UM (13, K) +UM (101, K) 
SI'" (15,1<) -UM (U, K) -OVAR (13, J, K) 
CHECK AGUNST MINIMUM FL.OW 
IF(SIM(lo1,I<).GE.OVARU .. ,J,K» GO TO 1011. 
S I M (11 , IC) -0 V AR (1 4 , J , K) -$ I M (I', 1<, 
J .65 
1064 SIM(lI,K)-0. 
e CALCUL.ATE ANNUAL. SUMS 
65 DO 1S5 LII1,NV-R 
65 AVAR(L)-AVARCL.)+OVARCL.,J,K) 
CAL.CULATE ANNUAL. SUI1S 
DO 117 L.-l,15 
67 ASIM(U.ASZM(L.)+SXM(L,K) 
SRO I-SRO I+ABSCS I M (15, K» IOVAR (13, J, K) 
SR02-SRDhSl M (15, 1e)"2 
68 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FOR L.INEAR RESERVOIR ROUTING 
SUBROUTINE ROUT 
COMMON/BL.KII ASII1 CIS), AVAR(I') ,CCR CI', 12) ,CONY (l01), 
ICORS (01,12), CPH (5,12) , CWT (2,5) , DL.H (2) , OVAR (101,4,12) IBL.K2IFMTl (4) , 
2FI1T2 Col) , FI1T:5 (4) , FMT4 (4) , FMT5 (4) , IFMT (1') , NST (14) , OTL. (2B) , PR (IB), 
3PROCIS), SBNM(5),SIM(15,12),VAR(12), 
4WCRCI2) ,WPH (12) 
COMMON/BL.K:51 ACOR, AOI1S, AGAG, ASCL, AU~IG, BCF, BCI(, CAP, OIC, 01 N, DOUT, GB0, 
lIOCR, IOOP,INN,IOUT,LYRO,MSI,NCR,NITX,NPH,NPR, NVR,NYR, 
20BJ,RC0,SK,SNO,SNOW,SNOI,SNW1,SR01,SR02, TACR,TAPH,TMPI,PRII5 
3,INPH 
REAL. MSI 
DOUT_OIN+(OIC-OIN)*EXP(-l,/SK) 
QETURN 
END 
.,. 
CD 
SAMPLE INPUT 
I. BASIC DATA 
CARD 1 
PROVO 14 18 10 
II. TOTAL BASIN DATA 
CARD 1 
TEMP+PPTGR I VQG'" I +1 R I +M I I +Q IR+QM I + I RP+11 I P- I RX-M I lC SNS+SMTETPH -ET MS -OPQUNG 
CARD 2 
-QRF QIIFQOEF QTO QGO QSOQGAGDIFF 
CARD 3 
.077 .067 ,065 .067 .067 .083 ,089 .11'10 .11'11 .102 .096 .084 14 
CARD 4 
A I AL.P'A 1 90 79 55 63 74 !Ili 99 112 1151 110 HI5 519 
A2 PAST 2 8 Ii! 74 58 55 615 81 86 102 5151 93 III B7 
A3 AOHA 3 84 77 152 55 156 81 Sl4 109 115 110 U5 95 
A4 SMGR 4 22 29 29 29 29 28 74 118 127 73 40 111 
A5 CORN 5 99 29 29 29 29 28 22 150 73 Sl3 U6 1011 
AI5 SUBT 5 102 29 29 29 2S1 28 22 58 95 106 120 111 
"" 
Por. 7 22 29 29 251 251 28 22 30 42 88 131 134 
A8 ORCH 8 90 78 155 64 74 815 Sl8 108 113 111 1I1l15 119 
A9 PEAS 9 
All'1 TOMA10 4111 29 29 2g 29 28 45 50 75 11111 g7 B3 
A11 SHTR11 41'1 2g 29 211 29 28 37 152 77 82 78 151 
AU IDL.E12 35 3 III 25 25 25 30 33 38 39 311 39 311 
A13 BEAN13 25 29 211 29 29 28 22 67 111 B9 75 20 
A14 BL.ANI4 
CARD 5 
CI HWI1C 185 lB5 1815 lB5 185 185 185 185 1815 185 1815 185 
C2 HWGW 125 102 75 155 80 113 136 !AI 142 142 141 1315 
C3 MwGT 81 715 511 156 53 53 55 151 158 77 82 83 
C4 L.Ii"GT 150 47 42 35 33 33 34 38 42 48 51 51 
C5 OPWT 137 128 112 101 130 149 1515 1515 151 144 1'1 138 
III. lOOP 
CARD 1 
1 
IV. SUBBASIN DATA 
CARD 1 
FRANCIS 213715 1I1l9056 20 10 .. 320 15.2 
CARD 2 
1589 924 490 326 0 
0 0 0 0 33211 
CARD 
935 19 9157 3328 
CARD 4 
1 3 
CARD !5 
.0031504686.00360415815.00315041586.00315048815.003150041518.00315041586 
.0031504886.0036041586.0038041586.0036041186.0031504886. 0036046815.003150461115.003150"81115 
CARD 15 
.93113 
CARD 7 
.5841.49153.2111 
V. OBSERVED DATA 
CARD 1 
19154 
CARD 2 
OAKL. 1i4 3.7 3.4 3.0 2.15 2.0 2.3 4.15 '4.1 515.5 
\ j 
19.2 7.3 ".7 
f \ 
,,-j 
OAI(L 1'15 3,6 3,4 3.6 3,2 3,IiI 2,8 A,7 41!!,3 78, II 38.0 13.0 
UKL. 56 15.'i !'i,2 4.1i 4.1 3.3 4.7 14,9 48.2 24,9 8,4 5.0 
OAKL 157 !!II 42 31 ~5 29 39 57 354 75S! 345 ge 
CARD 3 
1 2 
CARO 4 
(1 4Xr12F5,1) (I H ,12F5.2) (8X,-3 PI2F6.1) (8X,12F6,ll (8X, 12F15 ,I l 
CARD 5 
VARCll STATION 1 
HEBER 19154 527 374 233 16B 175 244 4P 510 574 681 651 558 
HEBER 1965 503 309 264 258 263 316 447 48S! 5158 660 621 511 
HEBER 191515 492 391 296 194 lP8 350 431 541 5117 61:13 655 586 
HEBER 1967 45S1 385 '-PI 6 22S1 243 379 409 4113 565 1581 668 585 
VARC2) STATION 1 
I(AMAS PPT 19154 124 170 55 193 11112 182 268 141 380 74 55 46 
I(AMAS PPT 191'15 25 271 522 1i'5 82 76 224 1152 151 472 139 210 I(AMAS PPT 1966 22 34B 1S15 130 922 U8 Sl5 117 27 715 114 134 
KAMAS PPT 1967 190 21'13 292 242 114 176 24!S 418 21)7 Ci4 74 140 
VAR C2) STATION 2 
HEBER 1964 77 174 43 207 25 1215 leB 202 355 57 44 29 
HEilER 11165 27 224 541i1 1711 44 67 143 81 117 111 113 141 
HEBER 19615 14 331 211'1 1i0 190 415 6:1 1 ~4 66 20 72 \!HI 
HEBER 111157 12 Ii! lB8 322 3JB 415 175 138 238 202 58 78 53 
VAR (2) STATION 3 
SL. 19154 232 374 141 1573 U53 7315 15:55 415 447 911 101 50 
SL Ig65 45 7B9 1295 15gB 285 2513 537 2311 2415 2155 429 4114 
SL. 191515 00 BBI 599 261 330 301 252 151S1 75 214 1I1l3 222 
SL 111157 309 414 2B2 51515 340 504 1558 547 332 71 104 134 
THE REMAINING VARCL) DATA IS INPUT UNTIL., IN THIS EXAMPL.E, VAR(13) 
STATION 1 DATA IS INPUT 
VAR (13) STATION 
19641550 3.6 5.1 4, g 4.11 ". 4.15 5.1 9.15 711.9 88.1 22.8 15.9 
191551550 3.4 4.7 15.3 6.3 5.1 5.5 111.5 81.2 93.8 52.7 1601 
19151511550 15.2 4.7 4.2 3.8 3.6 6.6 25.3 76.3 23.0 5.2 2.5 
191571550 5.2 5.9 7.8 15.11 15.0 11.4 14.2 69.4 815.3 37.9 10.1 
VI. PARAMETER INPUT 
CARD 1 
2 
CARD 2 
4f101l 3OO0 1500 400 :u 20 40 12 100 30 80 04 12 .0 02 
4 rae 300 
CARD :s 
.. 4 
CARD 4 
1 3600 4000 
2 2800 3200 
15 28 38 
6 10 50 
7 20 100 
8 10 14 
9 B0 120 
10 20 60 
12 00 10 
13 10 20 
14 20 151'1 
15 01 £15 
( I 
9,2 
4,1 
35 
426 
434 
451 
1507 
1767 
1228 
3.11 
7.4 
3.1 
5.B 
400 
. '\ 
'" Ii 
/ \ ) 
SAMPLE OUTPUT I'''.NClS 
PIIOVO N'!'R • 4 P.R.HETER IIANIiE,NO. OF INCREMENTS AND INITUL VECTOR 
JJ PRL PII" NLV PRO 
I'UCTION DU-LIGHT HOUI'S 1 :ss.le 41.11 4 4e.ee 
.171 .IS7 .IS5 .ee7 .e157 .en .eaSl .UI .Ul .102 .ISlI5 
.8'" 2 2II.111!1 n.ee 4 :se.el 
:s 15.le s.ee 1 lS.ee 
4 4.110 4.10 1 4.e0 
CROP COEI"ICIENT5 5 .2e .U 5 .34 
•• 0 .1S1 .S5 .S3 .74 .IS .SISI 1.12 1.U 1.U 1.15 .tI, II .10 .5e 4 .2e 
.ISI .74 ,51 .1111 .II~ .81 .Ie 1.02 .SISI •• 3 .Sll .17 7 .21 1.e0 4 .4e 
.14 .77 .81 .55 .1111 .81 .Sl4 1.0S1 1.115 1.U 1.ell • SIll IS .U .14 4 .12 
.21 .211 • lSI .211 .211 .21 .74 1.11 1.21 .73 .4e .it SI .Ie 1.20 4 1.le 
... • lSI 
.2' .n .2S1 .21 .22 .111 .73 .n 1.111 1.18 11 • 2 iii .ee 4 .31 
l.eI .ee .n • lSI .n .21 .22 .ss .811 i .ell 1.2' 1.U 11 .lSe .ee 1 .8e 
.2, .2S1 • 2 iii .18_ .It .21 .122 .3111 .42 .11 1.31 i.U· 12 .Ie .U 5 .e4 
.SlI .71 .1111 .114 .7. .ee .88 1.111 1.13 I.U 1.111 
." 
13 .11 .21!1 II .12 
.11 .ee •••• .11 .111 .11 • 11 .11 .1. ••• .11 .11 
14 .21 
.11' 4 .4e 
.41 .2S1 .28 • 2 iii .28 .21 .411 .58 .75 1.11 .87 .I:S 111 .11 •• 5 4 .12 
.41 .It .28 .211 .n .21 .37 .112 .71 .111 .7. .111 18 4.le 4.'1 1 4.,0 
.35 .31 .2e .211 .a5 .3111 .n .U .:Jt .:Jt .:Jt .:Jt 17 4 •• 1 4.1. 1 4.ee 
.15 • lSI • lSI .11 .u .11 .11 ~1I1 1.11 .18 .75 .11 11 3.11 3.el 1 :s.elll 
.111. .1111 .Ie .11 .lIIe- •• 111 .eI .11 .11 .elll .1111 .11 PH.IE 1 
PHIIE.TOPH'!'TE COEI'nCIENTI 
p.II LVL ".R. V. OBJ GRAD 
1 1 3e.le .11424 
1.15 1.85 1.1S 1.15 1.15 ·1 •• 11 1.8.11 1.1S i •• 11 1.15 1.511 1.111 1 I 37.1111 .11113811 ·.0.112715111 
1.25 1.01 .71S • IllS .81 1.13 1.311 1.41 1.42 1.412 1.41 1.311 1 3 U.0111 .11114112 .18B11111171 
.81 .111 .n • ISS .1S3 .n .51S .81 .18 .77 .Ii .13 1 .. :SSl.'1 .0141S1 .11101110S348 
.11' ... 7 • 41 .-311 .n .13 .&" .11 .4 • .41 .111 ,Ill 1 5 .... 11 .111141111 •• 011100I11U 1.37 1.21 1.U 1.11 1.31 1."8 1.511 1.511 ,.51 1 ..... 1.4' 1.U a 1 28.11 .IIUU 
I'RANCU a a lSI.eI .0133e .11111337211 
.IUG • U3711. .UNII • luese. .COR • iloil. ZDCII • 1 a 3 311.11 .01411 .01107228111 
• CPlOP .RU8 a 4 31.10 .01!114 .-0eU15882 
-0 lIS ... ,124. 4S111. 328. -.. 0. •• III. a 15 32.111 .01ue • 011 13 it 815 I. III. •• •• I. I. nai. ~ t .28 .IU22 2 .:se .0U57 .1II111 .. 1I1iIl 
3 .32 .'11U .01183481 
WEIliHTED CROll COIl'I'ICIENT 4 .3" .11 .... .144aU72· 
.78 .71 .511. .511 .811 .71 .82 1.U 1.13 1.111 .... .'7 5 .311 •• uu .21740.,..5 8 .;sa .113114 .21e5l183 . 
1 .111 • e14e1 
"HRIATOPH'!'TE ~REAI II a .11 .e14e1 .0 .. 11414 
II. 1. '311. it. 1. t51. II 3 .:se .1I14e1 .111011111' II 4 .411 .1II14e1 .8l1li02271 
II 5 .15e .e14e1 .lIIeeeUl5 
WEIGHTED "HREATO"H'!'TE COEI"lCIENT 7 1 .28 .e14e1 
.Ie .711 .el .55 .51 .52 .114 .111 .117 .711 .81 .Ia 7 2 .4111 .114118 -.I111I12U 7 3 .Ie .eulSl .ee .. 5324 
7 4 .1111 .014I1D .1111111"4 
NUH!ER OF ST.U(JN8 FOPI !ACH VARU5LE 7 15 1.11 .01411 • ... 111191158 
1 3 5 e e e • I • 
1 .UI .11452 
S 2 .11 .111143111 •• 131811138 
e 3 .12 .11114011 •• 0UIII0711 
CONVERSION FACTORS • 4 .13 .113" ·.113;Uta 
.111111111111 .1111111111 .111131114 .111131104 .0111U1II4 .euse4 .11113514 .1131114 I 5 .14 .U3l8 -.1111117411111111 
.ln814 .IIUI4 .1II0U14 .enlll • I III U14 .lnel4 D 1 .11111 .1111475 
D 2 .Sl0 .11441 •• l1li34511132 
9 3 1.10 .1!I14U •• e03301B5 
nATION WElliHTS 'OR TEHPERATURE SI 4 1. UI .1111375 •• IU225S1:S 
•• 311 8 5 1.20 _.1111347 -.0028311112 1111 1 .2121 .01542 
1111 2 .3111 .IUU ".1II133117!!111 
sunON W!IGI'4TS I'OA PAECIPIUTIDN 1111 3 .4e .112S14 ... 01142414 
.5114 .'SlII .211 UI 4 .151 .1II1U11 -.01111221503 1111 5 .11111 .IUlDD •• leD223S13 
12 1 .11111 • IIIISI 115 
COAR. STAUH"LOW 12 2 .02 • luge .0388111747 
3.7 3.4 3.11 2.5 2.0 2.3 4.5 44.1 5S.5 18.a 7.3 4.7 12 3 .1114 .1111418 .20e1l57D3 
3.15 3.4 3.11 :s.2 3.111 2.8 8.1 4111.:S 78.11 38.111 U.III ;.2 12 4 .11115 .IU155 .37352134 
e.1I 5.2 4.e 4.1 3.3 4.7 14.SI 41S.2 U.SI 1.4 5.11 4.1 12 5 .1118 .1113231 .54088854 
5.1 '.2 3.7 :S.5 2.D 3.; 5.7 315.4 115.8 U.S D.8 3.15 12 J .lI! .11145153 .7111124;33 
1! 1 .1I!J .01!16 
13 2 .12 .U408 .1Il4~1l0~82 
1! ! .14 .01524 .05795077 
13 4 .16 .1211664 ,0712101441 
13 5 
-.18 .111828 .1218207131 
13 5 .21l .02016 ,In412580 
14 1 .20 .01171 
14 2 .30 .01280 .010r12022 
14 3 .40 .1211408 .01277346 
14 4 .511 .01554 ,0U62640 
1<1 5 ,5121 .1211719 .1211647915121 
15 1 .1211 .1211278 
15 2 .02 ,1211408 ,12989934 
15 3 .03 .U558 .14771279 
15 4 .1'14 .S17-21 
.185725118 
15 5 .1215 .0U1'I5 ,11373879 
THE OPTIMAL I'ACToRS ARI! U FOLLOWS 
411l.00 30.1110 15.121121 4.121121 .34 .2121 .4121 .12 
1.00 .3121 .80 .01l .12 .40 .02 4.S0 
4.0121 3. 121 I! 
FRANCIS 196. 
VAR OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB 
TEMP 49.501 35.129 21.885 15.780 16.437 
+PPT 1.596 2.646 .832 3.575 1.042 
QRIV 8.848 U.453 9.372 8.651 7.569 
QGWI .l21li121 .1l00 .12100 .01l0 .000 
+UI .12I01! .000 .000 .000 .0U 
+MII .Il00 .1!81l .000 .011le .U0 
+Q1R .000 .001! .000 .011le .000 
+QMI .000 .000 ,000 .000 .n0 
+IRP .12100 .008 .000 .00121 .000 
+MIP .01!0 .1!0e .8100 .8100 .00121 
-IIIl( .800 .00121 .000 .UII .81181 
-MIX .111210 .12100 .1210121 .eu .U0 
INI .US 1.429 2.262 5.837 6.880 
U'I +IMT .01218 1.216 .000 .0810 .000 0 ETPH .478 .153 .2184 • III 150 • III 15 121 
-ET 1.636 .511 .2152 .178 .2111 
MS 3.95; •• 864 4.412 '.233 '.015 
-DP .000 • III 121 0 .0021 .0021 .000 
QUNG 9.442 9.057 11.545 8.032 7.2154 
-QRF 
.000 .00e .000 .000 .0U 
QS" .594 .051 .004 .000 .000 
QO!F .000 .000 .01210 .010 .0U 
QTO 17.7158 19.1137 17.844 16.834 1'.7113 
QGO .892 .077 .0015 .01211 .0U 
QSO 18.866 18.759 17 .837 U.U3 14.783 
QGAG 12.976 111.383 17.662 17.662 16.1581 
OIF" 3.889 1.375 .174 -1.029 -1.7;7 
VAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG 
TEMP 39.188 47.904 53.iU15 u.;ee 81.148 
+PPT 3.711 2.704 4.U5 .U4 .752 
QR%Y 1'.12158 211 ,9515 251.607 71.733 23.790 
QGWI .02121 .0121121 .01l0 .01!11!1 .8100 
+IRI .000 .000 .0081 .000 .121021 
+MII .12100 .01210 .000 .000 .000 
+QIR .000 7.930 23,43121 23.088 18.221 
+QMI .000 .00121 .2100 .000 .000 
+IRP .2100 .000 .0S0 .000 .000 
+"'IP .000 .12100 .81121121 .000 .000 
-111)( .000 2.162 15.488 11.372 15.121415 
-MIle .011111 .00111 .000 .000 .000 
SNI •• 827 .5:59 .030 .8101 .000 
+IMT 9.277 4.087 .509 .030 ,001 
ETPH .U9 .430 .6515 1.138 1.023 
-ET 1.168 2.896 3.829 15.257 4.137 
MS 6.000 15.01210 15.000 5.80t5 5.774 
-OP 5.699 5.824 6.687 .00121 .00121 
QUNG 10.595 151.204 77.091 29.301 14.015' 
-QRI' 
.001!l 4.12137 11.859 9.588 7.822 
\ I 
HAR 
22.918 
3.242 
11.534 
.1l00 
.000 
.0U 
.11100 
.81l1li 
.012181 
.000 
.11181 
.l1li81 
UJ.122 
.0l1li 
• ras15 
.'23 
3.591 
.1IlII0 
7.6U 
.2100 
.U0 
.000 
19.096 
.U0 
19.098 
111.38:5 
.713 
SEPT 
152.412 
.539 
8.290 
.000 
.0IIJ0 
.000 
8.1551 
.1210121 
.01210 
.000 
2.523 
.0IIJ0 
.12100 
.01210 
.1518 
2.2715 
5.875 
.1211210 
10.723 
4.289 
ANN 
'0.014 
26.582 
6315.8615 
.0IIJ0 
.000 
.000 
79.303 
.S00 
.000 
.il00 
25.593 
.12100 
31.729 
15.120 
4.968 
22.587 
60.332 
18.212 
252.961 
37.596 
! \ 
\ J 
QS' 3.7311l 5.!28 
aOEF • 121 o III • 121 III III 
QTO 36 •• U5 284. Uri 
QGO ~.595 7.992 
QSO 311l.8~0 276.116 
a(;AG 34.!l04 288.014 
otFF -3.754 -11.8117 
UROI • • 08373 ASR02 • 
FRANCIS tllel7 
VAR OCT NOV 
TEHP 43.113 36.163 
+PPT 2.357 2.9r12 
QRIY 7.rl30 1I2I.12IS13 
QGWI .1211210 .1211210 
+IR1 .000 .000 
+HII .000 .1!1!0 
+QIR .1!00 .001! 
+QHI .01l0 • I! 1210 
+IRP .01210 .000 
+MIP .000 .01!0 
-IRl( • I! 121 121 • 121 I! 0 
-MIX .000 .008 
SNS .080 1.4211 
+SMT .0Be 1.564 
ETPH .3:51 .1153 
-ET 1.142 .546 
MI 8. 1110 I! 8.01!0 
-OP 1.12154 1.12117 
QUNG 11.235 1I2I.Il82 
-aRF .000 .12I1!0 
QBF 
.856 .5158 
QOEF 
.S12I0 .01210 
QTo 21.1552 21.882 
QGo 1.284 .852 
QSo 20.388 21.03121 
aGAG 111.744 21.267 
01"" 1.6U -.237 
YAR APR MA'\' 
TEMP 38.417 46.307 
+PPT 3.15U 4.777 
QR1V 29.9111 1111.0411 
QGWI .000 .000 
+%RI .1Il00 • o III 0 
+MII .2100 .000 
+QIR .000 10.453 
+QMI .00121 .12100 
+IIIP .11100 .000 
+MIP .000 .0011l 
-IRlC .11100 2.523 
-Hlle .01210 .000 
INI :5.882 .54B 
+SMT 8.777 3.333 
ETPH .1811 .393 
-ET 1.105 2.467 
MI 6.000 6.00121 
-OP 5.872 8.1Il23 
QUNG 12.004 50.057 
-QRF • 121 III 0 5.551 
QBF 3.9B6 7.340 
QoEF .001') .12100 
QTO 153.849 258.493 
QGO 5.979 11.011 
QSO 47.6159 245.482 
QGAG 51.186 25111.1615 
OIFF -3.516 -4.1583 
ASROl • ,121812130 UR02 • 
OBJ • 
.00S1t83 
4.'42 
.1Il00 
33121.140 
7.253 
322.876 
317.572 
5.303 
.0121482 
DEC 
111.349 
3.898 
14.418 
.1210121 
.000 
.12100 
.00121 
.00121 
.001! 
.01l0 
.12100 
.Il01! 
5.327 
.000 
.074 
.222 
5.777 
.01!12I 
9.442 
.0U 
.0.7 
.121121121 
23.91215 
.12171 
23.834 
28.116 
-4.2112 
JUN 
53.070 
3.2152 
224.932 
.00121 
.000 
.000 
25.953 
.12100 
.000 
.000 
15.488 
.000 
,12134 
.1514 
.1529 
3.879 
6.01210 
5.9315 
101.947 
13.625 
4.593 
.000 
326.490 
15.889 
319.1500 
311.I2IB4 
8.516 
.1210522 
(I \ 
\,1) 
.734 
.1211210 
88.525 
1.101 
87.423 
82.186 
5.236 
JAN 
21.51'19 
4.285 
13.337 
,01110 
.01210 
.12100 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.01210 
.000 
.12100 
9.613 
.01!0 
.12189 
.243 
5.533 
.12100 
9.185 
.1210121 
.01213 
.01210 
22.463 
.811215 
22.458 
24.872 
-2.414 
JUL 
63.968 
.811 
118.9154 
.01210 
.12100 
.U0 
31.12100 
.12100 
• III 1210 
.01/J0 
13.337 
.000 
.Ul 
.033 
1.138 
5.257 
6.000 
.887 
48.1104 
12.354 
1.12156 
.000 
150.967 
1.58. 
149.383 
136.1517 
12.765 
.279 .178 15,744 
,000 .0121121 .1211210 
29.339 14,635 8811.15121 
.419 ,267 23,617 
28.919 14.367 885,533 
24.872 14.12158 862,9(51 
4.I!I47 .31219 2.572 
FEB HAR 
22.824 35.599 
1.4315 2.960 
1121,814 115.221 
.000 .000 
.01210 .01210 
.0121121 .12100 
.000 .121121121 
.01210 .1211210 
.000 ,000 
.000 .000 
.000 .1211210 
.00121 .1211210 
11.049 7.155 
.121121121 15.855 
.089 .135 
.303 .697 
5.230 15.000 
.121121121 5.387 
8.417 9.698 
.1211210 .121121121 
,1210121 2.192 
.1211210 .0121121 
19.182 33.237 
.000 3.289 
111.162 29.947 
21.628 33.884 
-2.466 -3.936 
AUG SEPT ANN 
62.745 54.1149 41.501 
1.12138 1.363 32.691 
29.918 14.7711 682.366 
.12100 .000 .000 
.000 .0121121 .000 
.2100 .01210 .000 
18.383 14.4111 100.210 
.12100 ,000 .01210 
.000 .000 .000 
.0210 .2100 .1212121 
6.U8 4.325 33.163 
.000 .000 .01210 
.12100 .01210 39,1214121 
.12101 .12100 19.079 
1.088 .6915 4.979 
4.403 2,5153 22.633 
6.00121 6.12100 70.540 
.21215 1.827 30.011 
17.257 9.1815 297.419 
8.3215 7.065 46.932 
.464 1.101 22.211 
.000 .00121 .01210 
37.491 19.059 986.455 
.8117 1.851 33.317 
38.794 17.408 Sl53.138 
315.407 2121.907 9,4.880 
.386 -3.499 -1.742 
f :;~ " ) 
APPENDIX B 
DATA PROGRAM 
The dat:-> program and the river basin management 
model are designed to be operated in conjunction. The 
data program is used to prepare a data tape which is used 
as part of the input for the river basin management model. 
The time sequence of the data program must be the 
same as the time sequence used in the river basin 
management model. All sample input and output are 
based on a water year but this program is not tied to any 
particular time sequence. 
The data program inputs the observed data as 
outlined in the input data layout and illustrated in the 
sample input. The program sums the stations for each 
variable to form a single monthly quantity. The tempera-
ture and precipitation data are not summed but are 
averaged using input weighting factors. The resulting tape 
consists of one value for each of the subbasin and 
reservoir variables, V AR(C) and RVAR(C), respectively, 
for each month of the study. 
The data for each variable, VAR(L), must be in the 
same units within each subbasin. This requires all stations 
of a particular variable to be input in the same units. This 
restriction does not affect input data for different 
subbasins. The reservoir variable, RVAR(L), data must be 
input in acre feet. 
Water input as irrigation or municipal and industrial 
import will be designated to that use and will only enter 
the stream as return flow. Export of irrigation or 
municipal and industrial water is accomplished by divert-
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ing the water in V AR(7) and VAR(8), respectively, and 
then exporting the water under VAR(11) and VAR(12). 
The values output on the tape are arranged by 
month for each year. Within each month the data are 
arranged according to subbasin. The subbasin data consist 
of the VAR(L) data followed, when appropriate, by the 
RVAR(L) data. 
The program outputs a listing of the data which 
appears on the tape. The listing output by the data 
program differs from what appears on the corresponding 
tape only in the additional output of headings for year 
and month. These headings are output to aid in locating 
specific input and, therefore, do not appear on the tape. 
The sample input and output is for a three subbasin 
case with a reservoir located in the second subbasin. The 
sample input is supplemented with cards referring to the 
location of cards in the input data layout. These cards 
should not be mistaken for actual input. 
The data listing is divided so the individual subbasin 
data can be distinguished. The sample output corresponds 
to the three subbasin case used as sample input. The 
variable, VAR(L), data output consists of two lines for 
each subbasin. The reservoir data, RVAR(L), for the 
second subbasin follows on a separate line after the 
variable data for that subbasin. The VAR(L) and 
RVAR(L) are listing across the page in the same order 
they appear in Table C-l. 
INPUT DATA LAYOUT 
I. Basic Indicators 
Col 
Card 1-6 
1 
Card 1-4 
2 5-8 
9-12 
13-16 
17-20 
21-24 
Identifier 
NMDTA Data tape name 
Format (3A2) 
INN 
lOTI 
IOUT2 
NYR 
NSB 
NVR 
Input device indicator 
Output device indicator 
for print 
Output device indicator 
for tape 
Number of years of data 
Number of subbasins 
within the river basin 
Number of variables; cor-
responds to number of 
VAR(I) in Table C-l 
25-28 NRVR Number of reservoir vari-
ables; corresponds to num-
ber of RVAR(L) in Table. 
C-l 
29-32 LYRO Beginning year of data 
Format (2014) 
II. Input Formats and Format Indicators 
Card 
1 
Card 
2 
1-16 FMTI 
17-32 FMT2 
A specific input format 
A specific input format 
65-80 FMT5 A specific input format 
4 
8 
Format (5(4A4» 
IFMT(l,I) 
IFMT(I,2) 
Read format indicator for 
Subbasin 1 VAR(I) 
Read format indicator for 
Subbasin 1 VAR(2) 
IFMT(l, NVR) Read format indicator for 
Subbasin 1 VAR(NVR) 
Format (2014) 
This input is repeated for Subbasins 2, 3, ••• , 
NSB. The options for IFMT(I, L) are to input a 1 to 5 
correspondence to which format, FMTI to FMT5 
respectively, is desired from Card 1 above. 
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III. Number of Stations 
Col 
Card 1-4 
1 
5-8 
Identifier 
NST(l,I) 
NST(I,2) 
NST(I, NVR) 
NRST(I,I) 
NRST(I,2) 
Number of stations for 
Subbasin 1 VAR(I) 
Number of stations for 
Subbasin 1 VAR(2) 
Number of stations for 
Subbasin 1 VAR(NVR) 
Number of stations for 
Subbasin 1 RVAR(I) 
Number of stations for 
Subbasin 1 R VAR(2) 
NRST(l, NRVR) Number of stations for 
Subbasin 1 RVAR( NRVR) 
Format (2014) 
This input is repeated for Subbasins 2, 3, •.. , 
NSB. 
IV. Station Weight for Temperature and Precipitation 
Card 1-5 
1&:2 
CWT(l, 1, 1) 
6-10 CWT(I, 1,2) 
CWT[I,I,NST 
(1, 1)] 
Weight factor to be ap-
plied to temperature 
Station 1 Subbasin 1 
Weight factor to be ap-
plied to temperature 
Station 2 Subbasin 1 
Weight factor to be ap-
plied to temperature 
Station NST(I, 1) Sub-
basin 1 
Format (l6F5. 2) 
The next card of this group contains the preci-
pitation weight factor for Subbasin 1. 
1-5 CWT(l, 2,1) 
6-10 CWT(I,2,2) 
Weight factor to be ap-
plied to precipitati. on 
Station 1 Subbasin 1 
Weight factor to be ap-
plied to precipitation 
Station 2 Subbasin 1 
CWT[ 1,2, NST Weight factor to be ap-
(l,2)] plied to precipitation 
Station NST( 1,2) Sub-
basin 1 
Format (16F5. 2) 
A similar set of cards is input for Subbasins 
2,3, ..• , NSB. 
V. Reservoir Indicator 
Card 
1 
4 
8 
IRS(l) 
IRS(2) 
IRS(NSB) 
Reservoir indicator for 
Subbasin 1 
Reservoir indicator for 
Subbasin 2 
Reservoir indicator for 
Subbasin NSB. 
Format (2014) 
Where: 
o indicates no reservoir at the outlet of the 
subbasin 
1 - indicates a reservoir is at the outlet of the 
subbasin 
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VI. Observed Data 
Card The following ordering of cards, each con-
I taining twelve monthly values, is to be re-
peated for year 1, 2, 3, ... , NYR. 
Subbasin 1 
VAR(l) 
VAR(2) 
Station 1, 2, 
Station 1, 2, 
VAR (NVR) Station 1, 2, ... , 
If IRS(l) ::. 0, skip R VAR(L) input 
RVAR(l) Station 1, 2, 
R VAR(2) Station 1, 2, ... , 
NST(I,I) 
NST(I,2) 
NST(I, NVR) 
I\IRST (l, 1) 
NRST(I, 2) 
RVAR(NRVR) Station 1, 2, ... , NRST(l,lliVR) 
This arrangement of cards is repeated for Sub-
basins 2, 3, ... , NSB before going to data for the 
next year. (See sample input. ) 
The VAR(L) data is input with one year of 
monthly data per card according to the format spec-
ified in cards 1 and 2 of II. As an example, if 
IFMT (3,6) = 2 on card 2, VAR(6) data for Subbasin 
3 is input according to FM T2 on card 1. When any 
NST(I, L) or NRST(I, L) is equal to zero, no cards 
are input for that VAR(L) or RVAR(L), respectively, 
of Subbasin 1. 
DATA PROGRAM 
, ; 
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U'I 
'" 
DATA PROGRAM LISTING 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PREPARE OBSERVED DATA IN PROPER FORMAT 
DIME~SION CWTC8,2,5),DVARC8,14,12),DRVARce,2,12),F~T1C4),FMT2C4), 
1~MT3(4),FMT4C4),FMT5(4),IF~TC8,14),IRSC8),NSTC8,14),NRSTC8,2), 
2VARC12),RVAR(12) 
DIMENSION NMDTA(3) 
INPUT BASIC INDICATORS 
TYPE 199 
199 ~ORMAT(34H MOUNT NAME AND ~OSITIDN THE TAPE/) 
OCT 25021"" 
READC~,S~) CNMDTACI),I-1,3) 
99 FORMATC3A2) 
CALL QMONC21,NMOTA(1),0,13) 
REAOC~,100) INN,IOT1,IOT2,NVR,NSB,NVR,NRVR,LVR~ 
100 FORMATC20I4) 
READ FORMAT FOR INPUT DATA 
READCINN,101) (FMT1(L),L-1,4),CFMT2CL),L-l,4),CFMT3(L),L-l,4), 
1CFMT4CL),L-l,4),CFMT5(L),L-1,4) 
101 ~ORMATC5C'A4» 
INPUT FORMAT INDICATOR FOR INPUT DATA 
00 2 1-1,.NSB 
2 READCINN,100) CIFMTCI,L),L-1,NVR) 
INPUT ~UMBER OF STATIONS FOR EACH VARIABLE AND RESERVOIR VARIABLE 
DO 3 I-l,NSB 
3 REAOCINN,100) CNSTCI,L),Llll,NVR),CNRSTCI,L),LlIl,NRVR) 
INPUT STATION WEIGHT FOR TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION 
00 4 I-l,NSB 
00 4 L-l,2 
NSTNIINST CI, L) 
READ(INN,l02) (CWTCI,L,M),MII1,NSTN) 
102 FORMATC18F5,2) 
INPUT RESERVOIR I~DICATOR 
READCINN,1~0) CIRSCI),III1,NSB) 
WRIT!C5,9S) CNMDTACL),Llll,3) 
98 FORMATC1X,3A2) 
C INPUT AND REARRANGE OBSERVED OATA 
DO 19 J-l,NVR 
LVhLVR0+J"1 
DO 17 III1,NSB 
DO 20 LII1,NVR 
DO !5 Kll1,12 
!5 OVUCI,L,K)-0, 
NSTN-NSTCI,L) 
IFCNSTN,LE.0) GO TO 20 
C 
C 
LFMTIIIFMT (I,U 
DO 13 "'-1,NSTN 
GO TO C6,7,8,9,10),LFMT 
~ REAOCINN,FMT1) CVAR(K),Klll,12) 
J ,11 
READCI~N,FMT2) (VAR(K),Klll,12) 
J .11 
"EADCI~~J,FMT3) (VAR(K),h1,12) 
J .11 
9 R!AO(INN,FMT', CVAR(K),Klll,12) 
J ,11 
10 REAO(INN,FMT5) CVARCK),KII1,12) 
11 DO 22 1(-1,12 
IFCL,LE.2) GO TO 12 
OVARCI,L,K)-OVARCI,L,K)+VAR(K) 
J ,22 
12 OVARCI,L,K)-OVARCI,L,K)+CWT(I,L,M)*VAR(K) 
22 CONTINUE 
13 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
IFCIRSCI),EO.0) GO TO 17 
DO 21 LII1,NRVR 
DO 14 1(-1,12 
14 ORVAR(I,L,K)-0. 
NSTN IINRST CI, L) 
IF(NSTN,LE,0) GO TO 1~ 
DO le M-1,NSTN 
READCINN,103) CRVARCK),K_1,12) 
00 15kIl1,12 
15 ORVARCI,L,k)IIORVARCI,L,K)+RVAR(K) 
16 CONTINUE 
21 CONTINUE 
17 CONTINUE 
250 
251 
200 
201 
18 
19 
OUTPUT DATA ~OR MANAGEMENT STUDY 
WRITECIOT1,250) LVR 
FORMAT(117M VEAR -,14) 
DO 18 1<111,12 
WRITE(IOT1,251) K 
FORMAT(/4H K -,12) 
DO 18 III1,NSB 
WRITECIOT1,200) CDVAR(I,~,K),LII1,NVR) 
WRITE(IOT2,200) (DVAR(I,L,K),Llll,NVR, 
FORMATC2F8.3,~F8.0/10F8.0) 
IFCIRSCI),~E.0) GO TO 18 
WRITE(IOT1,201) CORVAR(I,L,K),L.l,NRVR) 
WRITE(IOT2,201) CORVAR(I,~,K),~1I1,NRVR) 
FORMAT C10F~ ,0) 
CONTINU~ 
CONTINUE 
CALL QMON(15) 
CALL QMON (15) 
OCT 25"''''0 
STOP 
END 
SAMPLE INPUT SAMPLE OUTPUT 
I. 8ASIC INDICATORS 08DTA2 
CARD 1 
08DTA2 
CARD 2 YEAR -19S0 
8 U 8 211 13 2181111 
I( • 1 
II. INPUT ~ORMATS AND ~ORHAT INDICATORS 411.9S3 3.11118 800. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
CARD 1 II. II. 0. 0. 0. 5000. 
(14X,12~II.1) (14X, 12~1I.2) Cex,·3PU~8.0 C8X,12~8.l) C.lC,U~8.l) 43,599 3.232 3800, 0, 0. 0. 0. 
CARD 2 0. 0. 0. II. 0. 13601il. 
1 2 3 3 3 .:s- 3 138110. II. 
1 2 3 3 3 3 3 47.51il1l 4,1511 -1II1il. II. 0. II. Iil. 
1 2 3 3 3 3 3 18U. Iil. 51il1il. Iil. 21il1il1il. 1391il0. 
IU. NUMBER O~ STATIONS I( • 2 
CARD 1 37.7S9 2.133 1101il. 0. Iil. 0. e. 
1 3 8 0 15 15 8 15 15 0 2 0 0 15 Iil. 0. II, Iil, 0. 4400. 
1 3 3 0 0 Iil 12 0 Iil II III 0 1 1 40.1519 2.372 4800. Iil. II. 0. Iil, 
1 3 1 0 0 II 1111 2 1 1 0 3 0 0 0. 0. 0. Iil. 0. 14601il. 
14800. 0 • 
IY. STATION WEIGHT FOR TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION • U.8519 1.088 800. Iil. Iil. 0. 0. 
CARD 1 AND 12 II. 0. 4110. Iil. 4011. 1881110. 
.nn 
.5841.49113.2111 K • 3 
1.1150 21.9411 4.217 1101. II. 0. 0. 0. 
• 11104.1809.3518 Iil. II. 0. Iil. Iil • 3501il, 
1.181 22,300 4,380 2780, II, Iil, 0, Iil, 
,11488.2114 .39111 0. 0. I, II, III, 13311111, 
U'I 1331111. 0. 
00 Y, RESERYOIR INDICATORS 28.3pg 4,389 1800, 0, 0. 0, 0. 
CARD 1 0, 0. 41111. 0. 31111, 1811110. 
II 1 K • 4 
YI. OBSERYED DATA 18.825 5.131 11811. II. I. e. 0. 
CARD 1 0. e. e. iii. iii. 341i11i1. 
YARCt) STATION "SUBBASIN 1,YEAR I 17.1199 4.878 8800. II. III. 0. III. 
1981 4311 411 tn 177 1118 US 431 477 587 ue eas sea 4U II. I. 0. e. iii. 18701i1. 
YARCZ) STATtON I,SUISBA8!N 1,YEAR 1 1871111. I. 
19111 1215 159 298 3U 111 148 74 178 :sa 411 I ISS UII4 24.190 4.818 131111. III. Iil. 0. e. 
YARCR) STATtON 2,SUISBAStN 1,'t'EAR 1 0. III. 4111111. II, 30111. 18800, 
KAMAS PPT 19111 R82 128 182 283 138 U4 911 U4 4111 3111 1111 
"' YARCR' STATION 3iSUB8ASIN 1,'t'EAR 1 K • 5 SL 19110 sea 247 7 III U4 278 771 337 UII S7 sa 17 au 24.1148 1,g20 15111111. III. III. III. Iil. 
Iil. II. 0. III. Iil. 371111il, 
THE REMAINING YAR·eL' DATA IS INPUT TO SUBBASIN 1 ~oR 't'EAR 1 UNTIL, 25.5951 1.434 870111. 0. Iil. III, 0. 
IN THIS EXAMPLE. YARC13, STATION 1 DATA IS INPUT Iil. III, I, e. Iil. 148111111. 
148111. 0. 
YARCU)"STATION 1,SUBBA8!N 1,'t'EAI! 1 34.2119 1.5711 -23Iile. I. Iil. III, Iil. 
181111550 5,1 4.4 3.11 3.4 3.7 5.4 18.2 48.8 1512.2 11.9 7.11 3.9 III. I. 41il0. I. 31111i1. lUll. 
TH! INPUT OF YAR CLl AND RVAR eL' FOR THE 8ECoND AND THIRD SU8BASINS K • 8 
~oLLoW THIS INPUT 12.887 3.4S4 21111111. e. Iil. 0. Iil. 
III. 0. 0, Iil. Iil. 5411il. 
SIMILAR DATA IS THEN INPUT ~oR YEARS 2.3 ••••• U U.7519 2,733 120111. Iil. Iil. Iil. III. 
0. III. 0. III. 0. 1711110. 
171111110. 0. 
40.U9 2.Ul -15111111. Iil. 0. 0. 0. 
e. 0. 41111. III. 40111. UIllIllIil. 
K • 7 
41.141 1.5511il 881110. 0. III. e. e. 
0. III. III. 0. Iil, 182111111. 
43.75151 1.303 591110. 0. Iil. 0. 220111. 
III. 0. Ill. Iil. 0. 20800. 
UIIIIIQI. III. 
49.099 1.4211 -701!1. e. 0. 0. 721il0. 
351il0. 181il1il. S1il0. iii. 391il1il. 1471il1il. 
, \ 
\/.J \. / \..,ll '\ i ( \ , ./ 
APPENDIXC 
RIVER BASIN MANAGEMENT MODEL 
The river basin management model was designed to 
be as general as possible in adaption to various time 
sequences and units of input. The program was designed 
for use on the EAI 590 hybrid computer. The program 
presented is completely digital and contains logic state-
ment peculiar to this computer. The program, as pre-
sented, is operated for each month of the water year. 
Conversion to a different time sequence requires the input 
data and output headings which rely on monthly ordering 
to be rearranged. 
The input to the program is outlined in the input 
data layout. The major portion of the input comes from 
the tape created by the data program. A dummy scaling 
area, ASCL, must be input for ~ach subbasin which does 
not contain agricultural area. It is suggested that the 
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magnitude of ASCL be the same as used in the Parameter 
Optimization Model. There must be at least one phreato-
phyte area within each subbasin. 
The sample input and output is for the three 
subbasin case used to illustrate the use of the data 
program. A reservoir is located in the second subbasin in 
the sample case. The sample input is supplemented with 
cards referring to the location of cards in the input data 
layou t. These cards should not be mistaken for actual 
input. 
The output from the program is by month. The 
subbasin output is followed by the reservoir output within 
each month. The reservoir output is labeled according to 
which subbasin contains the reservoir. 
i. 
INPUT DATA LAYOUT 
1. Basic Data 
Card 
1 
Card 
2 
Card 
3 
Col Identifier 
1-6 NMDTA Name of data tape pro-
duced by data program 
Format (3A2) 
1-16 BSNM 
17-19 NSB 
20-22 NVR 
23-25 NPR 
26-28 NSM 
29-31 NRVR 
32-34 NRPR 
35-37 NRSM 
38-40 NIND 
41-43 NARA 
44-46 NSIC 
The river basin name 
Number of subbasins 
within the river basin 
Number of variables; 
corresponds to number 
of VAR(L) in Table C-l 
Number of parameters; 
corresponds to number 
of PR(L) in Table C-2 
Number of simulated 
quantities; corresponds 
to number of SIM(L) in 
Table C-3 
Number of reservoir 
variables; corresponds 
to number of RVAR(L) 
in Table C-l 
Number of reservoir 
parameters; corresponds 
to number of RPR(L) in 
Table C-2 
Number of simulated 
reservoir quantities; 
corresponds to number 
of RSIM(L) in Table C-3 
Number of basic indica-
tors; corresponds to 
number of IND(L) in 
Table C-4 
Number of areas; cor-
responds to number of 
AREA(L) in Table C-4 
Number of initial condi-
tions; corresponds to 
number of SYIC(L) in 
Table C-4 
Format (4A4, 1013) 
1-5 LYRO Beginning year of study 
6-8 NYR Number of years to be 
studied by the program 
9-11 INI Input device code for 
cards 
12-14 IN2 Input device code for tape 
15-17 lOUT Output device code 
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18-20 NITX 
21-25 AJSO 
26-30 ADMS 
31-35 CAJS 
36-40 ITOP 
41-45 DAJS 
Maximum number of 
iterations in loop in-
volving calculation of 
soil moi s tur e 
Tolerance in meeting 
downstream demands. 
If the total adjustment 
to the release fron1. a 
reservoir is less than 
this amount, no ad-
justment to the release 
is made. AJSO is in 
acre feet 
Tolerance desired in 
the calculation of soil 
moisture. ADMS is 
in inches of water 
A multiplication factor 
which can be used to 
alter the adjustment to 
the reservoir release 
(See below) 
Subbasin number of the 
most upstream subba-
sin containing a reser-
voir 
An additive factor \\tich 
can be used to alter the 
adjustment to the reser-
voir release (see below) 
DAJS in acre feet 
Format (15, 513, 3F5.2, 15, F5.0) 
Where: 
TAJS = CAJS*(SAJS + QAJS) + DAJS 
TAJS = Total adjustment to previous reservoir 
release 
With CAJS = 1.0 and DAJS = 0 the adjustment 
will consist of the exact downstream shortage to 
desired amounts. The release of additional water 
from an upstream reservoir effects many compon-
ents of the downstream hydrology which can result 
in less than TAJS acre feet of water reaching the 
downstream check point. If the new calculated TAJS 
is greater than AJSO the program will iterate until 
the total release is sufficient to meet downstream 
requirements. The proper use of CAJS and DAJS 
ci:1.n reduce the number of iterations. 
Card 
4 
1-4 
5-8 
OTL(l) 
OTL(2) 
SIM(l) Output title 
SIM(2) Output title 
OTL(L) SIM(L) Output title 
Format (20A4) 
Table C-l. Definition of variable. Table C - 2. Definition of parameters. 
Reservoir Reservoir 
Variables Variables Parameters Parameter s 
L VAR(L) RVAR(L) L PR(L) Equation RPR(L) 
1 Mean rrlOnthly Minimum reservoir 1 Snowfall Chapter 3 Minimum reser-
temperature storage temperature precipitation voir storage 
section 
2 Total monthly Diversion from 
precipitation rese rvoir 2 Snowmelt 3.3 Lower break point 
temperature Tm for surface area 
3 Gaged surface equation 
inflow 3 Soil moisture 3.27 High break point 
holding Mcs for surface area 
4 Gaged or estimated capacity equation 
groundwater inflow 4 Critical soil 3.27 Maximum reser-
5 Irrigation moisture 
M voir storage es 
import 5 Ungaged stream 3.7 Low range 
correlation Kl coefficient, C 1 
6 M&I coefficient 
import 
6 Subsurface 3.33 Low range expon-
7 Irrigation surface 
flow diversions 
storage Kss ent, C 2 
coefficient 
7 Groundwater 3.35 Intermediate range 
8 M&I surface 
flow diversions 
storage Kg coefficient, C 1 
coefficient 
9 Irrigation 
pumpage 
8 Snowmelt 3.4 Intermediate range 
coefficient Ks exponent, C 1 
9 Consumptive 3.25 High range 
10 M&I use K 
u coefficient, C 1 
pumpage coefficient 
11 Irrigation 
export 
10 Irrigation 3. 13 High range 
efficiency Eff exponent, C 2 
11 M&I efficiency 3. 16 
12 M&I Effmi 
export 12 Coefficient of 3.7 
13 Gaged surface 
outflow 
rain plus snow- K2 
melt for un-
gaged flow 
13 Threshold for 3.7 
surface runoff K3 
14 Base flow 3.36 
coefficient Kbf 
15 Infiltration 3.33 
coefficient C i 
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Table C-3. Definition of simulated quantities. Table C-4. Definition of model indicators. 
Simulated 
Simulated Reservoir 
Quantities Quantities Indicators Areas Initial conditions 
L SIM(L) Equation RSIM(L) L IND(L) Area(L) SYIC(L) 
1 Snow storage 3.5 Reservoir inflow 1 Number of Gaged water- Initial snow 
W set) cards shed area storage 
2 Ungaged sur- 3.7 Reservoir 
face inflow Q
ug precipitation 
2 Number of Ungaged water- Initial soil 
phreatophytes shed area moisture, PR (16)a 
3 Imported VAR(5) + Reservoir 3 Irr~gation Scaling area NOT USED 
flow VAR(6) evaporation management 
indicator 
4 Return flow 3.15,16 Reservoir storage 
Q
ri +Qrmi diversion 4 Upstream Correlation Initial watershed 
reservoir stream drain- recharge, 
5 Base flow 3.36 Reservoir spill indicator age area PR(18)a 
Qbf flow 5 Downstream Initial ground-
6 Pumped and VAR(9) + Reservoir release 
artesian flow VAR(10) 
reservoir water and base 
indicator outflow, PR(17)a 
7 Deep 3.29,30 Reservoir storage 6 Initial reservoir 
percolation DPr 
storage 
8 Groundwater VAR(4) + a See Table A-I. 
inflow QGRY(I-l) 
9 Flow to 4.4 or 
irrigation input data 
10 Flow to M&I Input data 
11 Exported flow VAR(11) + 
VAR(12) 
12 Flow shortage QDSIR(I) 
- SIM(18) 
13 Phreatophyte 3.25 
evapotrans - ETpr 
pi ration 
14 Crop evapo- 3.26,27 
transpiration ETr 
15 Soil moisture 3. 19 
Ms(t) 
16 Total outflow 3.39 
Qto 
17 Gr oundwater 3.37 
outflow Q go 
18 Surface outflow 3.38 
Q
so 
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Card 
5 
1-4 
5-8 
ROTL(l) 
ROTL(2) 
RSIM(l) Output title 
RSIM(2) Output title 
II. Model Indicators and Parameters for each 
Subbasin 
Card 1-8 SBNM(I,L) 
1 
Name Subbasin 1 (L is 
only for the "A" for-
mat width) 
ROTL(L) RSIM(L) Output title 11-15IND(l,1) Number of different 
crops in Subbasin 1 Format (20A4) 
Card 1-4 
6 
OTLV(l) 
5-8 OTLV(2) 
9-12 OTLV(3) 
13-16 OTLV(4) 
VAR(l) Output title 
(temperature) 
VAR (2) Output title 
(precipitation) 
VAR(3) Output title 
(gaged inflow) 
VAR(13) Output title 
(gaged outflow) 
Format (20A4) 
Card 1-5 
7 
DLH(l) 
6-10 DLH(2) 
56-60 DLH(l2) 
61-63 MSIR 
64-66 MEIR 
Fraction daylight hour 
for month 1 
Fraction daylight hour 
for month 2 
Fraction daylight hour 
for month 12 
First month of irriga-
tion when using manage-
ment option 
Last month of irriga-
tion when using manage-
ment option 
Format (12F5. 3,213) 
Card This card inputs temperature adjustments in 
8 degrees fahrenheit used in snowmelt calcula-
tion for the ungaged area; a positive number 
for decrease (see Equation 3. 6). 
1-10 
11 - 15 TMP 1 ( 1 ) 
16-20 TMP1(2) 
TMPl(I) 
Identification 
Temperature adjustrnmt 
for Subbasin 1 
Temperature adjustment 
for Subbasin 2 
Temperature adjust~nt 
for Subbasin I 
Format (lOX, 10F5. 2) 
16-20 IND( 1,2) 
21 - 25 IND ( 1, 3) 
26-30 IND(l, 4) 
31- 35 IND(l, 5) 
36-45 AREA(l,l) 
46-55 AREA(l,2) 
56-65 AREA(l,3) 
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Number of different 
phreatophytes in Sub-
basin 1 
Irrigation management 
indicator (0 or 1) 
o - will divert i r riga-
tion water in arrxmnt 
specified in input 
under 'fAR(7) 
1 - will calculate di-
version based on 
need (\Tv-ill ignore 
VAR(7) data if 
it is input) 
Upstream reservoir 
indicator (0 or 1) 
o - indicates no reser-
voir in any upstream 
subbasin 
1 - indicates a reser-
voir in a subbasin 
upstream from 
this subbasin 
Therefore IND( 1,4) is 
always 0 because it is 
the mos t upstream 
subbasin 
Downstream reser-
voir indicator 
o - no reservoir at the 
outlet of this sub-
basin 
1 - the subbasin con-
tains a reservoir 
at its outlet 
Gaged area of Subbasin 
1 in acres (does not 
include agricultural 
area) 
Ungaged area of Sub-
basin 1 in acres (does 
not include agricultur-
al area) 
Scaling area in acres. 
Consists of total crop 
area for subbasins 
with crops. For sub-
basins with no crop 
area it is a dummy 
number 
66-75 AREA(l,5) Drainage area of the 
stream used for ungaged 
flow correlation, in acres 
Format (2A4, 2X, SIS, 4FI0. 0) 
Card 1-5 PR(l,l) 
2 
6-10 PR(l, 2) 
PR(l,L) 
PR (1) value for Subbasin 
1 
PR(2) value for Subbasin 
1 
PR(L) value for Subbasin 
1 
Format (l6F5. 2) 
The value of PR(I, L) comes from the para-
meter optimization of the subbasin as determined 
from the parameter optimization program. (See 
Table A-I and Table C-2). 
If IND(l, 5) = 0 skip card 3 
Card 1- 8 RPR(l, 1) 
3 
9-16 RPR(l,2) 
17-24 RPR(I,3) 
25-32 RPR(l,4) 
Minimum reservoir 
storage in acre feet for 
reservoir in Subbasin I 
Lower break point for 
storage-surface area 
equation for reservoir 
in Subbasin 1 
High break point for 
storage- surface area 
equation for reservoir 
in Subbasin I 
Maximum reservoir 
storage in acre feet for 
reservoir in Subbasin 1 
33-40 RPR(l,5) Low range coefficient, CI, 
for reservoir in Subbasin I 
41-48 RPR(1,6) 
49-56 RPR(l,7) 
57-64 RPR(l,8) 
65-72 RPR(I,9) 
73-80 RPR(l,lO) 
Low range exponent, Cz, 
for reservoir in Subbasin I 
Intermediate range coef-
ficient, Cl, for reser-
voir in Subbasin 1 
Intermediate range ex-
ponent, C 2 , for reser-
voir in Su'l:lbasin I 
High range coefficient, 
C l' for reservoir in 
Subbasin 1 
High range exponent, C 2 , 
for reservoir in Subbasin 
Format (4F8. 0, 6F8. 5) 
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The relationship, as outlined in the text (Eq. 
3.36) gives: 
Surface area = C 1 (storage capacity) 
As an example, suppose Figure C-l was for 
the reservoir in Subbasin 1. Then, from the graph: 
RPR( 1,2) = 200 acre feet 
RPR(I, 3) = 2500 acre feet 
RPR(l, 5) = 37 (intercept) 
RPR(l, 6) = .570 (slope) 
R PR (l , 7) = 370 
R PR (l , 8) = • 121 
RPR(I, 9) = 16 
R PR (1, 10) = • 53 1 
Card 1-5 
4 
SYIC(I,I) 
6-10 SYIC(I,2) 
11-15 SYIC( 1,3) 
16-20 SYIC(l,4) 
21-25 SYIC(l,5) 
26-35 SYIC(l,6) 
Initial snow storage 
for Subbasin 1 
Initial soil moisture 
for Subbasin 1 (PR(l6) 
in Table A-I) 
Open for use 
Initial watershed re-
charge for Subbasin 1 
(PR(l8) in Table A-I) 
Initial base and ground-
water flow for Subbasin 
1 (PR(17) in Table A-I) 
Initial storage for re-
servoir in Subbasin 1 
Format (5F5. 2, FlO. 0) 
SYIC(I,2), SYIC(l,4), and SYIC(l, 5) come 
from parameter optimization. 
Card 1-10 
5 
11-15 CPH(l) 
16-20 CPH(2) 
66-70 CPH(12) 
71-80 APH 
Phreatophyte identifi-
cation 
kc for this phreatophyte 
month 1 
kc for this phreatophyte 
month 2 
kc for this phreatophyte 
month 12 
Acres of this phreato-
phyte within the sub-
basin 1 s agricultural 
area 
Format (lOX, 12F5. 2, FlO. 0) 
This format is repeated for the IND(l, 2) 
phreatophytes in the subbasin. 
If IND(I, 1) = 0 skip card 6 
...--." 
. .7 
Card 
6 
1-10 
11-15 CCR(l) 
16-20 CCR(2) 
66-70 CCR(l2) 
71-80 ACR 
Crop Identification 
kc for this crop month 
k for this crop month 2 
c 
kc for this crop month 12 
Acres of this crop with-
in the subbas in's agri-
cultural area 
Format (lOX, 12F5. 2, FlO. 0) 
This format is repeated for the IND(l, 1) crops 
in the subbasin. 
Card 1-5 QDSIR(l,l) Desired streamflow at 
the outlet of Subbasin 
in cfs for nnonth 1 
7 
6-10 QDSIR(1,2) Desired streamflow at 
the outlet of Subbasin 1 
in cfs for month 2 
56-60 QDSIR(l,12) Desired streamflow at 
the outlet of Subbasin 1 
in cfs for month 12 
Format (12F5. 0) 
If IND(l, 5) = 0 skip card 8 
Card 1-6 SDSIR(l,l) 
8 
Desired storage in acre 
feet for the reservoir in 
Subbasin 1 for month 1 
7 - 1 2 SDSIR ( 1 , 2) 
67-72 SDSIR(l, 12) 
Desired storage in acre 
feet for the reservoir in 
Subbasin 1 for month 2 
Desired storage in acre 
feet for the reservoir in 
Subbasin 1 for month 12 
Format (l2F6. 0) 
All of the cards under II are then repeated for 
Subbasins 2, 3, ... , NSB. 
III. Input Conversion Factors 
Card 1-8 
1 
CONV(l,l) 
9:'16 CONV(1,2) 
Conversion factor for 
VAR(l) Subbasin 1 
Conversion factor for 
VAR(2) Subbasin 
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CONV(l, NVR) Conversion factor for 
VAR(NVR) Subbasin 1 
Format (l OF8. 5) 
This format is repeated for Subbasins 2, 3, 
NSB. 
Where: 
CONV(I, 1) Converts VAR(l), precipitation 
data, to inches of water 
CONV(I,2) Converts VAR (2), temperature 
data, to degrees fahrenheit 
The remainder of the CONV(I,L)'s convert 
the input into inches of water over the agricultural 
area in acres. If VAR(L) is in acre feet 
CONV(I, L) = 12/AREA(I,3) 
Card 1-6 CAF(l) Conversion from inches 
of water over the agri-
cultural area to acre 
feet for Subbasin 1 
2 
7-12 CAF(2) 
CAF(NSB) 
Conversion from inches 
of water over the agri-
cultural area to acre 
feet for Subbasin 2 
Conversion from inches 
of water over the agri-
cultural area to acre 
feet for Subbasin NSB 
Format (12F6. 0) 
Where: 
CAF(I) is calculated as: 
CAF(I) = AREA(I, 3)/12. 
IV. Consumptive Use for Open Water 
Card 
1 
1-10 
11-15 CWS(l) 
16-20 CWS(2) 
66-70 CWS(l2) 
Card Identification 
kc for open water 
month 1 
kc for open water 
month 2 
kc for open water 
month 12 
Format (lOX, 12F5. 2,FIO. 0) 
V. Output Formats 
Card 
1 
1-16 FMTI 
17-32 FMT2 
49-64 FMT4 
Output format 1 
Output format 2 
Output format 4 
Format (16A4) 
VI. Gaged Flow of the Correlation Streams (in 
Thousands of Acre Feet) 
Card 
1 
1- 8 
9 - 14 Q C OR ( 1, 1) 
10,000 
1000 
Identification 
Correlation streamflow 
for Subbasin 1 month 1 
15-20 QCOR(1,2) Correlation streamflow 
for Subbasin 1 month 2 
75-80 QCOR(1,12) Correlation streamflow 
for Subbasin 1 month 12 
Format (8X, -3P12F6. 1) 
This card is repeated for Subbasins 2, 3, ... , 
NSB. This completes one year of correlation stream 
input. This set is followed by a similar set for year 
2, 3, ... , NYR. 
VII. The VAR (I, L) and R VAR (I, L) data are read from 
the tape developed using the data program. Note that 
the input formats correspond to the formats used to 
create the tape. 
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Figure C-l. Reservoir surface area-storage capacity relationship. 
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) 
- -; 
MAIN PROGRAM 
65 
BSDTA 
66 
RBDS 
Compute Surface 
and Groundwa ter 
Inflow to the 
Subbasin 
'67 
RBOS (Continued) 
68 
SIM(I,S)= 
PR(I,14)*DOUT 
SIM(I,l7)=DOUT 
-SIM(I,S) 
q>3 
SNWMT 
&9 
SIM(I,l)=SYIC 
(I,l)-SNMT 
RPMIo:VAR(I,2) 
+SNMT 
SNWl=SYIC 
(I,3)-SNMTl 
RPMTl=iVAR 
(I,2)+SNMTl 
Snowmelt in the 
Simulated Area 
Snowmel t in the 
Ungaged Area 
TAJS=TAJS-SAJS 
TAJS2=TAJS2 
-SAJS 
SAJS=O 
10 
No 
Yes 
TAJS2=TAJS2 
-SAVA(I,2) 
TAJS=TAJS-
SAVA(I,1)-
SAVA(I,2) 
1=1-1 
1=ITOP 
TSAVA(l)=O 
TSAVA(2)=O 
JSOS=O 
RSOP 
RSIM(I,2)=NAR 
(I,2)*AR1/12 
RSIM(I,3)= 
REVP*AR1/12 
ARES 
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RIVER BASIN MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAM LISTING 
C 
C 
C 
C 
RIVER BASIN OPERATION MODEL 
COMMON AJST(e),AREA(e,4),QCOR(e,12),TMP1(e),VAR3(6),VAR4(e), 
1 ACOR (l5l, CAF (e), CCR (12) ,CONV (15, 13) , CPH C 12) , CWS(12) , OL.H (12) , 
2 I NO (15, !5) ,OTL. (19) , OTL. V (4, , PR (6, 15) , QO 5 I R (6, 12) ,RS I M (6,7) ,IIOTL. C 7) , 
JRPRCt5, 10) ,RVARce, 12) ,SBNM(I5,2) ,50S1R(6,12) ,51M(6,18) ,SYIC(6,6), 
4TACR (6) ,UPH (15), VAR (6,13) , WCR (15,12) , WPH Ct5, 12) ,FMT 1 (4) ,FMT2 (4) , 
5FMTJC.),FMT4C4),QSRYC6),QGRYC6),SAVA(I5,2),PRL.SC15),T5AVA(2) 
1MEIR, MNTH,MSlR, NARA, NINO, !'lIT)(, NPR, NRPR, NRSM, NRVR, NUC, NSB, NSM, NVR, 
COMMO!'l ACR,ADHS, AJSO,APH,CAJS,DIC,DIN,OOUT,INl,IN2,IOUT,L.YR, 
2NyR,SAJS,SK,BCF,BCK,ITOP,OAJS,ISOS,TAJS 
DIHENSION BSNM("') ,NHDTA (3) 
1 TYPE 199 
1 99 FORHAT (11 H HOUNT UPEI) 
OCT 251111il0 
RE'0(6,99) (NMDTACI),I a 1,3) 
g9 FORMAT (3A2) 
CAL.L. QHON(21,NHOTA(1),0,13) 
~YPE 21112 
202 FORHAT (24HSSW A FOR INCH, B FOR AF I) 
OCT 2511100 
INPUT BASIC DATA 
READ (15, 100) (BSNM (II), nal ,4) ,NSB,NVR,NPR,NSM,NRVR,NRPR, NRSM,NIND, 
lNARA,NSIC,L.YRO,NYR,INl,IN2,IOUT,NITX,AJSO,AOMS,CAJS,ITOP,DAJS 
10111 FORHAT (4A4, 1013/15, 513, 3F5, 2,15, F5, 0) 
CAL.L. BSOTA 
REPEAT SIHUL.ATION FOR EACI1 YEAR 
DO 215 J a l,NYR 
DO 2 Ial,NSB 
2 READ (INl ,tllll) (QCOR(I,K) ,Kal,U) 
101 I'ORMAT(8)(,-3P12Fe.l) 
L.YRaL.YRO+J-1 
REPEAT SIMUL.ATION FOR EACH MONTH 
DO 17 K.l,U 
MNTHag+K 
If'CK,GT.3) MNTHaK-3 
SIMUL.ATION OPERATION 
CAL.L. RBOS (K) 
IF ssw A ON, OUTPUT HONTHL.Y HYDROL.OGY IN INCHES 
OCT 023151110 
J .10 
CAL.L OTPTS (FMT1, FHT2, K) 
IF ssw B ON, OUTPUT MONTHL.Y HYDROLOGY IN ACRE-I'EET 
1111 OCT 1!123511111J 
J .115 
OUTPUT MONTHLY HYDROLOGY IN ACRE-I'EET 
00 15 lal,NSB 
DO 13 L.a2,NVR 
13 VAR(I,L.)aCAI'·CI)*VARCI,L) 
DO 14 L..l,NSM 
14 SIM(I,L.)aCAFCIl*SIMCI,L) 
VAR3Cl)aCAFCI)*VAR3(I) 
15 CONTINUE 
CALL. OTPTSCI'HTJ,FMT4,Kl 
DO 52 I a l,NSB 
DO 50 La2,NVR 
50 VAR(I,L.)aVAR(I,L.)/CA'(I) 
DO 51 L.al,NSH 
51 SIH(l,L.)aSIH(I,L.)/CAF(I) 
VAR3CI)aVAR3(1)/CAF(I) 
52 CONTINUE 
OUTPUT HONTHL.Y RESERVOIR OPERATION IN ACRE-FEET 
115 CAL.L OTPTR (tC) 
\ J 
17 CONTINUE 
26 CONTINUE 
J .1 
END 
SU9ROUTINE FOR BASIC DATA 
SU9ROUTINE BSDU 
COMMON AJ 5 T (6), ARE A (6, 4l ,QC OR (6, 12l , T MP 1 (6' , VAR:3 (6) , V A R 4 (6) , 
1 ACOR CI5) , C AF (15) ,CCR (12) ,CONV C6, 13) , CPH (12) ,CWS C 12) , DL.H (12) , 
2INO(I5,!5) ,OTL.(19) ,OTL.V(4) ,PR(I5, 15) ,QOSIR(6, 12l ,RSIH(6,7l ,RDTI.(7), 
3RPR (6,10), RVAR (6,12) , SBNH (15,2) ,SDSIR C6, 12), SIH (6,18), SYlC (6, 6), 
01 T A C R (t5) , TAP H C 6) , V A R (6 , 1 3) , W C R (6 , 12) , W P H (15 , 12l , F M T H"l .. F H T 2 (4) , 
5FMT3(4),~HT4(4),QSRY(6),QGRY(I5),SAVA(6,2l,PRL.SCl5l,TSIV6C2l 
COMMON ACR,AOMS, AJSO, APH,CAJS,OIC,DIN,DOUT, IN1, IN2, lOUT ,L.YR, 
1 HE IR, HNTH, HSIR, NARA, NINO, NIT)(, NPR, NRPR, NRSH, NRVR, NS IC, Nse, NSM, NVR, 
2NYR,SAJS,SK,BCF,BCK,ITOP,DAJS,ISOS,TAJS 
READ OUTPUT ROW TITLES 
READ(IN1,t1!0) COTL.CL.),L.al,NSH) 
READ (IN1, 100) (ROTL.(L) ,L-1 ,NRSM) 
Re:ADCIN1,100) (OTL.V(L.),L.al,4) 
11'1111 FORMAT (2I11A4) 
READ AND CHECK FRACTION DAY-L.IGHT HOURS 
READ ON1, 1111) (OL.HCK) ,Kll, 12) ,HSIR,HEIR 
1IIJl I'ORHATC12F5.3,2I3) 
INPUT UNGAGEO WATERSHED TEHPERATURE ADJUSTHENT 
READCIN1,120) CTMP1(I),II1,NSB) 
120 FORHATC1IIK,10F5.2) 
INPUT MODEL. INDICATORS AND PARAHETERS I'OR EACH SUB-BASIN 
DO 12 I.l,NSB 
READ (IN 1,102) CSBNH CI, L.) ,L. al ,2) , CIND CI, l.) ,L. a l, NI NO) , (AREA CI, Lol, \.a1 
l,NARA) 
102 I'ORHATC2A4,2X,5I5,4F10.0) 
RUO(IN1,103) CPRCI,L.) ,L.a1,NPR) 
103 FORMATCUl'5.2) 
IP"(INO(l,II),GT,0) GO TO 41 
DO 4111 L. 11, NRPR 
411 RPR(I,L)a0, 
J ."'2 
"'1 READ(IN1,10"') CRPRCI,L),L.ll,NRPR) 
10. FORMAT(",I'S.0,I5FS.5) 
INPUT INITIAL. CONDITIONS 
42 READ(IN1,1II!5) CSVICCI,L.hL.ll,NSIC) 
UI!5 FORMAT (5F5.2,F10.0) 
COMPUTe: WEIGHTED PHREATOPHYTE AND CROP CONSUMATIVE USE COEFFICIENT 
DO 3 Kal,U 
WPH(I,K).0. 
TAPH CI) 1111, 
N.tND (I ,2) 
DO 5 L'l,N 
READ CINl ,11115) CC"HCK),K.l,12),APH 
1015 I'ORMAT(UX,12F5.2,F10.0) 
DO 4 Kal112 
WPH(I,K)aWPH(I,K)+CPH(K).APH 
TAPH CI) aTAPH (I) +APH 
DO II Kal, 12 
WPH CI ,K)aWPI1 (I, K) /TA"H 0) 
TACRCI)a0, 
DO 7 Kal112 
WCRCI,K)a0. 
IFONDCI,1).EQ.0) GO TO 11 
NaINO(Irl) 
00 9 L.al,N 
READCIN1,1f/I6) CCCR(K),Ka1,12),ACR 
DO e Ka l,12 
WCRCI,K)aWC~(I,K)+CCR(K).ACR 
TACR(I)aTACR(I)+ACR 
..... 
w 
00 10 K-l,12 
50SlRCI,K)-9. 
19 WCRCI,K)-WCR(I,K)/TACRCI) 
11 READCIN111111) CQDSIRCI,IC),Kll,12) 
107 I'ORMATt12FS.II) 
II'(INDCl,S).EQ.0) GO TO 12 
READCIN1,10S) CSDSIRCI,K),K-l,12) 
108 FORHAT(121'8.1I} 
12 CONT INUE 
RUD AND CHECK CONVERSION FACTORS 
DO 2111' I-l,NS! 
RUD (INl ,sail) (CONVCl ,L.) ,L.-l ,NVR) 
11119 I'ORMAT (lillI'S. S) 
211 CONTINUE 
READ (8, 11118) CCAF (I), 1-1, NSB) 
REAO CONSUMPTIVE USE COEFFICIENT 1'0 OPEN WATER 
REAO CIN1, U8) CCWSCK),K-l d2) 
READ OUTPUT FORMAT 
READCIN11l1l!J) CFMU(L.),L.-l,~),(FMT2CL.),L.-l,,),C"MT3CL.),L.ll,')' 
lCFMUCL),L.-l,~) 
11a I'ORtUTCU") 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE I'OR OPEIUTION STUD't' 
SUBROUTINE RBOS (K) 
COMMON AJST(8),AREAce,'),QCOR(e,12),TMP1C8),VAR3ce),VAR.ce), 
lACORCS), CAFCS),CCRC12),CONVce,13),CPHC12),CWSC12),DL.H(12), 
2INDce,B),OTL.(111),OTL.VC~),PR(6,lB),QDSIRce,12),RSIM(e,1),ROTL.(1), 
3RPR (e, 10] ,RVAR ce, 12), SBNM C8, 2), SOSIR (15, 12), SIH (e, 18) ,aYIC (e, S), 
.TACRCe),TAPHce),VAR(e,13),WCRC8,12),HPHC8,12),FMT1C4),I'MT2C'), 
5FMT3(4),FMT4C4),QBR'C8),QGR,ce',SAVA(e,2),PRI.S(8),TSAVA(e) 
COMMON ACR, AOMS, AJSO, APH, CAJS, OIC, DIN, OQUT, IN 1, IN2, lOUT, I. 't'R, 
1 MEIR, MNTH, MSIR, NARA, NINO, NUX, NPR, NRPR, NRSH, NRVR, Nue, NSIS, NSH, NVR, 
2N't'R,SAJS,SK,BCF,BCK,ITOP,DAJS,ISOS,TAJS 
OIMENSION TReo (7), TBGO (7) 
REAL. M81,MS 
INttUT COMPIL.ED OBSERVED DATA FOR EACH SUB-BASIN 
DO 3 hl,NSB 
READ(IN2,U0) (VARCI,I.',L.-l,NVR) 
U0 FORMAT (2FS.3,5FS.0/UFS.0) 
00 2 1.-1,NVR 
VAR CI ,1.) -CONy (I ,1.) *VAR Cl ,1.) 
IF(INOCI,S).GT.0) GO TO !ll 
00 S0 1.-1, NRVR 
!l11I RVARCI,L.)-0. 
J .3 
51 READ CIN2, Ul) (RVARCl,L.) ,1.-1 ,NRVR) 
101 FORMATC10F8.11I) 
3 CONTINUE 
DO 47 I-l,NSB 
AJSTCn-0. 
47 PRL.SCll-RVARCI.!) 
TSAVACU-!!. 
TSAVA(2)-0. 
110 
YMh0 
~ I-hl 
~. IFCI.GT.II1X) GO TD 150 
J .81 
811 ISOS-l 
JSOS-1 
Il1lC-I 
el IFtI.L.E.1) GO TO .9 
VAR3 (I) -VAR CI, 3) +QSR't' 0-1) *12./AREA (1,3) 
VAR4(I)-VARCI,4)+QGR'CI-l)*12./AREACI,3) 
J .52 
~9 VAR3eI)aVARCI,3) 
VAR. CI) .VAR CI,.) 
SNOW STORAGE AND SNOWMEI.T 
!l2 CAI.1. SNwMT CI, RPMT, RPHT 1) 
PHREATOPHYTE EVAPOTRANSPIIIATION 
BCF-VAR (I, 1) *DL.H CK) 
BCK-.0113*VARCI,1)-.314 
IFCBCK.I.T •• 3) BCh.3 
SIM CI, 13) -PR CI ,!~) *WPH C I, K) *BCF*BCK*UPH 0) IAREA C 1,3) 
CROP POTENTIAl. EVAPOTRANSPIRATION ANO WATER SUPPI.IES 
IFCINOCI.l).EQ.!!) GO TO 10 
ETP_PR CI, II) *WCR C I, K) *BCF*BCIC 
IFCIND(I,3).EQ.I1I) GO TO II 
!I"CHNTH.GE.MSIR.AND.MNTH.L.E.MEIR) GO TO 8 
VAR C1, 1) -0. 
VAR (I ,9) -111. 
J .9 
VAR CI ,7) -ETP IPR CI , 1111) - (RPHT +VAR (I, !I) +VAR CI , 9) -VAR CI , 11) ) 
IFeVARCI,7).I.T.0.) VAR(I,7)_I1I. 
SIM CI ,9) -VAR CI, 5) +VAR CI, 7) +VAR eI ,9) -VAR el, 11) 
IFeSIHCI,II).GE.I1I.) GO TO 7111 
VARCI,U)-VARCI,11)+SIMeI,IiI) 
SlM(!,g)-9. 
7111 DAG-SIMCI,II)*PRCI,1111)+RPMT 
J .11 
11!! ETP-a. 
UMCI,g)-I'I. 
OAG-0. 
11 SIM CI, 1111) -VAR (l, e)+VAR Cl ,8) +VAR (1,1111) .VAR eI, 12) 
R[TURN FI.OW 
I~CINOCI,1).EQ.0) GO TO 12 
81M eI ,~)I C1.-PR Cl, 1111») *UM CI ,g) + Cl.-PR CI, 11» *UM el, 1111) 
J .1! 
12 SlM(I")-C1.-PReI,11)l*UMCI,1I1I) 
UNGAGEO SURFACE INFI.OW 
13 SIM CI ,2) .PR CI ,!I) .. REA CI, 2) /AREA (1,4) *QCOR el ,IC) -12.0REA CI, 3) + 
lPR (1,12) *RPMU .. REA CI ,2) I"RU Cl, 3) +PR Cl, 13) * CAREA eI, 1) +AREA (1 ,2» I 
UREACI,:!) 
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION, 5011. MOISTURE, AND PERCOI.ATION 
IFCIND(I,1).EQ.I1I) GO TO 19 
MS1-S't'IC(I,2) 
NI TR-l 
l'SIMCI,U)-ETP .. MSl/PR(I", 
IFe5IMCl,1').L.T.I1I.) SIMO,14)-I1I. 
IF CUM Cl, 14).GT .UPl SIH (1,14) -ETP 
MS-S't'ICCI,2)+OAG-SIMCI,1') 
IFCMS.GT.PR(I,3)) GO TO 15 
SlMCI,7)-I1I. 
J .18 
1!5 SlI1Cl,7)-MS-PRCI,3) 
MS-PReI,3) 
1 S OMS-ABS (MS-MSl) 
MU- CMS+SUC Cl, 2) 12. 
IFCOMS.GT.AOMS.ANO.NITR.I.T.NITX) GO TO 17 
J .18 
17 NITR-NITR+1 
J .1' 
18 SIM(I,15).MS 
J • 2 I!! 
19 SIM Cl ,7) a0. 
SIM(I d') 80. 
SIM CI, 1!~n -0. 
GROUNOWATER RECHARGE AND OUTFLOW 
2111 OIN-PReI,15)*RPMheAREACI,1)+AREACI,2»/AREACI,3) 
SK-PR eI,8) 
OIC.SUC el ,,) 
CAL.I. ROUT 
TRCO Cl) -OOUT 
OIN.VAR' ell +DOUT+SIM e 1,7) -VAR (I, 9) -VAR ex, 10) 
~ 
SK.PRCI,") 
OIC-SYIC CI,~) 
CALL ROUT 
TeGO CI) .DOUT 
SIMet,~f·PR(I,l.)*DOUT 
5IMCI,11)-OOUT-SIMCI,5) 
SURFACE OUTFLOW 
21 SIM CI, 18) -VAR3 0) +SIM ex ,2) +UM CI, 4) +SIHCI ,5) -VAR CI, 1) -VAR (I, 8)-
ISIM e I, 13)+RPHhTAPM C I) I AREA CI, 3) 
RESERVOIR OPERATION 
IFCINOCI,5).EQ.0) GO TO 22 
CALL RSOP CK,I,JSOS) 
SIH eI, 18). CRUM CI, 5) +RSIM CI, 6» *12./AREA CI ,3) 
J .23 
22 SAJS.e. 
SAVA(I,l)ae. 
SAVACI,2)-0. 
23 TSAVAO)-T8AVACI)+SAVACI,1) 
T8AVA(2)aTSAVAC2)*SAVACI,2) 
CALL RRLHI, K, JSOS) 
IFCJSOS.EQ.0.ANO.ISOS.Ea.1l GO TO 44 
40 QSRYCI)-SIMCI,18)*AREACI,3)/12. 
IFCQ!RYCI).LT.e.) QSRYCI).e. 
QGRY(I).SIH(I,11)*AREACI,3)/12. 
IF(QGRYCI).LT.0.) aGRYCI).e. 
IFCI.LT.NSB) GO TO 4 
COMPLETE UM ARRAV 
DO 39 I a l,NSB 
SIH CI ,3) -VAR (X ,5) *VAR CI ,e) 
SIMCI,e)-VARC1,;)+VAR(I,le) 
UM(I,S)-VAR4(I) 
SIMCl, 11) -VARCI, 11)+VAR CI, 12) 
IF CINO CI, 5) .GE.D 81M CI, 11) -VAR (I,ll) +VAR (I, 12) +R8IH Cl, 4) *12.1 
lAREACI,3) 
SIM CI, 12) .QDSlR CI, K) *1.98*30. *12./AREA CI, 3) -SIP" CI, 18) 
IF CUM CI, 12).1. T .e.) UM Cl, 12) a0. 
UMCI, 16)aSIMCI, 11'+SIMCI, 18) 
RESET INITIAL VALUES 
SYIC (1,1) .SIM (1,1' 
8YICCI,2)-$IHCI,15) 
SYICCI,4).TRCOO) 
S v I C (1,5) • TeGO CI) 
IFCINDCI,!I).Ea.ll SYICCI,5)-RSIMCI,7) 
3; CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBRDUTI NE FOR SNOw HEL T 
SUBROUTINE SNWMT C%, RPMT, RPHTt) 
COMMON AJST(6),AREAce,4),QCORCB,12),TMPlce),VAR3ce"VAR4(e), 
IACOR (6), CAl" (6), eCR C 12), CONY ce, 13) ,CPH C 12) ,CWS C 12) ,OL.M C 12) , 
UNOC6,5) ,0TLClIl) ,OTLV(4) ,PRce, 15) ,QOSIRce, 12) ,RUMce,,,) ,ROTI.(7), 
3RPR (6 ,10) ,RVAR ce, 12) , SBNM Ce,2) , SOUR C6, 12), SIM ee, 18), SYle C6,B), 
4TACR CB) , TAPH C6') , VAR C6, 13) , WCR CB, 12) , WPM C6, 12) , FMTt (4) , FMT2 (4) , 
5f1'HT3 (4) , P'M,. (4) , QSRy(6) , QGR'fCB) , SAVA (6,2) , PRLS (6) , TSAVA (2) 
COMMO," ACR, ADMS, AJSO, APH, CAJS, OIC, OIN, OOUT, IN1, IN2, lOUT, L YR, 
lMEIR,MNTH,MSIR,NARA,NINO,NITX,NPR,NRPR,NRSM,NRVR,NSIC,Nse,NSM,NYR, 
2NYR,SAJS,SK,BCP',BCK,ITOP,DAJS,ISOS,TAJS 
52 III'C,VARCId).GT.PRCI,I).AND.VARCI,t).GT.PRCI,2)) GO TO 6 
I'(VARCI,1l.LE.PRCI,I).AND.VARCI,1).GT.PRCI,2)) GO TO , 
SIMCl, l)aSVIC (I, 1) +vAR (I ,2) 
SNMTa0. 
RPMT-I1I. 
J ." 
SIMCI, 1) -SVIC CI, l)+VAR (I ,2) 
SNMT. S I Mel, 1) * C 1 • -E XP (.PR e I, 8) * C V ARC I. I) .PR ( 1,2) ) ) ) 
IFCSNMT.GT.SIMCI,I» SNMT-UM(I,I) 
SIM (1,1) aSIM (1,1) ·SNMT 
RPMT-SNMT 
J .7 
SNMT -5 V I C (I , 1) * O. -EXP (-PFI C 1,8) • (YAR (I, 1) -PFI C 1,2) l l l 
IF CSNMT .GT .snc CI, 1) l SNMTa!Y IC C1, 1) 
SIM C1, 1) -SYIC C1, 1 l -SNMT 
RPMT-YAR Cl ,2)+SNMT 
7 TUNG-YAR(I.1)-TMPICIl 
IF(TUNG.GT.PFlCI,1l.ANO.TUNG.GT.PR(l,2l) GO TO 41 
II'CTUNG.LE.PR(I,1l.ANO.TUNr;.GT.PRCI,2)) GO TO 90 
SNW1-SVICCI,3)+VAFI(I.2) 
RPMUI0. 
J .42 
90 SNW1-SYICC1,3)+VAFI(I,2l 
SNMU-SNW1* C 1.-EXP C·PR CI, 8). (TUNG-PR C1, 2) l» 
IF CSNMT 1. GT. SNW 1) SNMT1.SNW 1 
SNW 1-SNW I-SNMT 1 
RPMTt. SNMTl 
J .42 
41 SNMU.SYICCI,3)*O.-EXP(-PR(I,B)*CTUI>4G-PR(I,2)l» 
IF CSNMT1.GT. SYIC CI, 3» SNMT! mSVIC (l, 3) 
SNW1-SVIC e1 ,3)-SNMTt 
RPMTlaVARCI,2)+SNMTl 
42 SYICCI,3)-SNWI 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FOR RESERVOIR RELEASE ADJUSTMENTS 
SUBROUTINE RRLSCI,K,JSOS) 
COMMON AJST(5), AREA C6, 4), aCOR CB ,12), TMP 1 (6) , YAR3(6) , VAR4 (6) , 
lACOR (6), CAF (6), CCR (2) , CONY C6, 13) , CPH (12) , cwa (12), DI.H C 12) , 
UND C5,!I), aTL (19), OTLV c.) , PR (5,15) , aDSIR C6, 12), RSIM (6,1) , ROTI. (7) , 
3RPR (5, un ,RYAR ce, 12) , SBNM (e, 2) , SOUR C6, 12) , SIM (5,18) , nIC (6,6) I 
4T4CR (e) , TAPH (6) , VAR ce, 13) , WCR (8,12) , WPH (e, 12) , I'MT 1 (4) , P'M12 C &) , 
!I'MT3C.),'MT4C4),QSRYC6),QGRYC6),SAVAC6,2),PRI.SC6),TSAVA(2) 
COMMON ACR,ADMS, AJaO,APH,CAJS,D1C,OIN,OOUT,IN1,IN2,IOUT.L.YR, 
lMEIR, MNTH, MSIR, NARA, NINO I NITX, NPR, NRPR, NRSM, NRVR, NUC, NSB, NSI1, NVR, 
2NYR, SAJS,SK ,BCF ,BCK, nop ,OAJS, UOS, TAJS 
CHECK I'OR DESIRABLE FLDW AND ADJUST RESERVOIR RELEASE 
QS.UM (I, 18) *AREA (l, 3) I (12 •• 30. *1.;8) 
IFCQS,LT.QDS%RCI,IO) GO TO 24 
QAJS8I!1. 
J .25 
24 QAJS.CQDSIRCI,K)-QS)*1.ge*30. 
2' TAJSICAJS*CSAJS+QAJS)+DAJS 
IP'CI80S.LE.0) GO TO 38 
I' (TAJS.LE.AJSO) GO TO 42 
IF(TSAVA(1).LT.T.AJS) GO TO 30 
SUFFICIENT WATER AVAILABLE IN RESERVOIRS 
TAJUlTAJS 
TAJ82.e. 
40 IFCINDCI,,'.LE.0) GO TO 41 
AJSTCI)-TAJS1-SAJS 
IfI' CRUM (I, 5) .GT .0.) AJST CI) aTAJSl+RSIM (1,5) 
J .44 
41 AJSTCI)a0. 
44 SAJSal!l. 
45 IFCTAJSI.GT.SAVA(I.1)) GO TO '0 
J .28 
!l0 IFCI,LE.ITOP) GO TO 28 
TAJSlaTAJSl-UVA (I, 1) 
hI-I 
J .40 
28 TAJ51a0. 
IP'(I.LE.ITOP) GD TO 37 
1Ml-I-l 
DO 29 II-ITOP,IMl 
29 AJSTCII)-I!. 
J .37 
t 
STORAGE LESS THAN DESIRABL.E IN SOME OR ALL RESERVOIRS 
30 TAJSlaTSAVA(1) 
TAJS2-TAJS-TAJS 1 
IF(UJS2.LE.SAH) GO TO 90 
TAJS-TAJS-SAJS 
, ) 
..... 
c.n 
TAJS2-TAJSlI-UJS 
SAJS-I!I. 
J .;1 
;121 SUS-SAJS-TAJS2 
TAJS-TAJSl 
TAJShl!l. 
;1 IF(TSAVA(2).~T.TAJS2) GO TO 35 
Sg rFCINO(I,5).~E.I!I) GO TO U 
AJST CI) -TAJS-SAJS 
IF CRSIH (I, 5) .GT •. 121.) AJST (I) -TAJS+ASIM (1,5) 
J .155 
U AJSTCI)-0. 
e~ UJS-I!I. 
150 IIf(TAJS2.GT.8AVA(I,I2)) GO TO 51 
J .33 
51 IIfCI.~E.ITOP) GO TO n 
TAJS2-TAJS2-SAVA(I,2) 
TAJS_TAJS-IAVA(I,1)-IAVACI,2) 
181-1 
J .Sg 
33 TAJS2-0. 
IF(I.~E.nOP) GO TO !7 
1111-1-1 
AJCO-I. 
DO :u II-nOP,II11 
IIf(INO(II,5).~E.0) GO TO 10 
AJST(II)-SAVA(II,l)+AJCO 
IF (RSIH (n, 5) .GT .0.) AJST cn) .AJST (II) +RSIH CII, 5) 
AJCO-UST (II) 
J .!4 
110 AJST(II)-0. 
!" CONTINUE 
J .37 
ITORiGE ~I!SS THAN HINIHUII IN SDHE OR A~~ AESERVOIRS 
!5 TAJS-TSAVA(1)+TSAVAC2) 
71 IF(INO(I,5).~E.0) GO TO 71 
AJST(1)-TAJS 
IF(ASIH(I,5).GT.I.) AJST(I)-TAJS+R8IHCI,5) 
J .72 
"1 AJSTCI)-0. 
72 IFCI.~E.ITOP) GO TO !7 
TAJS-TAJS-SAVACI,1)-SAVA(I,2) 
1-1-1 
J .70 
!7 hIrOP 
TSAVA(1)-I. 
TSAVA(2)-0. 
JSOS-I!I 
J .38 
42 AJSTCI)."'. 
TAJa-0. 
311 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FOR ~INEAR RESERVOIR ROUTING 
SUBROUTINE ROUT 
COIIHON AJST(II),AREA(II,.),QCORce,12),TI1P1(e),VAR3(e),VAR,,(e), 
lACOR (e), CAl" (e) , CCR (112), CON V (15,13), CPH (12) , cwa (12), D~H (12), 
UNO(II,S) ,OT~(U) ,OT~V(4) ,PR C5, 15) ,IiIDSIR(II, 12) ,R81I1(II,7) ,ROT~ (7), 
3RPR ce, 10), RVAR (II, 12) , SBNH (II, 2) , SOSIR (8,12) , 81H (15,18), SVIC (6, 8), 
4 HCR (e) , TAPH (II) , VAR (15,13) , WCR (6,12) , WPH (5,12) , FI1T1 (4) , IfMT2 (4) , 
5I"HT3CA),FMT4(A),QSRV(5),QGRV(5),SAVA(5,2),PR~S(5),TSAVA(2) 
COMMON ACR, AOMI, AJSO, APH, CAJS, DIC, DIN, DOUT, IN1, IN2, lOUT, ~ vR, 
IHEIR, MNTH, I1SIR, NARA, NINO, NITX, NPR, NRpR, NRSM, NRVR, NSIC, NIB, NSH, NVR, 
2N'I'R, SAJS, SI< ,BCF, BCI<, nolO, OAJS, ISOS, TAJS 
DOUT.D IN+ (DIC-DIN) *ExP (-1./11<) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FOR RESERVOIR OPERATION 
SU8ROUTIN~ RSOP (I<,I,JSOS) 
COMHON AJST (15) , AREA (5, 4) , IiICOR (5,12) , TMPl (5l , VAR3(5) , VARA (5) , 
lACOR(5), CAF (15) ,CCR (12) ,CONV (15, 13) ,CpH(12) ,CWS(12) ,OLH(12), 
UNO (15,5) ,OT~ OD) ,OT~V (4) ,pR(I5, 15) ,QOSIR (5,12) ,RSIM(e,,,) ,ROT~(7), 
3RpR (5,10), RVAR (5,12) ,S8NM (15, 2) , SOSIR (15,12) , SIM (15,18), SVIC (15,15) , 
.. TACR (15) , TAPH (15) , VAR CI5, 13) , WCR C6, 12) ,WpH ce, 12) , FMTl (4) , I"MT2 (4) , 
5FMT3(4) , FI114 (4), QSRy(I5) , QGRV C(5) , SAVA (15,2) , PR~5 (15), TSAVA (2) 
COMMON ACR,ADMS, AJSO, ApH,CAJ5,OIC,OIN,OOUT, IN1, IN2, 10UT,LvR, 
1MEIR,MNTH,MSIR,NARA,NIND,NITX,NPR,NRpR,NRSM,NRVR,NStC,N58,NSI1,NVR, 
2NvR, UJS, 51<, BCI", BCI<, ITOI', OAJ5, UOS, TAJS 
NITR·l 
R81M(I,A).RVAR(I,2) 
RESERVOIR INFLOW 
RS I M CI, 1l -SIll (I, 1 e) • ARE AC 1,3)/12. 
RESERVOIR RELEASE 
PRLS (1) -PR~a (I) +AJST (1) 
RSII1CI,I5).PRLS(ll 
RESERVOIR EVAporUTION 
REVP_CWS (IC) -BCF.BCI< 
SIC_SYlC CI ,6) 
CA~~ ARES(SIC,AR1,1) 
RSIM (1,2) .VAA tI, 2) .AR 1/12. 
ASIM (1 ,3)-REVP.AAl/12. 
RESERVOIR STORAGE 
RUM (1, 7).SIC+R81M CI, ll+RSIM CI, 2) -R81M CI, 3l-RS111 (I, 4l-RSIM CI, 6) 
SP1~~ F~OW 
IIf(RSlMCI,7).LE.RPR(I,A)) GO TO 2 
RS!~ CI, 5) -RUH (1,7) -RPR (1, A) 
RSIMCI,7)-RPRCI,4) 
J .11 
RSIM(I,5)-0'. 
IF(RSIM(I,7).GE,RPR(lrl» GO TO 
RSRT_RPR (1,1) -RUM CI, 7) 
IIf(RSRT.GT.RVARC1,2» GO TO 3 
RSIH(I,4)-RVAR(I,2)-RIRT 
RUM(I,7)-RPRCI,I) 
J .15 
RUMCI,4)_0. 
RSAT_RSRT_RVAR (1,2) 
IF(RSRT.GT.RSIH(I,II)) GO TO A 
RUM CI, 6""SII1 CI, II) -RSRT 
RUM(I,7)-RPR(I,1) 
J ,6 
4 RSRhRSRT-RSIMCI,II) 
RUHCI,elae. 
IF (RIRT .GT .RSIM CI, 3)) GO TO 5 
RUM (1,7) -RPR CI, 1) -RSRT 
J .15 
RUM Cl, 7) -RPR CI, i) -RSIM Cl, 3) 
CHECK FOR AVAI~ABLE AND OESIRAB~E STORAGES 
SAVA CI, ll-RSIM C 1,7) -SOSIR Cl, to 
IF(SAVA(I,t).~T,I!I.) SAVA(1,I)-0. 
SAVA CI ,2) -RSIMCl,,,,-RPR (I, i)-SAVA (I, 1) 
IFCSAVACI,21.LT.I2I.l SAVACI,2l-l!I. 
IFCRSIM(l,71.LT,SOSIR(I,I<)) GO TO B 
SAJS-0. 
J ,9 
SAJS-SOSIR(I,Kl-RSIMC1,") 
IF (JSOS.EQ.l!Il ISOS-'" 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE FOR RESERVO I R WATER SURF ACE ARE A 
SUBROUTINE ARES(S,AR,I) 
COI1MON AJST (15) , AREA (15, A) , QeOR (6,12) , TMP 1 (6l , VAR3(Bl , VAR4 Cl5l, 
1 ACOR (6l , C AF C III , eCR (12l , CON V (15, 13l , CpH (12l , CW S (12l , OLH (12) , 
2INO ce,!!) ,OT~ (1D) ,OT~V (A) ,PR(5, 15) ,IiIOSIR(5, 12) ,RSII1(5,") ,ROTUn, 
:5RPR (8, 10), RVAR (II, 12) , SBNH (8,2) , SOSI R (5, 12) , S 1M (Ii, 18) , S Y Ie: (6,6), 
4UCR (6) , UPH (6' , VAR (6,1;') , WCR (6,12) , WPH (6,12) , FMU (4) , FMT2 (4) , 
SAMPLE INPUT SFMT3(4),FMT4(4),QSRY(6),QGRY(6),SAVA(6,2],PRLS(6],TSAVA(2) COMI10N ACR,AOMS, AJSO, APH,CAJS,DIC,DIN,OOUT, IN1, IN2, lOUT ,L'I'R, 
l MEIR, MNTH, MSIR, NARA, NINO, NITlC.MPR, NRPR, NRSM, NRVR, NUC, NSB, NSM, NVR, I. BASIC DATA aNYR, SAJS ;SK, BCF, BCK, ITOP, DUt. t"5, TIoJ5 CARD 1 IFCS.LT.RPR(I,2» GO TO 2 OBOH2 tFCS.LT.RPR(I,3)l GO TO 1 CARD 2 Cl-RPR(I,9) PROVO R. BASIN 3 13 l' 18 2 10 C2-RPR CI, lEI) CARD 3 J .3 19'0 20 IJ 13 15 20 2000 10 100 Cl-RPR(I,7) CARD 4 C2-RPRCI,8) 
SNOWQUNGQ I MPQRTNQBSEQWELQPRCQG~ I Q I RRQMN I QE XPQSRTETPHETCRSL MSQTOTQGWOQ80TQDE V J .3 CARD S Cl-RPR(I,S) RQ I NRPPTRE VPRO r VRSPLRRLSRS TR CZ·RPRCI,6) CARD 8 
AR-Cl*S**C2 TEHPPRCPQGINQGOT RETURN CARD 7 END 
.077 .057 .1II5!l .PI!!7 .067 .083 .089 .100 .Ul .U12 .096 .084 4 10 
CARD 8 SUBROUTINE FOR OUTPUT SIMULATED HYDROLOGY THPl !5.2 S.2 7.51 SUBROUTl NE OTPTS (FMTIo, FMTB, K] 
COMMON AJSTC6],AREA(6,4),QCOR(6,12),THP1(6],VAR3(6),VAR4(6), II. HODEL INDICATORS AND PARAMETERS FOR EAC~ SUBBASIN lACOR (e) , CAli' (6), CCR (12), CONY (6,13], CPH (12] , CWS (12), OL~ (12) , CARD 1 UNO(8,S] ,OTL (19] ,OTI.V(4] ,PRC5, lS) ,QOSIR (IS, 12) ,R5IM(IS,7) ,ROTL (7), FRANCIS 2137!! 10 !HI S6 332g 1043211l 3RPR (6, un ,RVAR (15,12] ,SBNM (15, 2), SDSlR (15, 12) ,81M (6,18) I snc (6, 6), CARD 2 4TACR(IS),TAPH(e),VARce,13),WCRCS,12),WPHCIS,12),FI1T1(4),FMT2(4), 41100 3000 600 400 28 20 40 12 100 30 80 04 12 40 02 SII'MT:s(4' ,FM14(4) ,QSRY(6) ,QGRY (6) ,SAVA (6,2) ,PRLacS] ,TSAVA(2) CARD ;, COMMO"N ACR, ADMS, AJSO, APH, CAJ8, DIC, DIN, DOUT, IN1, IN2, lOUT ,LYR, IN0(1,S)-0 SKIP CARD 3 'OR THIS SUBBASIN lMEIR, MNTH, I'4SIR, NARA, NINO, NITX, NPR, NR"", NRSI1, NRYR, Narc, NBB, "'SM, NVR, CARD 4 
2NYR, BAJS, SK ,BCF ,BCK, ITOI', OAJS, UOS, rAJS 00 401/1 101/1 300 400 DIME,..BlON II'MrA(4) ,II'I'4TB(4) CARD S IF (I'INTH.EQ.III) GO TO 1 C2 HWGW 12S 102 7S I5S 90 113 1;)6 141 142 142 141 136 1 WRITE(lOUT,UI!I) I.YR,I( C3 MWGT 81 76 69 S6 !53 53 3S 61 68 77 82 S3 938 200 FORMATCl/1X,3HL -,I5,S)C,3HK "',r;,) C4 I.WGT S0 47 42 3S 33 33 34 ;'8 42 48 51 51 19 J .2 CS OPWT 137 128 112 11111 131!! 149 IS!! 15S 151 1411 141 138 1 1 WRITE(IOUT,21!11) LYR CARD 6 
..... 291 'ORMAT(111X,3~1. -,I5,2X,6HANNUA~) Al AL'4 III!! 7g 6S 63 74 86 g9 112 llg 110 106 II Ii 1389 0- 2 WRITE(IOUT,21!12) (S!!NH(I,I.),L-l,2),1-1,N8B) 42 PUT 89 74 58 5S 66 81 ell 102 99 113 91 87 g24 21112 FORMAT(I7~ ITEM ,9(1)(,2"')) A;' AOHA 84 77 82 SS 615 81 94 109 115 110 105 95 4110 WRtTECIOUT,FMU) OT~V(1),(VAR(I,1),I.l,N8B) A4 SHGR 4 22 251 211 29 29 28 74 liS- 127 73 40 III 3215 WRITE(IOUT,FMTB) OTLV(2). (V.R(I,2) ,I-l,NSB) CARD 7 (NOTE-THE II'LOW IS SET NEGATIVE SO THAT ACTUAL SlMULATIONS ARE OUTPUT WRITE (lOUT ,FMTB, OTL (1) , (81M CI t1), 1-1, NSB) WITH NO ADJUSTM!NT BY THE RESERVOIR.) WRITE (lOUT, FMTB) OTLV (3) • (VAR;' (1) ,I -1, NSB) -519519.95199-519519-5111519-995111-51519g-95199·51519Sl~51g519·Sl9951.9999-9999 DO 4 L-2,NSM CARD a 4 WRITE(IOUT,II'MTB) OTL(I.),(SIM(I,L),I-l,NSB) INOC1,!5)a0 SKIP CARD 8 FOR THIS SUBBASIN WRITE (lOUT, FMTB) OTL. V (4) , (VAR CI ,13), 1-1, NSB) 
RETURN REPEAT CARDS UNDER II. FOR REHAINING SUBBASINS END 
SUBROUTINE FOR OUTPUT RESERVOIR OPERATION 
A 2,3 7 
'" 
1 192921 190413 lS531 1111';'20 SUBROUTINE OTPTR (IC) 
3209 2!l2l9 109111 4"'111 015 80 160 18 110 50 8111 02 20 40 05 C0l'41'40N AJST(S),AREACI5,4),QCOR(e,12),TMP1(6),VAR3(6),VAR4(15), 
-9999951 9500 111000 5195199951 1.85 ,!l24Sl 4.58 • S28 .1!l7 .801i!! lACOR (6-), CAl' (e) ,CCR C 12) , CONY (6, U) , CPH (12) ,CWS C 12) , OLM C 123, 
90 400 100 290 209 2IND (8, S), OTL (19) , OTLV (4) ,PR (6 ,is) ,aDSIR (6,12), RSIM (1S,7) ,ROTL (7), [;2 HWGW 2 12S 102 75 65 80 113 136 141 142 142 141 136 1511 3RPR (e, 1''1) ,RVAR (e, 12) ,SBNM (6,2) ,SOSIR (8,12) • 51M (6,18) ,8YlC (6,8), C3 HWGT ~ 81 715 611 S6 53 53 55 81 88 77 82 83 410 4rACR(6) ,UPH(!) ,V~R(I5, U) ,WCR(6,12) ,WPH(8,12) ,FMTl (4) ,'MT2(4), C4 LWGT 50 47 42 35 33 33 34 38 42 48 51 Sl 2133 SFMT;'(4),FMT4(4),QSRY(S),QGRY(S),8AVA(e,2),PRLS(6),TSAVA(2) 
C5 OPWT 137 128 112 101 130 14g 1!l6 U5 1!l1 144 141 138 41l COMMON ACR,ADI'4!, AJSO,APH,CAJS,OIC,DIN,OOUT,IN1,IN2,IOUT,L.'I'R, 
A 1 AL' A 110 79 6S 63 74 86 99 112 11 9 110 105 1111 67114 1 MEIR, HNTH, MSIR ,IljARA, NINO, NITX, NPR, NRPR, NRSM, NRVR, NUC, NSB, "ISM, NVR, 
A2 PAST Sill 74 58 55 66 81 88 1I'J2 99 g3 
'" 
87 5428 2NYR,SAJS,SK,BC~,BCK,ITOP,DAJS,ISOS,TAJS 
A3 AOHA 84 77 1S2 S!5 61S 81 94 Ug l1S 110 US 9S 1970 NRh9 
A4 SMIOR 22 29 29 29 29 2B 74 118 127 7;' 40 U 1739 DO 1 I-1,,..SB AS CORN 15 99 251 2g 251 29 28 22 60 73 93 106 U9 30 NRhNRS.IND (l, S) 
AU ID~EI2 ;'S 30 25 25 25 30 33 38 39 39 39 U 1533 I~ CNRS.EQ.0) 100 TO 
AU BEAN13 2!5 251 29 251 29 2B 22 67 111 S51 7S 20 37 WRIT! (lOUT ,290) 
.99g9-995151-51519!i1-995151-P5199.951g51.51gg51-99951-99519_99g51.5151g51-999g 200 II'ORMATClltx,9HRESERVOIR) 
89900 8001'l0 8AB00 B001'l0 89000 80000 80000 80000 B0000 B0000 80000 80900 WRlTE (lOUT ,202) (ROTI. CL) ,L-l, NRSM) 
US8 12 5 0 1 0 0 e44S7 1BUg 104320 202 FORI'4AT Cl9H SUB 8SN,7 (SXA4), 4X, 4HAJST) 
3500 2S00 S00 300 01 1210 3!50 18 124 150 110 1111 93 32 I/ll 00 ;, 1-1, NSB 00 29A 50 2"'0 20121 I IF(INOCI,S).EQ.0) GO TO 3 Cl HWMC 1 1815 US IB5 18!5 18!5 US 18S 185 18!5 185 18S 185 811 WRITE (lOUT, 203) (SBNM(I,I.) ,1.-1,2), (RUM(I,L) ,L-l,NRSM) ,AJST(I) 
C2 HWr,W 2 12'5 11'2 7!'i 1'i!5 8((1 11 ~ 136 141 142 142 141 1 ~6 1642 203 FORMAT(lX,2A4,7F9.0,FB.0) 
C3 MWGT 3 81 76 6g 5(5 53 S~ 55 61 66 77 B2 B3 1038 3 CONTINUE C4 LWGT 4 50 47 42 35 33 33 34 38 42 48 51 151 459 4 RETURN 
C!5 OPWT !5 137 128 112 101 130 1451 i S6 15!5 1!51 144 141 138 17 END 
"' ; 
Al AL.FA 1 90 79 1515 153 74 86 99 112 119 110 105 99 4121 
A2 PAST 2 80 74 58 55 66 81 86 102 99 51;' 111 87 4480 SAMPLE OUTPUT A3 AOHA 3 84 77 152 515 615 81 94 10!i1 1115 110 1015 915 115;'7 
U SMGR 4 22 129 29 29 29 28 74 118 127 7;5 40 19 3054 I. • 1950 K • 
A5 CORN 5 99 29 29 29 29 28 22 60 7;5 9;5 105 109 2013 
A8 suaT 6 102 29 251 29 29 28 22 58 915 106 120 111 235 
A7 POTA 7 22 29 29 29 29 28 22 3121 42 88 131 1;54 135 I. • 1950 I< • 
A8 ORCH 8 90 78 55 54 74 85 98 108 113 111 1011 99 282;5 
AU TOMAlB 40 29 .29 29 29 28 45 50 75 101 117 83 44 ITEM FRANCI! A 2,3 A4511? 
All SMTRl1 40 29 29 29 211 28 37 62 77 82 78 III 137 TEMP '0.5152 ,3.598 47.500 AU IDL.E12 35 30 25 25 25 30 33 38 ;59 ;59 311 311 387 PRCP 1014. 4452. 65155. AU eEAN13 25 29 29 211 29 28 22 57 111 811 75 20 12 !NOW 0. 0. 0. 
-9999 .. 9 9 9 9-9 99 9.11999- 9999.99119 .. 9999.9999.91'19 11.9911 9. 999 9-9999 QGIN 799. 8e48. 13498. 
QUNG 3540. 535121. '40. II I. I NPUT CONVERSION FACTORS QIMP 0. 121. 121. CARD 1 REPEATED FOR THE SIX SUBBASINS QRTN 0. 0. U. 
1 • 1 •• 1035047 .0035047 .0036047 .0038047 .0038047 .11)038047 .00311047. il0;58047 QSSE 3911. 1221. 969. 
• 00;580,7.0035047.0035047.0U5047 QWEL. 0. 0. '99. 
1. 1 •• 1.1087259.11)007259.00072511. 0U7259. 0007259.00072159. 111)(1l72!59 .21007259 QPRC 184 • 0. 121. 
• 001.17259.012107259.011)07259.0007259 QGWI 0. 594. 18;51. 
t • 1 •• 0008328.0006;528 .121006;528.001218328.001216328.12112105328.11)008328.1211211215328 QIRR 0. 0. 0. 
• 00015328.0005328. UlI!l53U. 00015328 QMNI 0. 0. 911. CARD 2 QEXP 0. 0. 1999. 
277.411377.51579.7 QSRT 121. 0. \'l. 
ETPH 79. 23121. 939. IV. CON8UMPTIVE U8E FOR OPEN WATER ETCR 274. 1723. 27;58. CARD 1 SL.MS 1884. n;58. 81178. C5 OPWT 5 137 128 112 101 130 149 158 1155 1151 144 141 U8 QTOT 511.2. 15431. 1158711. 
QGWO 594. ln2. 20511. V. OUTPUT FORMATS QSOT 511148. 13599. U8n. CARD 1 QGOT 4999. 13151111. 138114. (1X,A4,2)(,8FII.3) C1X,U,2X,8~1I.3) C1X,U,2X,8FII.3) CU,A",,2X,8F9.0) 
VI. GAGED I'L.OW OF THE CORREL.UION STREAMS RESERVOIR 
'I CARD 1 INPUT QCOR FOR YEAR ONE FOR THE THREE SUBBASINS (1950) SUB BSN, RQIN RPPT REVP RDIV RSPL. RRL.S RSTR AJST 
'I OAKL.I1150 151 4. 39 ;56 33 37 135 460 778 236 83 65 A 2,3 1511.SI. 588. 389. 0. 0. 13600. 121369. 0. OAI(L.195121 51 "'4 39 36 ;53 37 135 4611 778 238 U 85 
OAKL.195121 51 •• 39 36 ;53 37 U6 4611 778 235 83 85 
THIS SET OF CARDS FOR 15150 IS FOL.L.OWED BY SIMIL.AR INPUT FOR THE YEARS 1951.611 I. • 1950 K • 
VU. THE VARCI,L.) AND RVARCI,L.) DUA ARE READ FROM THE DATA TAPE DEVEL.DPED 
USING THE DATA PROGRAM 
I. • 1950 K • 
IT!M FRANCIS A 2,;5 A4S57 
TEMP 37.758 .0.1118 42.898 
PRCP 5!H. 3287. 3105. 
SNOW 233. 0. 0. 
QlilN 105111. 8977. 115397. 
QUNG 3021. .7S5. 278. 
QIMP II. 121. 0. 
QRTN 0. 0. 121. 
QBS!: 21215. 1135. 93121. 
QWEL. 0. 0. 399. 
QPRC: 1118. 0. e9S. 
QGWI !!I. 307. 171212. 
QIRR \'l. 0. !!I. 
QMNI !!I. 0. 0. 
QEXP 0, 121. 399. 
QSRT 0. 121. 0. 
ETPH 51. 148. !5!i0. 
ETCR 172, P'J9121. 11187. 
SL.MS ll1e •• 10415. 7S98. 
QTOT '!i811. 15301. 18707. 
QGWO 3H. 1702. 1978. 
QSOT 4378, 14599. 11'i72S1. 
QGOT 4399. 14598. l!i793. 
RESERVOIR 
SUB BSN, RQIN RPPT REVP ROIV RSPL RRLS RSTR AJST 
A 2,3 1 ~270. 439. 2.3. 0. i! • 1.600. 122235. 0. 

APPENDIX D 
COMBINED UTAH LAKE OPERATION MODEL 
The combined model is composed of the Utah Lake 
operation model developed by the Central Utah Project 
Office of the Bureau of Reclamation and the previously 
described river basin management model. Slight alteration 
of both of the programs was necessary to combine the 
models but the basic logic of the programs was not 
affected. The combined program is tied more to operation 
on a water year than any of the previously described 
models. 
The use of the data program was eliminated in the 
combined model by directly inputing all data to the 
combined model. The input of V AR and RV AR data was 
altered so that all NYR years of data for each station 
could be input as a group as outlined in the input data 
layout. This is the same procedure used to input VAR 
data to the parameter calibration model. 
A set of indications was used to replace the use of 
sense switches with "If' statements and provide addition-
al logic tests. These indicators are outlined in the data 
input. 
The management portion of the program simulates 
the Provo River flow, ungaged streamflow and ground-
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water flow to Utah Lake. Additionally, this portion of the 
program tabulates the inflow to the lake from gaged 
surface sources. This becomes input to the Utah Lake 
operation portion of the combined model. 
The original Utah Lake model was adapted to the 
combined model by redefining the basic variable, 
C(J,L,K). This allows certain variables to be transferred 
from the management portion of the program. The basic 
variables are listed in Table D-l. Calculation of precipita-
tion on the lake and a total dissolved solids balance, as 
discussed in the text, were added to the Utah Lake 
operation portion of the study. 
The output from the combined program is com-
posed of two distinct portions. The management portion 
of the program outputs results of simulation for the NYR 
years followed by the output of the Utah Lake operation 
for the same time period. The output for the management 
portion of the combined program is the same as the 
output for the river basin management model. The output 
of the Utah Lake operation portion of the model is based 
on a water year and consists of monthly values for the 
C(J ,L,K)'s. 
INPUT DATA LAYOUT 
I. Basic Data 
Card 1 saIne as I Card 2 Appendix C 
Card 2 saIne as I Card 3 Appendix C 
II. Gaged Flow of the Correlation StreaIns 
(in Thousands of Acre Feet) 
Col 
Card 1-8 
1 9-14 
15-20 
75-80 
Identifier 
Identification 
QCOR(l, 1,1) Correlation streaIn-
flow for Subbasin 
Inonth 1 year 1 
QCOR(I, 1,2) Correlation streaIn-
flow for Subbasin 
Inonth 2 year 1 
QCOR(I,I,12) Correlation streaIn-
flow for Subbasin 
Inonth 12 year 1 
ForInat (8X,- 3P 12F6. 1) 
This card is repeated for year 2, 3, ••• , NYR. 
This cOInpletes the correlation streaIn input data for 
Subbasin 1. This set is followed by a siInilar set of 
data for Subbasin 2, 3, ••• , NSB. 
III. Indicators 
Card 
1 
4 INAF = 1 output Inonthly 
hydrology of the 
Provo River in inches 
= 2 output Inonthly 
hydrology of the 
Provo River in acre 
feet 
3 output only reservoir 
operation 
8 
9-12 
13-16 
NOUT 
IPR 
IUL 
or 
o prograIn outputs 
Provo River 
siInulation 
progr'aIn skips all 
output of the Provo 
River siInulation 
(overrides INAF) 
Subbasin nUInber of the 
Inost downstreaIn sub-
basin in the Provo 
River systeIn 
The subbasin nUInber of 
the subbasin containing 
Utah Lake. (IUL= IPR+l) 
o prograIn operates 
as river basin 
InanageInent Inodel 
with no lake operation 
ForInat (414) 80 
IV. River Basin Data 
Card 1 saIne as 
Card 2 saIne as 
Card 3 saIne as 
Card 4 saIne as 
Card 5 saIne as 
Card 7 saIne as 
Card 8 saIne a,s 
Card 9 saIne as 
II 
II 
II 
Card 10 saIne as II 
Card 11 saIne as II 
Card 12 saIne as IT 
Card 13 saIne as II 
Card 14 saIne as III 
Card 15 saIne as III 
Card 16 saIne as IV 
Card 17 saIne as V 
Card 4 Appendix C 
Card 5 Appendix C 
Card 6 Appendix C 
Card 7 Appendix C 
Card 8 Appendix C 
Card 1 Appendix C 
Card 2 Appendix C 
Card 3 Appendix C 
Card 4 Appendix C 
Card 5 Appendix C 
Card 6 Appendix C 
Card 7 Appendix C 
Card 1 Appendix C 
Card 2 Appendix C 
Card 1 Appendix C 
Card 1 Appendix C 
V. Input Variable Data Indications 
Card 1 saIne as II Card 1 Appendix B 
With Only Four ForInats 
Card 2 saIne as II 
Card 3 saIne as III 
Card 4 saIne as IV 
Card 2 Appendix B 
Card 1 Appendix B 
Card 1 Appendix B 
VI. Input V AR and R V AR Data 
The VAR and RVAR data described in Table 
C -1 are input at this point. These variables are 
read in as DVAR and DRVAR in the prograIn and 
then the stations for each variable are sUInIned to 
forIn VAR and RVAR, respectively. 
Each card Inust contain twelve Inonthly values 
and all stations of a specific variable Inust be in the 
saIne units and punched in the s.,arne forInat within a 
subbasin (refer to VI Card 1 Appendix B for use of 
input forInats for the variables). 
The following ending of the cards values, each con-
taining twelve Inonthly values, is to be used: 
Subbasin 1 
VAR(l) 
VAR(2) 
Station Year 1,2,3, ••• , NYR 
Station 2 Year I, 2,3, ••• , NYR 
Station NST(l,l) Year 1,2,3, ••• , NYR 
Station 1 Year 1,2,3, ••• , NYR 
Station 2 Year 1,2,3, ••• , NYR 
Station NST(1,2) Year 1,2,3, ••• ,NYR 
VAR(NVR) Station 1 Year 1, 2,3, ••• , NYR 
Station 2 Year 1,2,3, ••• , NYR 
Station NST(l,NVR) Year 1,2,3, ••• ,NYR 
If IRS.(l) = 0, SKIP RVAR(L) input 
RVAR(I) Station I 
Station 2 
Year 1,2,3, ••• ,NYR 
Year 1,2,3, ••• ,NYR 
StationNRST(I,l) Year 1,2,3, ••• ,NYR 
RVAR(2) Station 1 Year 1,2,3, ••• ,NYR 
Station 2 Year 1,2,3, ••• ,NYR 
StationNRST(l,2) Year 1,2,3, •.• ,NYR 
RVAR(NRVR) Station 1 
Station 2 
Year 1,2,3, .•• ,NYR 
Year 1,2,3, ••• , NYR 
StationNRST(l,NRVR) Year 1,2,3, ••• ,NYR 
This arrangement of cards is repeated for sub-
basin 2, 3, .•• , NSB. When any NST(I, L) or 
NRST(I, L) is equal to zero no cards are input for 
that VAR (L) or RVAR (L), respectively, of Subbasin I. 
VII. Input Data for Utah Lake Operation 
Col Identifier 
Card 1-12 
1 
TITLE Title card which will 
appear at the top of 
each page put in the 
first 72 columns 
Format (12A6) 
Card 1-8 
2 
9-13 
14- 21 
22-26 
27-31 
32-36 
37-41 
CTDS 
GWSC 
SDEAD 
NUMENT 
NUGNT 
KPPT 
DLS 
Conversion of ppm to a 
desired unit 
Groundwater salt con-
tent, ppm 
Dead storage of Utah 
Lake, acre feet 
The number of values 
to be in the area-
capacity tables of Utah 
Lake expressed as an 
integer 
The number of values 
to be in the area-
capacity tables of 
Goshen Bay expressed 
a s an inte ger 
Number of precipitation 
stations to be input for 
calculation .of precip-
itation on Utah Lake 
A dummy lake storage 
used in calculating 
total dissolved solids 
when the lake content 
is zero 
Format (F8. 5, F5. 0, F8. 2,315, F5. 1) 
81 
Card 1-10 
3 
CPPT(l) The weighting factor to 
be applied to lake 
precipitation station I 
Card 
4 
Card 
5 
Card 
6 
Card 
7 
Card 
8 
11- 20 CPPT(2) The weighting factor to 
be applied to lake 
precipitation station 2 
CPPT(KPPT) The weighting factor to 
be applied to lake 
precipitation station 
KPPT 
Format (8FIO. 0) 
The lake precipitation, BPPT(I, J) data 
is input at this point. NYR years of data are 
input for station 1 with one year of monthly 
data in inches of water per card. The cards 
are arranged in ascending yearly order. A 
similar set is input for station 2, 3, ••. ,KPPT. 
This is the same technique used to input the 
V AR & R V AR data to this program. 
1- 6 
7-12 
13-18 
19-24 
25-34 
Format (8X, 12F6. 2) 
C(14,1,1) Initial value of 
C(14, L, K), thousands 
of acre feet 
C( 13, 1, I) Initial value of 
C(l3, L, K), thousands 
of acre feet 
C(21, 1, 1) Initial value of 
C(21, L, K), thousands 
of acre feet 
C(20, 1, 1) Initial value of 
C(20, L, K), thousands 
of acre feet 
C(29, 1, 1) Initial value of 
C(29, L, K), in tons 
Format (4F6. 1, FlO. 0) 
AREAS(J) Values of area of diked 
lake from area-
capacity curve punched 
10 numbers per card 
for NUMENT values as 
shown on Card 2 
Format (10F8. 1) 
CAP(J) Values of capacity of 
diked lake from area-
capacity curve as 
explained in Card 6 
Format (10F8. 1) 
AREASG(J) Values of area from 
area-capacity curve 
for Goshen Bay as 
explained in Card 6 
Card 
9 
Card 
10 
Card 
11 
Card 
12 
Card 
13 
Format (10F8. 1) 
CAPG(J) Values of capacity from 
area-capacity curve for 
Goshen Bay as explained 
in Card 6 
Format (lOF8. 1) 
SPILLS(J) 17 values of spill rates 
from Utah Lake into 
Jordan River based on 
the elevation of the lake 
Format( 10F8. 1) 
CH(J) Values of differential 
change in water surface 
elevation between 
Goshen Bay and Utah 
Lake to be used in 
determining the value 
of flow rate from the 
lake to the bay 
Format (12F6. 2) 
ELEV(J) Values of elevation of 
water surface in Utah 
Lake to be used with 
Card 11 
Format (l2F6. 2) 
QQQ(M,N) A table of discharge 
values from Utah Lake 
into Goshen Bay as 
related to the elevation 
of the lake arid the 
differential head 
between the two bodies 
of water 
Format ( 1115) 
The relationship between CH(J), ELEV(J), and 
QQQ(M, N) is given in Table D-l. 
Card 9- 14 
14 
15-20 
75-80 
Card 9- 14 
15 
DMND(1,2) 
DMND(1,3) 
The demand placed on 
Utah Lake 'from Jordan 
River month 1 
The demand placed on 
Utah Lake from Jordan 
River month 2 
DMND(1,13) The demand placed on 
Utah Lake from Jordan 
River month 12 
Format (8X, l2F6. 1) 
DMND(2,2) The demand placed on 
Utah Lake from the 
Mosida area month 1 
82 
15-20 
75-80 
Card 9-:-14 
16 
Card 
17 
Card 
18 
Card 
19 
15 - 20 
75-80 
DMND(2,3) The demand placed on 
Utah Lake from the 
Mosida area month 2 
DMND(2, 13) The demand placed on 
Utah Lake from the 
Mosida area month 12 
Format (8X, 12F6. 1) 
QRTN(2) 
QRTN(3) 
Return inflow to Goshen 
Bay from the Mosida 
area month 1 
Return inflow to Goshen 
Bay from the Mosida 
area month 2 
QRTN(13) Return inflow to Goshen 
Bay from the Mosida 
area month 12 
WEVP(I, J) The rate of evaporation 
from Goshen Bay 
expressed in feet, with 
12 months of record on 
each card, 1 card for 
each year of the study 
Format (8X, 12F6. 2) 
HlSA(l, J) Historical average 
water surface area, 
with 12 months of 
record on each card, 
1 card for each year 
of the study, in thous-
ands of acres 
Format (8X, l2F6. 1) 
C(16,l,J) Values to reduce the 
lake inflow by with-
holding Goshen Bay 
inflow, with 12 months 
of record on each card, 
1 card for each year of 
the study, in thousands 
of acre feet 
Format (8X, 12F6. 1) 
Elevation of Utah Lake 
ELEV (N), N = 1, 11 
QQQ (1, 1) QQQ (1, 2) 
QQQ (2, 1) QQQ (2, 2) 
QQQ (10,1) QQQ (10,2). 
QQQ (1, 11) 
QQQ (2, 11) 
QQQ (10, 11) 
QQQ (M, N) is a spillrate into Goshen Bay which depends on the 
elevation of the diked lake and p.ead difference. The CH (M) and 
ELEV (N) are used to determ.ine the position in the QQQ (M, N) 
Table. The spillrate in CFS into Goshen Bay is found by interpo-
lation. 
Table D 1. Determ.ination of spillrate into 
Goshen Bay. 
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COMBINED UTAH LAKE OPERATION MODEL 
PROGRAM LISTING 
RIVER BA~IN OPERATION MODEL 
COMMON/JOBTITI TITLE(12l,IPAGE 
COMMON/BLK II AREA (7,4) 
COMMON AJST(7) ,QCOR(41,7,12),TMPI(7),VAR3(7),VAR4(7), 
lAC 011 (7) , C AF (7) , C CR (! 2) , CONY (7, 13) , CPH (12) , C ioI 5 ( 12) , OLH ( 12) , 
2 I NO (7,5) , OTL (19) ,OTL V (4) ,PR (7, 15) ,1]05 I R (7, 12) ,R S I M (7,7) ,1'10 TL. (7) , 
3RPR (iP , 10) , RVAR (41, 12,7,2) , SB NM (7,2) , SOS I 1'1 (7, 12) , S I 11 (7, !8) , 
4SY I C (7,5' , T ACR (7) , T APH (7) , HCR (7 , 12) , WPH (7, 12), F M11 C 4) , FM T 2 C 4), 
!5FMT3(4) , FMT4 (4) , Q5RY (7) , QGRY (7) , SAVA (7,2), PRL.5 (7) , TSAVA (2) 
II, C WT (7,2,5) , AF MT I (4) , AF MT2 (4) , AFMT 3( 4) , AF M T 4 (4) 
COI1MON ACR, AJSO,APH,CAJS,OIC,DIN,00UT,IN1,IN2,IOUT,L.YR, 
lMEIR,MNTH,MSIR,NARA,NINO,NITX,NPR,NRPR,NRSM,NRVR,NSIC,NSB,NSM,NVR, 
2 SAJS, 51(, BCF, BCK, ITOP, OAJS I I50S, TAJS I OVAR (12) , ORVAR (12) , AOMS, 
SIPR, IUL I L. YRO, CAP (1BI0) , NUMENT, CAPG (1780) , NUGNT I C (30,13,45) 
I,NYR,INAF, 
7VAR(41,12 , 7,13) 
DIMENSION BSNM(4),N5T(8,14),NRST(8,2),IFMT(8,14) 
INPUT BASIC DATA 
1 REAO (5,100, ENO-27) (BSNM (1 I) , IIal, 4) , NSB, NVR, NPR, NSM, NRVR, NRPR, 
lNRSI1,NINO,NARA,N5IC,L.YRO,NYR,IN1,IN2,IOUT,NITx,AJ50,AOI1S , CAJS, 
2ITOP,OAJS 
100 FORMAT(4A4,I~I3/I!5,513,3F!5.2,I5,F5.0) 
DO 2 Ial,NSB 
DO 2 Jal,NYR 
2 REAO(INI,101) (QCOR(J,I,K),K a l,12l 
101 FORMAT(8X , -3PI2FII.I) 
INAF IS THE CONTROL. ON TYPE OF OUTPUT FOR THE PROVO RIVER 
SIMULATION 
NOUT IS THE CONTROL TO OUTPUT THE PROVO RIVER SIMUL.ATIO~ • NOUTa0 
WILL OUTPUT RESULTS. NOUTal WILL RESUL.T IN NO OUTPUT OF THE 
PROVO PIVER SIMULATION 
IPR IS THE NUMBER OF THE LOWEST SUB8ASIN IN THE PROVO RIVER SYSTEM 
lUL IS THE NUMBER OF THE SUBBASIN CONTAINING UTAH LAKE 
REAOCIN1,99) INAF,NOUT,IPR,IUL 
99 FORMAT C4I4) 
CALL BSOTA 
READ (IN 1,102) (AFMT 1 (L) I L-l I 4) , (AFMT2 (L.) I L.al I 4) I (A'I1T3(I.) ,I.-I I 4) , 
I (AFMT4 CLl ,Lal I 4) 
102 FORMAT C5 (4U)} 
INPUT FORMAT INDICATOP FOR INPUT DATA 
DO 3 Ial,NSB 
3 READ (INI, 104) (IFMT (I ,L),L.al, NVR) 
104 FORMAT (2014) 
INPUT STATION NUI1BER 
DO 4 Ial,NSB 
4 REAOC!NI,11il4) (NST(I,L),Lal,NVRl,CNRSTCI,l.l,L.al,NRVRl 
INPUT STATION IolEIGHT FOR TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION 
00 5 Ial,NSB 
DO 5 L a l,2 
NSTNaNST(I,L.l 
5 READCINI,l03l CCWT(I,L,t<l,M.I,NSTN) 
103 FORI1AT(IIIF5.2l 
00 19 J a l,NYR 
DO 19 1< 8 1,12 
DO 19 I.I,N58 
00 Ie LL.l,NRVR 
Ie RVARCJ,K,I,I.L)a0.0 
00 19 Lal,NVR 
19 VAR (J,I< I I ,L) -"'.0 
00 25 Iel,NSB 
00 20 L.I,NVR 
NSTN.NSTCI,L.) 
IF(NSTN.LE.0l GO TO 20 
00 42e l1 a l,NSTN 
DO 320 J-I,NYR 
LFMTa IFMT (I, U 
GO TO (15,7,8,9),LFMT 
I \ 
\ ) 
15 REAOCINI,AFMTll (OVARCK),Kal,12) 
GO TO 11 
., REAOCINI,AFMT2) COVAR(K),Kal,12) 
roo TO II 
READ CINI,AFMn) (OVAR (1<) ,I<al, 12) 
GO TO II 
9 REAOCIN1 , AFMT4) (OVARCKl ,Kal, 12) 
II 00 220 K.lrl2 
IFCL.LE.2) GO TO 12 
VAR (J,I(, I ,L) aVAR(J,K, I,L)+OVAR CI<) .CONV (I,L) 
GO TO 22111 
12 VARCJ , I<,I,L)-VAR(J,I<,I,I.).OVARCK) .. CWTCI , I.,Ml 
220 CONTINUE 
320 CONTI NUE 
420 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
IFCINDCI , 5).EQ.0) GO TO 25 
00 225 LL.l,NRVR 
NSTNaNRST CI 11.1.) 
IF(NSTN.I.E.Iil) GO TO 225 
DO :!2!! MMcl,NSTN 
DO 42!5 JJ-I,NYR 
REAOCINI,I10) (DRVAR(K),K a l,12) 
11121 FORMAT(8X,-3PI2F6.1l 
00 !!25 I<al, 12 
RVAR CJJ I I( I I IL.L) .RVAR (JJ I I< I I, LL.l .ORVAR CKl 
!!25 CO"'TINUE 
411!! CONTINUE 
325 CONTI NUE 
225 CONTINUE 
2!! CONTINUE 
REPE~T SIMUI.ATION ~OR EACH YEAR 
DO 215 J-l,NYR 
I.YRaLYIlO+J-I 
REPEAT SII1UI.ATION FOR EACH MONTH 
00 17 Kal, 12 
MNTHag.1< 
IF(K.GT.3) MNTHai(-3 
SII1ULATION OPERATION 
CALL RBOS CJ,K) 
IFCNOUT.EQ.I) GO TO 17 
GO TO (30 , 31,115),INAF 
II" INV a I, OUTPUT MONTHLY HYDROLOGY IN INCHES 
3111 CAI.L OTPTSCFMTI,FMT2,I<,J) 
GO TO 111 
IF INAF a 2, OUTPUT 110NTHLY HVDROLOGY IN ACRE-FEET 
31 DO 1!3 Ial,NS8 
DO 13 La 2,NVR 
13 VAI/(J,I<,I,L)cCAF(I).VAR(J,K,I,L) 
DO 14 Lal,NSM 
14 SIM(!,LlaCAFCI).SIM(!,I.) 
VAR3 (I)aCAF (I) .VU3(!) 
15 CONTINUE 
CALL OTPTSCFMT3,1"1114,I<,J) 
00 !52 Ial,NS8 
DO 50 La2,NVR 
50 VAR(J,I<,I,L)aVAR(J,I<,I,L)/CAF(I) 
DO 51 Lal , N5M 
51 SIM(I,UaSIM(I,I.,/CAF(I) 
VAR:!CI,aVAR3(Il/CAFCI) 
!52 CONTI NUE 
OUTPUT MONTHLY RESERVOIR OPERATION IN ACRE-FEET 
115 CALL OTPTR (I<) 
17 CONTINUE 
215 CONTINUE 
IFCIUL.GT.0) CALL LAKE 
GO TO I 
27 STOP 
EN!) 
, \ ~ ) 
C» 
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SUBROUTINE FOR BASIC DATA 
SUBROUTINE BSOTA 
COMMON/BLK 11 AREA C7, 4' 
COMMON AJSTC7) ,QCORC41,7,12),TMP1(7),VAR3C7),VAR4C7), 
lACOR (7) , CAF (7' , CCR (12', CONY C7, 13) , CPM (12) , CWS C 12) ,OLM C 12) , 
UNO C7,!5) , OTL (19) , OTLV Col) , PR C7, 1!1) , aDS IR C7, 12) , RSI M C7, 7) , Ron. (7l , 
3RPR C7, 111)) , RVAR Coil, 12,7,2) , SBNM C7, 2) , SOSIR (7,12) , SI 1'1 C7, 18) , 
4S't'IC (7, e), TACR C7), TAPH C7) , WCR C7, 12) , WPH C7, 12l , FMTl (4), FMT2 Col), 
!lFMT3(4),FMT4C4),QSR't'e7),QGR't'C7l,SAVAC7,2),PRLSC7),TSAVAC2l 
e, CWT C7, 2,!I) , 4FM11 Col) , AFMT2 (4) , AFMn Col) , AFMT4 Col) 
COMMON ACR, AJSO, APH,CAJS,OIC,OIN,OOUT, IN1, IN2, lOUT, L't'R, 
lMEIR,MNTH,MSIR,NARA,NINO,NITX,NPR,NRPR,NRSM,NRVR,NSIC,NSB,NSM,NVR, 
2 SAJS,SK,BCF,BCK,ITOP,OAJS,ISOS,TAJS,DYARC12),ORVARC12),AOMS, 
SIPR,IUL, L't'RO,CAPC1810l,NUMENT,CAPGC17a0"NUGNT,C(30,13,4!1) 
I,N't'R,INAF, 
7VARC41,12,7,13' 
READ OUTPUT ROW TITLES 
REAOClNl,ue, COTLeL,,1.-1,NSM) 
REAOCIN1d00, CROTI.CL',L-l,NRSM) 
REAOCIN1d0l!l' COTLV(L"L-l,4) 
100 FORMAT C20U) 
READ AND CHECK FRACTION DAY-LIGHT HOURS 
REAOCIN1,101l COLHCK),Ul,12),MSIR,MEIR 
101 FORMATC12Fe.3,213, 
INPUT UNGAGEO WATERSHED TEMPERATURE ADJUSTMENT 
REAOCIN1,120' CTMP1CI),1-1,NSB) 
120 FORMAT e 10)( ,1P1FI5. 2) 
INPUT MODEL INDICATORS AND PARAMETERS FOR EACH SUB-BASIN 
00 12 h1,NaB 
READ ClNl, 102' caBNM (I, L) ,1.-1,2) , CIND CI, I.), L-l, NINO), CAREA CI, I.) ,1.-1 
1,NARA) 
102 FORMATC2A4,2X,!lI!I,4F10.0) 
REAO(IN1,103) (PRCI,I."L-l,NPRl 
103 FORMAT C18F!I.2) 
IFCINOCI,15).GT.0) GO TO 41 
00 40 L_1,NRPR 
40 RPRCI,I.)-'. 
GO TO 42 
41 REAOClN1,104, (RPRCI,L),L-1,NRPRl 
104 ,'-ORMATC4'8.0,BF8.!I' 
INPUT INITIAL CONDITIONS 
42 REAOCIN1,10!1) CSVICCt,I.',L-1,NSIC, 
1015 ,"ORM'T(!I,"15.2,F10.0' 
COMPUTE WEIGHTED PHREATOPMYTE AND CROP CONSUMATIVE USE COE'FICIENT 
DO 3 K-l,12 
WPHCl,K)-0. 
TAPHCI,-e. 
N-INOCI,2) 
DO !I 1.-1,N 
REAO(IN1,Uts, CCPM(lO,IC-1,12),APH 
1015 'ORMAT(10X,12F15.2,F10.0) 
00 4 K-1,12 
WPHCI,K)-WPH(I,IC,+CPHCK)*APH 
TAPM CI) _TAPH CIl +APH 
00 B K-1,12 
WPH (l, K) -WPH CI, IC) ITAPH C 1) 
TACRCI'_'. 
00 7 1<-1,12 
WCRCI,IC)-0. 
IFCINOCld'.EQ.0' GO TO 11 
N-INOCI,1) 
00 51 L-l,N 
RE400N1,10e, CCCRCI<),1C-1,12),ACR 
00 8 1C-1r12 
WCR(I,IC)-wCRCI,K)+CCR(K)*ACR 
TACRCI)-TACR(I)+ACR 
DO 10 1C-1,12 
SOSIRO,K)-". 
10 WCRCI,IC)-WCRCI,K)ITACR(I) 
11 REAO(IN1,107) CQOSIR(I,I<),K-l,12) 
107 FORMAT(12F!I.0) 
IFCIND(I,15).EQ.") GO TO 12 
REAOCIN1,108) CSOSIRCI,K),K.1,12) 
108 ,"ORMAT (12Fts.0) 
12 CONTINUE 
READ AND CHECK CONVERSION FACTORS 
00 20 h1, NSB 
REAOCIN1,109) CCONVCI,I.),1.-1,NVR) 
1011 FORMAT C10'8.15) 
2111 CONTINUE 
REAOCIN1,11'1B)(CAF(1),I-l,NSB) 
READ CONSUMPTIVE USE COEFFICIENT FO OPEN WATER 
READ(IN1r10B) (CWSCK),I<-ld2) 
READ OUTPUT FORMAT 
RE'D(IN1,110) C'MT1CI.),1.-1,4),CFMT2(1.),1.-1,4),CFMTHI.),L_l,4), 
1(FMT4CLl,I.-1,4) 
11111 '"ORMATC1eU) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTI NE FOR OPER AT I ON STUDY 
SUBROUTINE RBOS CJ,K) 
COMMON IBLK 11 AREA C7, 4) 
COMMON AJST(7) ,QCOR(41,7,12),TMP1(7),VAR3(7),VAR4Cn, 
lACOR (7" CAF (7' , CCR (12) ,CO"lV (7,13) , CPH C 12) , CWS C 12) , DLH C12), 
21 NO C7,!I) , OTL C 151) , OTI. Y Col' , PR (7,1!1) , QDSIR C7, 12) , RS I 1'1 (7,7) , ROTL C7) , 
3RpR C7, 10) , RV AR Coil, 12,7,2) , SBNM (7,2) , SOSIR (7,12) , SIM C7, 18) , 
<I S't' I C C7, 15' , TACR (7) , TAPH (7) , WCR C7, 12l , WPH C7, 12) , FMTl C4) , FMT2 (4) , 
!lFMT3(<I), ,"MT4 Col), ClSRy (7) , QGR't' C7) , UVA C7, 2), PRLS(7) , TUVA (2) 
e,CWTC7,2,15),AFMT1C4"AFMT2C4),AFMT3C4),.FMT4(4) 
COMMON ACR, AJSO,APH,CAJS,OIC,DIN,OOUT,IN1,IN2,IOUT,I.YR, 
lMEIR,MNTH,MSIR,NARA,NIND,NITX,"lPR,NRPR,NRSM,NRVR,"lSIC,NSB,NSM,NVR, 
2 SAJS,SK,BC"BCK~ITOP,DAJS,ISOS,TAJS,OVARC12l,DRVAR(12),ADMS, 
SIPR,IUL, I.YRO,CAP(1810),NUMENT,CAPG(t780),NUGNT,C(30,13,45) 
1,N't'R, INA'", 
7VAR(41,12,7,13) 
DIMENSION TRCOC7) ,TBGO(7) 
REAl. 1'151, MS 
1.1-1 
1.2-2 
L3-3 
1.4-4 
I.S-15 
I.e-!! 
1.7-7 
1.8-8 
1.11-11 
1.10-10 
1.11-11 
1.112812 
00 47 I-l,NSB 
AJSTCI)-0. 
47 PRI.S(I,_RVARCJ,K,I,U 
TSAVACll-0. 
TSAVA(2)-0. 
1-0 
IMX-0 
<I 1-1+1 
44 IF(I.GT.IMX) GO TO 60 
GO TO 151 
e0 ISOS-l 
JSOS-t 
IMX-I 
151 IFCI.I.!.t) GO TO 49 
VAR3C 1) - v AR C J , K , I , I. J) +QSRy C 1-1)*12. I ARE A CI ,3) 
VAR 4 CI) - V AR CJ , K, I, I. 4) + QGR Y CI -1) * t 2 • I AREA CI , J) 
GO TO !l2 
49 VAR3CI)-VARCJ,K,I,L3) 
YARo4(I)-VAR(J,K,I,L.4) 
CD ()oo 
SNOW 6TORAGE AND SNOWHEL. T 
52 C.LL SNIH1T (I,RP'1T,RFI'1Tl,J,K) 
PHREATOPHYTE EYAPOTRANSPIRATION 
8C~*YAR(J,K,I,L.l].DL.H(K) 
8C K*.0173*VAR(J,K,I,L.l)-.314 
IF (BCI<.L. T •• :5] BCKI.:5 
SIH (I, 1;5] aPR CI, SI]*WPH CI, K) *BCF*BCK*TAPH CI) IAREA CI,:5] 
CROP FloTENTIAL. EVAFloTIUNSPIRATIoN AND WATER SUPFlL.IES 
IFCINDCI,1).EQ.0] GO TO 10 
ETFlIPR CI, SI) .WCR CI, 1<) *BCF.BCI< 
I~CINOCI,~).EQ.0] GO TO II 
IFCIofNTH.GE.HSIR.AND.MNTH.L.E.MEIR) GO TO 8 
YARCJ,K,I,L.7).B.B 
VARCJ,K,I,L.SI)IB.B 
GO TO 51 
8 VAR(J,K,I,L7)IET!/FI~CI,lB'-(RPHT+VAR(J,K,I,L.5)+VAR(J,K,I,L.9) 
l-VARCJ,K,I,L.ll]) 
IF(YARCJ,K,I,L.7).L.T.B.) VAR(J,K,I,L.7).B.0 
SIM CI ,9) IVAR CJ ,K, I ,1.5) +VAR CJ ,K, I ,L.7) +VAR CJ ,1<, I ,LSI) -YAR CJ ,K, 1,1.11) 
IFCSIHCI,II),GE.B.) GO TO 70 
VAl' CJ ,1<, I ,LU) -VAl' CJ,K, I ,L.ll) +51H(1 ,51) 
SI'1CI,9)IB. 
70 DAG.SIHCI,II).PRCI,lB)+RPMT 
GO TO 11 
10 nFl.B. 
SIH(I,9)IB. 
OAG-0. 
11 SIH(!, 10) IVAI' CJ ,K, I ,1.8) +VAR CJ ,K, I ,1.8) +VAR CJ ,Ie, I ,ioU) 
I-YARCJ,t<,I,I.12) 
RETURN ~1.0W 
I~CINDCl,I).EQ.0) GO TO 12 
51H Cl ,., I Cl.-PR(%, 113)) -UH CI,g,+ CI.-FlR (I, 11)) *8IHtI, 10) 
GO TO 13 
12 SI'1 n,.) * Cl.-PR CI, 11)) *811'1 CI, 10) 
UNGAGED SURF.ACE IN~L.OW 
1~ SIHC!,2).FlRCI,5)-AREACI,2~/AREACI,4'*QCORCJ,I,K).12./AREACI,~)+ 
lPRCI,12)*RFlHT1*AREACI,2)/AREA(I,~)+PRCI,I:5)gCAREACI,1)+AREA(I,2))1 
2AREA(I,~) 
EVAFlOTRANSFlIRATION, SOIL. MOISTURE, AND FlERCoL.ATIoN 
IFCINDCId).EQ.0) GO TO U 
M51.aYICCI,2) 
NITRaI 
l' SIHCI,14).ETFI.H81/PR(I,4) 
IF(UMCI.t4).LT.B.) SHICIt1').0. 
IF CUM CI .14).GT .ETP) SIH CI ,14) IETP 
'1SIS-YIC CI, 2) +DAG-SIH (1,14) 
IP(HS.GT.PRCI,:5» GO TO 15 
81HCI,7'10. 
GO TO 16 
15 SIHCI,7).HS-PR(I,:5) 
HS.FlR CI,:5) 
18 DHhABSCHS-MSl) 
HS11(MS+SYICCI,2))/2. 
IFCDHS.GT.AoHS.ANo.NITR.LT.NITX) GO TO 17 
GO TO 18 
17 NITRaNITR+l 
GO TO l' 
18 SIfilCI,1I1)IHS 
GO TO 20 
19 SIMCI,7)IB. 
51MCI,I')le. 
81M(I,15]IB. 
GROUNDWATER RECHARGE AND OUTFL.OW 
213 DIN.PRCI,15)*RFlMT*(AREA(I,1)+AREA(I,2))/AREA(I,:5) 
St<*PR.(I,8] 
DIC.aYICCI,4] 
CAL.L. ROUT 
TRCO CIl.DOUT 
~ ; 
OIN*YAR4 CI, +DOUT+5IH (1,7) -VAR (J, K, I, L.SI) -YAR (J, 1<, I, L.1III) 
SK*FlR(I,7) 
DICISYIC(I,5) 
CAL.L. ROUT 
TBGOCI]·OOUT 
aIHCI ,5)-PR CI, 14) "DOUT 
5IMCI,17).OOUT-SIHCI,') 
SURFACE OUTFLOW 
21 aIM CI, 18] IYAR:5 0) +SIH CI ,2) +SIM(l, 4) +51M CI, 5)-YAR (J ,K, I ,L.n 
l-YAR(J,I<,I,L.8)-SIH(I,1:5l+RPMT.TAFlH(I)/AREA(I,3) 
RESERYOIR OPERATION 
IFCIND(I,5).EQ.0) GO TO 22 
CAL.L. RSOFI (K,I,JSOS,J) 
SIM CI, 18) I (1'81'1 CI ,5) +RUMCl ,8)) "'12.IAREA (1,:5) 
GO TO 2:5 
22 SAJS*B. 
UYACI,ll-lil. 
SAVACI,2laB. 
2:5 TSAYACll -TSAYA Cll+SAVA CI,1) 
TSAYA(2).TSAYAC2)+SAVACI,2) 
CAI.L. RRL.S(I,I<,JSOSl 
II'CJSOS.EQ.0.AND.UOS.ECI.1l GO TO 44 
411 ClSRYCllISIM(I,U).ARU(I,:5)/12. 
II'CClSRYCI).I.T.0.) ClSRYeIlI0. 
ClGRYCI)·SI~(I,17]*AREACI,:5)/12. 
1~(QGRVCI).L.T.IIl.) ClGRV(1)a0. 
II'CI.NE.IUL.l GO TO 80 
IK-K+l 
C(1,I~,J)*SIMCIPR,18)*CAF(IPR)/IBIIlB. 
C (2, IK ,J) .VAR (J ,K, I ,L;') *CA' 03/1000. 
CC~,IK,J'ISIMCI,2l·CAF(I)/lI1B0. 
C(4,IK,J).SI~(I,17)*CA~(I)/lI1I1B. 
811 IFCI.L.T.NSB) GO TO • 
COMPL.ETE 81M ARRAY 
DO :511 1111, NSB 
SIHCI,;').VARCJ,K,I,L5l+VAR(J,I<,I,L.8) 
81M CI, III -VAR CJ, K, I ,L.5Il +VAR (J ,K, I, L.10) 
SIMCI,S).VAR4CI) 
81M (I, U)lVAR (J ,K, I ,Lll) +YAR (J ,K,! ,ioU) 
I~ CIND (l ,5) .GE.l) 81H CI, 11) .YAR (J ,1<, I ,L.ll)+VAR CJ ,K, 1,L.12) 
1+RSIM CI, 4) .12./AREA (I,:5) 
SIM CI ,12) .QDUR CI, 1<) *1.98*:513." 12./AREA CI,:5) .. UH CI, 18) 
IFCUM(I,U).LT.0.) stM(I,U).0. 
UH (l ,16) IUH CI,t 7) +81H CI ,18) 
RESET INITIAL. YAL.UES 
SVIC CI,t) -UH (I, 1) 
SYICCI,2)ISIMCI,111) 
SYIC CI, 4) ITRCO CI) 
SVICCI,5)lreGOCI) 
IF(IND(I,5).EQ.1l SYIC(I,6)IRSIHCI,7) 
3S1 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE 'OR SNOW MEL. T 
SUBROUTINE SNlt/MT CI, RPHT, RP'1T1, J, K, 
COMMON/BL.I< l/AREA (7,4) 
COMMON AJ8T(7) ,QCOR(41,7, 12) ,TMFll (7) ,VAR3(7) ,VAR4(7), 
lACOR(7), CAF(?] ,CCR(12) ,CoNY(7, 1:5) ,CFlHCI2) ,CWSC12l ,DL.H(12), 
2IND(7,5"OTL.(1S1),OTL.V(4),PR(7,15),ClDSIR(7,12),RSI~(7,7),ROTI.(7), 
:5RFlR C7, 10] , RIIAR (41,112,7,2) , SBNM C7, 2) , SDSIR (7,12) ,8I'H (7,18) , 
4SYICC7,8],TACR(7),TAPHC7),WCRC7.112).WFlHC7,112"FHT1C4),FMT2C4" 
5FMT:5C4l,FMT4(4),QSRVC7),QGRYC7),SAYA(7,1i!),FlRI.SC,),TSAYA(2) 
6,CWT(7,2,5l,AFHT1C4),AFMT2C4),AFHT3(4),AFMT4(4) 
CDMMON ACR, AJSO, APH,CAJa,DIC,DIN,DOUT, IN1, IN2, lOUT ,L.VP., 
1MEIR, MNTH, MSIR, NARA, NINO, NITX, NPR, NRPR, NRSH, NRYR, NSIC, NSB, NSM, Nv'R, 
2 SAJ5,SK ,BCF ,BCK, ITOP,DAJS, IS05,TAJS,DVAR (12) ,DRVAR (12) ,ADMS, 
SIPR,IUL., L.YRO,CAPC1810),NUMENT,CAPG(178I1ll,NUGNT,C(311l,13,4') 
1,NYR,INAF, 
7VAR(41, 12,7,13) 
1.1-1 
,. j 
/ \ 
, ) 
CD 
..... 
L2-2 
52 IFCVARCJ,K,I,Ll).GT.PRCI,1).AND.VAR(J,K,I,Lll.GT.PRCI,2» GO TO 
·IFCVARCJ,K,I,LO.LE.PRCI,l).AND.VARCJ,K,I,Lll.GT.PRCI,2» GO TO 
UM CI,O -SVlC CI,O +YAR CJ,I<, I ,1.2) 
SNHh0. 
RPMT-0. 
GO TO 7 
SIHCI,U-8'tIC CI, l)+VAII (J,I<, I,L2) 
SNMhSIH CI,1) * Cl.-E)(P C-PR CI ,8) * CVAII CJ, 1<, I, loll -PR (I, 2»» 
IFCSNMT.GT.81MC"Irl» SNMT-SIMCI,l) 
SIM CI, 1) -UM CI, 1) -SNMT 
RPMT-SNMT 
GO TO 7 
SNMT-SYIC CI, 1) * Cl.-[)(P C-PR CI ,S). CVAR CJ ,K, I,Ll) -PR CI, 2»» 
IF(SNMT.GT.SVlCCl,1) SNMhSYICCI,l) 
SIMCI,l)-SYICCI,l)-SNMT 
RPMT-YARCJ,K,I,L2)+SNMT 
TUNG-VAR CJ, K, I, L 1) -TMP 1 C I) 
IFCTUNG.GT.PRCI,0.ANO.TUNG.GT.PRCI,2» GO TO .1 
IFCTUNG.LE.PRCI,1).AND.TUNG.GT.PRCI,2» GO TO 90 
SNW1-SYIC CI,~) +VAR CJ,I<, 1,1.2) 
RPMTt_"'. 
GO TO .2 
90 SNW1-SnCCI,~)+VARCJ,K,I,L2) 
SNMT1,SNW1*Cl.-EXPC-PRCI,S)*CTUNG-PRCI,2»» 
IFCSNMTt.GT.SNIH) SNMU'SNWI 
SNW 1-SNW l·-SNMT 1 
RPMTt-SNMU 
GO TO .2 
.1 SNMTl-SYICCI,~)*Cl.-EXPC-PRCI,S)*CTUNG-PRCI,2»» 
IF CSNMTt.GT. SYI C CI,~» SNMTt-SYIC O,~) 
SNIH -snc CI,~) -SNMTt 
RPMT1'VARCJ,K,I,L2)+SNMTl 
.2 SYICCI,~)-SNWI 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FOR RESERYOIR RELEUE ADJUsTMENTS 
SUBROUTINE RRLSCI,K,JSOS) 
COMMON/BLK l/AREA C7,.) 
COMMON AJST(7) ,QCORC.l,7, 12) ,TMPI (7) ,YARH7) ,VAR04(7), 
lACOR (7), CAl' (1), CCR (12), CONY (7, 1~), CPH C 12), CWS CU), DLH CU), 
UNO C7, 5) , OTL C1 9) , OTL V C.) ,PR C7, 15) , QDUR C7, 12) , R8IM C7, 7) , ROTL (7) , 
~RPR C7, 10) , RVAR C.l, 12,7,2) , SBNM C7, 2) , SDSIR C7, 12) , SIM C7, 18) , 
• SYIC C7 ,6), TACR (7) , TAPH C7) , WCR C7, 12) , WPH C7, 12), FMTt C.), FMT2 C.), 
5FMT~C.),FMT.C.),QSRYC7),QGRYC7),SAVAC.,,2),PRLS(7),TSAVA(2) 
6,CWTC7,2,5),AFMT1C.),AFMT2C4),AFMT~C.),AFMT.C.) 
COMMON ACR, AJSO, APH, CAJS, DIC ,DIN, DOUT, IN1, IN2, lOUT, L 'fR, 
lHEIR,MNTH,MSIR,NARA,NINO,NITX,NPR,NRPR,NRSM,NIIVR,NSIC,NSB,NSM,NVR, 
2 UJS, SK, BCF, BCK, nop, OAJS, !SOS, TAJS, OVAR C 12), ORYAR C 12) ,AOMS, 
IIPR, IUL, L 'fRO ,CAP (1810) , NUMENT ,CAPG C 1780) , NUGNT,C C~0, 13, .5) 
I,N'fR,INAF, 
7VARC.l,12,7,13) 
CHECK FOR DESIRABLE FLOW AND ADJUST RES[RVOIR RELEASE 
QS-UM CI, 18) .AREA CI,~) I CU. *~0. if 1.9S) 
IFCQS.LT.QD8IRCI,K» GO TO 2. 
QAJS'IIl. 
GO TO 25 
2. QAJS-CQOURCI,K)-QS)*1.9S*~IIl. 
25 TAJ S-CAJSiI eUJS+IUJS) +DAJS 
IF (ISOS.LE.0) GO TO ~8 
IFCTAJS.LE.AJSO) GO TO .2 
IFCTSAVAC1).LT.TAJS) GO TO ~0 
SUFFICIENT WATER AVAILABLE IN RESERVOIRS 
TAJU.UJS 
TAJS2_1Il. 
40 IFCINOCI,5).LE.0) GO TO 41 
AJST CI) -TAJU-SAJS 
IF CRBIM CI,15) .GT.0.) AJST CI) -TAJS1+RSIH CI, 5) 
GO TO 44 
• 1 AJSTCO-IIl. 
•• SAJS-0. 
415 IFCTAJS1.GT.SAVA(I,1ll GO TO 50 
GO TO U 
50 IFCI.LE.nOP) GO TO 28 
UJS l_TAJS1-UVA CI, 1) 
hI-l 
GO TO '0 
28 TAJS1-1/l. 
IFn.LE.nOP) GO TO 37 
1141-1-1 
00 29 II-ITOP,IMI 
29 AJSTCU) -0. 
GO TO ~7 
STORAGE LESS THAN DESIRABLE IN SOME OR ALL RESERYOIRS 
30 TAJS1-TSAvACO 
TAJS2-TAJS-T AJS 1 
IFCTAJS2.LE.SAJS) GO TO 90 
TAJS-TAJS-BAJS 
TAJU-TAJS2-UJS 
SAJS-0. 
GO TO 91 
90 SAJS-UJS-UJS2 
TAJS-TAJU 
TAJU-e. 
91 IFCTSAVAC2).LT.TAJS2) GO TO 35 
59 IFCINOCl,5).LE.0) GO TO 151 
AJSTCI)_TAJS-SAJS 
IF CIISIM CI, 5) .GT. 0.) AJST 0) 'UJS+RUM CI, 5) 
GO TO 65 
61 AJ8Tcn'lIl. 
65 UJS-0. 
60 IFCTAJS2.GT.SAVACI,2» GO TO 51 
GO TO 33 
51 IFCI.LE.ITOP) GO TO 33 
TAJS2-TAJU-UVA CI, 2) 
TAJS-UJS-SAVA cr,ll -SAVA CI, 2) 
I-I-I 
GO TO 59 
33 TAJU'0. 
IF CI. 1.[. noP) GO TO 37 
IM1-r-l 
AJCO-I!! • 
DO 3. II'ITOP,IMI 
IFeINOClr,5).LE.I!!) GO TO S0 
AJST elI) -SAVA (II, ll+AJCO 
U" (RSIM Ct 1,5) .GT .111.) AJST C II) .AJST C II) +RSIM (II,S) 
AJCO-AJST CII) 
GO TO 34 
80 AJSTCII)-I!!. 
~. CONTINUE 
GO TO 37 
STORAGE LESS THAN MINIMUM IN SOME OR ALL IIESERYOIRS 
35 TAJS-TBAVA Cll+TSAVA C2) 
70 IFCIND(I,5).LE.I!!) GO TO 71 
AJST eI) -TAJS 
IF CRUM Cl, 5) .GT .0.) AJST C I )-rAJS+RSIM C 1,5) 
GO TO 72 
71 AJSTCI)-IIl. 
72 IFCI.LE.ITOP) GO TO 37 
TAJS.UJS-SAVA C I,ll-SAVA CI, 2) 
hI-1 
GO TO 70 
37 I-nop 
TSAVA (1) -0. 
TSAVA C2) -0. 
JSOS-Ill 
GO TO 38 
.2 AJSTCIl-lIl. 
TAJS-IIl • 
~8 RETURN 
END 
CD 
CD 
C· 
SUBROUTINE FOR LINEAR RESERVOIR ROUTING 
SUBROUTINE ROUT 
CO,",,",ON/BI.IC 11 AREA C7, 4) 
COMMON AJST(7) ,QCORC41,7,12),TMP1C7),VAR3(7),VAR4(7), 
1 ACOR (7), CAl' (7) , CCR (12) , CONY (7,13) , CPH (2) , CWS (2) ,OI.H (12) , 
21 NO 0',5) , OTL C 1 9) , OTL V (4) , PR (7,15) , QDS I R (7,12) , RS I M (7,7) I ROTL(7) , 
3RPR (7,10) , RVAR (41,12,7,2) , SBNM (7,2) ,SDS I R (7,12) ,S I 1'1 (7,18) , 
48Yle (7 ,IS), TACR (7) ,TAPH (7) , WCR (7,12), WPH (7,12) , FMTl (4) ,FMT2 (4), 
!5~MT~(4),~MT4C4),QSRYC7),QGRYC7),SAVA(7,2),PRI.Se7),TSAVA(2) 
6,CWT(7,2,!5),AFMT1C4),AFMT2C4),AFMT!(4),AFMTdC4) 
COMMON ACR, AJBO,APH,CAJS,DIC,DIN,DOUT,IN1,IN2,IOUT,I.YR, 
1 ME IR·, MNTH, MSIR, NARA, NINO, NITlI, NPR, NRPR, NRSM, NRVR, NSIC, NSB, NSM, NVR, 
2 SAJS,SIC,BCF,BCK,ITOP,DAJS,ISOS,TAJS,DVAR(12),DRVAR(12),AOMS, 
SIPR, lUI., LYRO, CAP (1810), NUMENT, CAPG (1781/1) , NUGNT, C (3111,13, 4!5) 
1,HYR,INAF, 
7VAR('1,12,7,1:!) 
OOUT.OIN+ CDIC-OIN) *ElIP C-1./SK) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FOR RESERVOIR OPERATION 
SUBROUTINE RSOP CK,I,JSOs,J) 
COMMON/BI.K lOREA C7, 4) 
COMMON AJST(7) ,QCORC41,7,12),TMP1C7),VAR3(7),VAR4(7), 
1 ACOR (7) , CAl' (7) , CCR (12) , CONY (7,13) , CPH (12) , CWS C 12) ,D!.H C 12) I 
UNO (7,3) ,OTL (9) ,OTLY (d) , PR (7,15) , QOUR (7,12), RSlM (7, fl. ROTI., (7), 
3RPR C7, 1111) , RVAR (41,12,7,2) , SBNM (7,2) , SOUR (7,12) , S 1M (7, 18) , 
.BVIC (7,6), TACR (7), TAPH (7), WCR C7, 12) , WPH (7,12) , FMT!. (4) ,FMTa (4) , 
5FMT3(4),FMT4(4),QSRV(7),QGRY(7),SAV~e7,2),PRI.SC7),TSAV~(2) 
6,CWT(7,Z,5),AFMT1(4),AFMT2(4),AFMT3C4),AFMT4(4) 
COMMON ACR, AJSO, APH, CAJ8, DIc, DIN, DOUT, IN1, INZ, lOUT uL VR, 
lMEIR, MNTH, MSIR, NARA, NINO, NUX, NPR, NRPR, NRSM, NRVR, NSle , fitS!!, NeM, NVR, 
2 SAJS,SK,BCF,BCK,ITOP,DAJS,ISOB,TAJS,DVARC121,DRVA~(12),ADMB, 
IIPR,!UL, LVR~,CAP(1810"NUMENT,eAPGC1780),NUGNT,eC30,i3,45) 
1,NYR,IN~F, 
7VAR (41,12,7,13) 
Leaa 
NITR"1 
RSIM(I,4'.RVARCJ,K,I.2) 
RESERVOIR INFLOW 
RUM cr, 1) "81M (1,18) (rAREA CI, 3) 112. 
RESERVOIR R-ELEASE 
PRLS(I).PRL8CI)+AJST(I) 
RSIMCI,I5)·PRLSCI) 
RESERYOIR EYAPORATIDN 
REVP.CWS CK) (rBeF.BCK 
SIC"SYIC (I,S) 
CALL. ARES (SIC, AfU, I) 
RSIM!I,2).YAR(J,K,I,L2)*AR1/12. 
RSIM CI,:n aREVP*AR 1/12. 
RESERVOIR STORAGE 
'RSIM CI, 7) .SlC+RSIM (1,1) +RSIM CI, 2) -RUM CI, 3) .. RSIM CI, 4) .. RUM CI, 15) 
SPIL.L FI.OW 
IF(RSIM(I,7).~E.RPR(I,4) GO TO 2 
RSIM eI, 15) aRSIM (I, 7) -RPR (I, 4) 
RSIM CI ,,') aRPR CI, 4, 
GO TO 15 
RUM(I,"alll, 
IFCR8IM(I,7).GE.RPR(I,1») GO TO 
RSRhRPR CI, 1) -RBIM (1,7) 
IF(RSRT.GT.RVAR(J,K,I,2) GO TO 
RSIM CI, 4) aRVAR (J, K, 1,2) -RSRT 
RSIMCI,7).RPR(I,1) 
GO TO 15 
RSIMCI,4)alll. 
RSRTaRSRT-RVARCJ,K,I,2) 
IFCRSRT.GT.RS1M(I,6» GO TO 4 
RSIM CI, 6) aRSIM (I, e) -RSRT 
RSIMCI,7)·RP~CI,1) 
GO TO 15 
RSRT.~SRT-RSIMCI,6) 
R81M(I,I5)S0. 
IFCRSRT.GT.RSIM(I,3)) GO TO !5 
RSIM (I." nRPR CI ,1) -RSRT 
GO TO 15 
RSIM Cl ,7)-RPR C! ,ll-RSIM (I ,3) 
CHECK FOR AVo\II.ABL.E AND DESIRABL.E STORAGES 
SAVA (I, ll-RSIM (1,7) .. SDUR CI ,K) 
IFCUVA(I,1).LT.0.) SAVACI,l)-IIl. 
SAYA C1 ,2) ClRSYM CI, 7) -RPR CI, 1) -SAVA (1 .1) 
IF(SAYA(I,2).L,T.0.) SAVACl,2)a0. 
IF(RSIMCI,7).LT.SOSIRCI,K)) GO TO II 
SAJSalll. 
GO TO 9 
SAJSIISOSIR CI ,IC) .RSI 14 C 1,7) 
IF (JSOS.EQ.III) lS08-111 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FOR RESERVOIR WATER SUR~ACE AREA 
SUBROUTINE ARESCS,AR,Il 
COMMON/BL.K 1/ AREA C7, 4' 
COMMON AJST(7) ,GCOR(41,1,i2),TMPlC7).YAR3C7'fVAR~C7,. 
1 ACOR (7) • C." (7) , C CR Ci2) , CONY CI' .1 3 1 , C PH (12) , C W S C 12) , OL.H C:i 2 ~ , 
UNO P', 5), OTL (19) , OTbV (4), PR (7 ,15), ClDSIR (i, 12), RUM C7, 7) ,R016 C711 
;'RPR (7,10), RVAR (41,12,,.,2) , SeNM (7,2) , SOSI R (i', i 2) , SIH (7 I : ~, , 
4SyIC (7,6) , TACIH7) , TAPH (7' , WCR (7,12) , WPH 0', i 2) ,FMU e4' ,fl'M'f2 (,D , 
SFM'f3(4),FMT4(4),QSRV(7),QGRVC7llSAYA(7,2l,~R~S(71,'fSAV~(2i 
e ICVlTC? ,2, 5), AFMU ttl) , AF,..T2 (4); AFMT3 (4) , AFMT4 (Al 
COMMON ACR, AJ80,APH,CAJS,clIC,OIN,OOU'f,IN1,IN2,IOLJT,I.VF1, 
lMEIR,MNTH,HSIR,NARA,NIND , NITX,NPR,NRPR,NRSH,NRVR,NSIC,NS~,NSM,NYR, 
2 SAJ8,SK,8CF,BCK,ITOP,OAJ8 , ISOS,TAJS,DVAR(12),ORVARC12),AOMS r 
SIPR, rUL., I. YRO , CAP (18 U) I NUMEN'f; <':APG (1780) ,NUGNT, C C311J, ~:S, 45) 
i ,NVR, INAI', 
7YAFI(<4I,12,7,13) 
IF(S.LT.RPRCl,2)) GO TO 
%F(8.l.i.RPR(I,J" GO TO 
Cl·P,PRCl,9) 
C211RPR CI, 10) 
GO TO J 
Cl:oRPR(I,7) 
CIl-RPRCI,B) 
GO TO 3 
Cl aRPR(l,5) 
C2 a RPRCI,t'l) 
,U.Cl*S*"'C2 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINe: FOR OUTPU'i' S!MUL.ATED HVOROI.OGV 
SUBROUTINE OTPTS(FMTA,FMTB,K,Jl 
COMMON/BLI< I/AR!A (7,4) 
COMMON AJaT(7) ,QCORC41,1,U),TMP1(n,VAR3Cn,YAR4(7), 
lACOIH7), CAl' (7) , CCR (12), CONY (7,13), CPH (12) , CWS (12), CI.H C 12) , 
UNO (7,5) , OTL C1 9) , OTI. V (d) , PR (7 ,15), GDSIR (7, 12l, RUM (7,7) I ROTI., (7) , 
3RPR C1, U) , RVAR (41,12,7,10, SBNM (7,2) , SOUR (7,12) ,81101 0',1 Bj , 
4SYIC C7 ,15), TAtR 0'), TAPH (7), WCR (7,12) ,WPM (7,12) , FMT 1 (4j ,FMTU<4) I 
5'MT3(4),FMT4(4),QSRYC7),QGRVr.7),SAVA(7,2)/PRI.SC7l,TS~VA(2~ 
e,CWT(1,2,3),AFMT1C41,AFMT2C4),AFMT3C4),A'MT4(4) 
COMMON ACR, "JSO, .PH, CAJS, OIC, DIN, Dour, IN!, IN2, lOUT p I. VR, 
lMEIR I HNTM I MSlR, NARA, NINO, NITY.. NPR, NRPR, NRSM, NRVR. NSle, NSS, NSM, NVR, 
2 SAJS,SK,BCF rBCK, nOP,DAJS, ISOS, TAJS,DVAR(12) ,DRVAR (2) ,ADMS, 
UPR, lUI., L. VRO, CAP (1810) , NUMENT, CAPG (1780) , NUGNT I C (3fil, 1:!i, 45: 
1,NVR,INAP', 
7VAR(4i,12,7,13) 
DIMENSION FMTA (4) ,FMTB (4) 
IF (IUL.GT .0) Nse-NSB-1 
L1 a l 
L.2"2 
Ll3a13 
WRITE(IOUT,200l L.YR,I< 
201!! FCRMATC//1X,3HL. a,I5,!5)(,3HIC .,n) 
~ WRITE(IOUT,:2II!2) ((SBNMC!~L.),LQ1,2"I.l,NSB) 
21112 FORMAT(/'M ITEM ,9(1)(,2A4» 
wRITE (IOUr,FM!'''j CTL,V (1), (VAR (J ,K, I,l.il, 1-1 ,NSB) 
"-..1 " , ) 1 , ; 
CD 
00 
WAITE(lOUT,I"MTB) OTI.Y(2), (YAA(J,I(,t,I.Z) ,I.l,NSB) 
WAlTE (lOUT, FMTB) OTI. C 1), CstM C1, 1) ,181, NSB) 
WRlTECtOUT,I"MTB) OTI.Y(3), CYAR3(I),tal,NSB) 
DO • l. a 2,NSM 
WRlTE ClOUT ,I"MTS) OTI. CI.), CSIM Cl, I.) , I al, NSB) 
WRITECIOUT,I"MTB) OTlY{'),CYAACJ,K,I,l13),Ial,NSB) 
IF (IUl.GT .1'1) NSB.NSB.l 
AETUAN 
END 
SUBAOUTINE FDA OUTPUT $IESEI'VOIR OPERATION 
SUBROUT I NE OTPTR CI() 
COMMON/BlK llAREA C7,') 
COMHON AJST(7) ,OCOR('1,7,12),TMP1C7),VAR3C7),VAR.C7), 
lACOR(7), CAF(7),CCRC12),CONV(7,13),CPH(12),CWS(12),DI.HC12), 
2IND(7,5),OTLC1;),OTI.VC'),PRC7,18),QDSIRC7,12),RSIMC7,7),ROTI.(7), 
3APR C7, 10) , AVAR C'l, 12,7,2) , SBNM C7, 2) , SOatR C7,1 a) , atM (7,18) , 
4!VIC C7 ,11), TACR (7), TAPH (7) , WCA (7,12) , WPH (7,12) , 'HTl (4), FMTa (') , 
51"MT3(4),I"MT'(4),QBRY(7),QGRYC7),SAVAC7,2),PAI.BC7),TSAVAel) 
II. CWT C7, 2, 5), A'HT1 (4) , AFHT2 c.) , AI"M13 (4), AI"MT4 e.) 
COMMON ACA, AJSO, APH, CAJB, OIC, DIN, DOUT, IN1, IN2, lOUT, I. YR, 
lMEIR, HNTH, MSIR, N~I", NINO, NUX, NPA, NAPA, NASM, NRYA, NSIC, NSB, NSM, NVR, 
2 UJS ,SK,BCI", BCK, nop, OAJS, nos, TAJa, OVAR (12), DRVAR C 12), ADMS, 
UPR, IUl, LYRO, CAP e 1810) , NUMENT ,CAPG (1780), NUGNT, C C30, 13, '5) 
1.NYR,INA", 
7VARC41,12,7,13) 
IFCINAI'.LT.3) GO TO 100 
WRITE(IOUT,101) I.YR,K 
101 I"ORMATCI/llC,3Hl a,I8,5)(,3HK .,13) 
!l0 NRh0 
DO 1 Ial,NSB 
NRhNRhINO CI, 5) 
II" CNAS.EQ.0) 1i0 TO 
WRITE ClOUT ,2n) 
20111 FOAM AT ClIllC,;HRESERVOIR) 
WAITECIOUT,U2) CROTI.Cl) ,1..1,NASM) 
ZIi!2 FORMA TC 19H SUB UN, 7 CII)(A''''X, 4HAJST) 
DO 3 I a l,NSB 
Il"CINDCI,5).EQ.0) GO TO 3 
WRlTE (IOUT ,ZU) (SBNM CI, l) , l.l, 2) , CRSlM Cl, l) ,1..1, NRSH), AJST CI) 
21113 I'ORMU (1)1,2A',71"9.0,F8.0) 
3 CONTINUE 
• RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE - MODEL OF UTAH I.AKE 
SUBROUTINE lAKE 
C *.* * * * • * * * * * * • .. * * • • * • • • • * 
C *** THIS PROGRAM IS WAITTEN TO DUPLICATE THE PROJECT OPERATION STUD., 
C *** FOR UTAH lAKE AS IT WAS DONE IN THE 1911. DEFINITE PLAN REPORT 
C *** THE STUDY ASSUMES THAT BOTH PROVO AND GOSHEN BAY DIKES ARE 
C *** CONSTAUCTED AND IN OPERATION AS PLANNED 
C •• *. * • * • * • • • • 
COMMON/JOBTIT I TITI.E (12) ,IPAGE 
COMMON AJST(7) ,QCORC41.7,12),THPle7),VAR3(7),VAR4(7), 
lACOR(7) , CAl' (7) ,CCR (12), CON V (7,13)' CPH (12), CWS (12), DI.H (l2), 
UNO C7, II) ,0Tl (19), DTI.V c.) , PR C7 ,111) , QOSlA C7, 12), RUM C7, 7), ROTl (7), 
3RPRC7,11),RVARC4l,12,7,2),SBNM(7,2),SDSIRC7,12),SIMC7,1B), 
'SYIC (7, II) ,TACR (7), TAPH (7) , WCR C7, 12), WPH (7,12), FI111 C') ,FMT2 (4) , 
5'MT3 C') , "1'114 c.) , QSRY(7) , QGR'l'(7) , SAVA C7, 2) , PRI.S (7) ,TUVA (2) 
II,CWT(7,2,5),AFMTle'),AFMT2C'),AFMT3C'),AI"MT.(.) 
COMMON ACR, AJSO, APH, CAn, DIC, DIN, DOUT, IN 1,11'42, lOUT, I. YR, 
1MEII'. MNTH ,MSIR. NAlU, NINO, NITX, NPA, NRPA, NRSH, NAVA, NSIC, NSB, NSM, NVA, 
2 BAJS, SK, BCF. BCK .nop, DAJS, 1$08, TAJS, DVAR (12) ,DRYAR 021, ADM8, 
IIPA, IUl, l YRO, CAP (1810) , NUMENT / CAPG (1780) , NUGNT, C (U, 13, '11) 
1.NYR,INAI", 
7I1AR(41.12,7,13) 
DIMENSION MONTH(13) , TOTAI.(33,41) , SUHTOT(33) , AVE(33) , 
lARUSC1811i!) , TDMD(2) , SPII.I.S(U) , AREASG(1780) , DMND(2r13) , 
2EI.EY(11) , OQQ(10,11) , CH(10) , TABI.E(17) , KARDCl') • ORTN(13) , 
3WEVP(13,'1) , HISA(13,4!) , APPTC13.411 , BPPT(13,41) , PPT(13,41) 
4,CPPTC') 
OAT A MONTH/3HSEP, 3HOCT, 3HNOV, 3HDEC, 3HJAN, 3HFEB ,3HI1AR, 3HAPR ,3HMAY, 
13H.!UN, 3HJUl, 3HAUG, 3HSEP I 
..... . .. .. .. .. . .. ... ........ . 
••• nus DATA STATEMENT IS AN 6RRAY OF DII'FERENCES IN ELEVATION 
... BETWEEN THE DIKED lAKE AND GOSHEN BAY 
*.*. • • • • • .. • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • .. 
DATA TABlE/'. ,3.5,3 •• 2.5,2.,1.5, 1. ,~.5,0. ,-~.8,-1. ,-1.5,-2. ,-2.5, 
1-3. ,-3.5,-4.1 
•••• • • • .. .. • • .. • • • * • • • 
... THIS TITI.E APPEARS AT Tt4E TOP OF EACH PAGE OF OUTPUT 
.... . . . . . . . . . 
10 
C· •• 
C·.· 
C· •• 
C ... 
C .*. 
C * •• 
C· •• 
C· •• 
C· •• 
C ••• 
C ••• 
C ••• 
C ••• 
117; 
C··· 
C .** 
C ••• 
C ••• 
C··· 
C •• * 
'BIi! 
• 213 
4 Ii!! 
402 
... 
••• 
... 
... 
12 
13 
37 
l' 
III 
92 
98 
702 
701 
AREhElEGOS( (C (22,1.,1<)) ,I(I<X) 
AEAD(5,1III) TITI.E 
I'DRMAT(lU8) 
•• • Or 
CTDS a CONVERSION OF PPM TO A DESIRED UNIT 
GWSC a GADUND WnER U~ T CONTENT 
SD!AD a DUD STORAGE IN UTAH lAI(E , ACRE-FEET 
NUMENT • THE NUMBER OF VAI.UES IN THE DIKED lAKE AREA-CAPACITY 
TABLES 
NUGNT • THE NUMBER OF VALUES IN THE GOSHEN BAY AREA-CAPACITY 
TABLES 
KPPTa THE NUMBER OF STATIONS USED TO CAI.CUI.ATED THE PRECIPITATION 
ON UTAH I.AKE 
• Or • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • 
DI.S a A DUMMY lAKE STORAGE USED TO CAI.CUI.ATE TDS WHEN THE lAKE 
CONTENT REACHES ZERO 
R!AD C!!, 979) CTDS, IiWSC, SOEAD, NUMENT, NUGNT, KPPT, DI.S 
FORMATCl'e.t5,F5.0,I"B.2, 315,F!!.1) 
* ••••••••••• 
THE I'OllOWING POATION OF THE PAOGAAM READS AND CAI.CUl.nES THE 
WEIGHTED PRECIPITATION FOR THE DlI<ED I.AI<E IN I'EET 
CPPT (1'1) • THE WEIGHTING FACTOR TO BE APPI.IED TO EACH PRECIPITATION 
STATION 
• • • • * 
DO 4111111 Kal,NYR 
DO '111111 laa,13 
APPTCl,K).R1.R1 
AE AD (5,413) CCPPT (M) , "'al, KPPT) 
FORMAT (e"U.0) . 
DO 41112 M.1,KPPT 
R£AD(5.400 ((BPPTCI,J),I.2,13),J.1,NYR) 
I'DRI1AT (1)1, 12FII.2) 
DO 41112 I< al , NYR 
DO 41112 l.2,13 
APPT Cl ,K) .APPT (I., K) .BPPT (l ,K) .CPPT (11) 112. 
..... .......... ... . 
THIS STATEMENT READS THE INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR COI.UMNS 14 ,13, 
21, 2111, AND 211 
...... .............. . 
READCllr12) CO'r1,1), C(13pl,l) , CC21r1,l) , C(20r1,1), C(211,1,1) 
I"ORMATC41"6. 1,1"1111.111) 
'ORMAT (ex, 12FII.1) 
1'0RI1AT (ex, 121"11.2) 
READCllr1',ERR.UIi!Ii!) (AREAS(J), J.l,NUMENT) 
READ(8,l',EAR.UIlJI!I) (CAP (J), Jal,NUMENT) 
READ (5.14 ,ERR.UIII0) (AAEASG (J), Jal, NUGNT) 
RUD(5,14,ERRaUllJI!Il (CAPG (J), Jal,NUGNT) 
READ C5, 14,ERA.U00) (SPIllS (J) ,Jal, 17) 
FORMAT (101"8.1) 
AEAD(5,1I1,ERR.U00) (CH(J),Jal,10) 
AEADC5,1I1,ERA.U0~) (ElEV(J).Jal,l1) 
I'ORMATC121"1I.2l 
DO 98 Ma l,1III 
READ (5,1I2.ERAa10~R1) COQO (M,N) .Nal, 11) 
FORI1AT (1115) 
CONTINUE 
DO 701 Ka l,NYR 
DO 702 Jal ,3~ 
TOTAl. CJ ,Kla0.0 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
... ... . 
... All CAI.CUlATlONS WITHIN THE PROGRAM DEFINE VAI.UES IN THE FORMAT 
... C(J,l,K) WHICH STANDS FOR'" COI.UMN NUMBER 'J', A HONTH 'l', AND 
••• 'lEAR 'K' 
... C (1 ,l,t<) a PROVO RIVER INFLOW TO UTAH lAKE 
C (2, l, K) a OTHER GAGED STREAM INFLOWS TO UTAH lAKE 
-0 
o 
C C (:1,I.,K) a OTHER UNGAGEO STREAM INFI.OWS TO UTAH I.AKE 
C." C(4,I.,K) a GROUNDWATER INFI.OW TO UTAH I.AI<E 
C... CeS,I.,K) a TOTAl. INFI.OW TO UTAH I.AKE - COI.UMNS 1 + 2 +:1 + 4 
C.... C CII,I.·,IO D THE ,,"OUNT OF JORDAN RIVER DEMAND THAT CAN BE 
C ... SUPPI.IED 
C... C(7,I.,K) a THE SHORTAGE FOR JORDAN RIVER SUPPI.Y 
C... CtB,I.,K) a THE AMOUNT OF MOSIDA AREA DEMAND THAT CAN BE 
C... SUPPI.IED 
C... C (g, I., K) a THE SHORTAGE FOR ,",OSlDA AREA SUPPI. Y 
C... C(le,I.,K) a EVAPORATION FROM THE DIKED I.AKE 
C... Cel1,I.,K) - INCREMENTAl. CONSUMPTIVE USE - USED TO MODIFy THE 
C... INFI.OW TO REFI.ECT CURRENT OPERATION 
C.... C (U,I.,K) • SPII.I.S TO JORDAN RIVER 
C.... C (1:1,I.,K) a END OF MONTH ACTIVE CONTENT IN THE DIKED I.AKE 
C... CC14,L,K) a END OF MONTH WATER SURFACE AREA FOR THE DIKED I.AI<E 
C C(l!5,I.,K) a WATER SURFACE ELEVATION IN THE DIKED LAKE AS IT 
C·... RELATES TO COMPROMISE EI.EVATION 
C... Cell1,I.,K) a GOSHE~ BAY INFI.OW WITHHEI.D FROM UTAH LAKE BY DIKING 
C... C(17,I.,K). SPILI.S INTO GOSHEN BAY FROM UTAH I.AKE 
C... C(lS,L,K) a TOTAl. INFLOW TO GOSHEN BAY 
C... C CU,L,K) • EVAPORATIDN FROM GOSHEN BAY 
C C t2e,L,K) END OF MONTH CONTENT IN GOSHEN BAV 
C... C C21, L, K) END OF MONTH WATER SURFACE AREA FOR GOSHEN BAY 
C... C(22,L,K) - WATER SURFACE ELEVATION IN GOSHEN BAY AS IT REI.ATES 
C... TO CO,",PROMISE EI.EVATION 
C... C(2:1,L,K). PROVO RIVER TDS INFLOW TO UTAH I.AKE 
C... Ct24,L,K) a OTHER STREAM TDS INFI.OW TO UTAH I.AKE 
C... CC25,I.,K). GROUNDWATER TDS INFLOW TO UTAH I.AKE 
C." C (211,L,K) - TOTAL TDS INFLOW TO UTAH I.AKE 
C... CC27,I.,K). TOTAl. TDS OUTFI.O~ FROM UTAH I.AKE 
C..... C(2S,L,K) a END OF MONTH TOS PPM IN UTAH I.AKE 
C **. C (2D, L, K) • END OF M.ON'I'H TOS CONTENT IN UTAH LAKE 
C u. C (:121, L, te) a CHANGE IN TOS CONTENT OUR ING THE MONTH C.·· * • • • • 
WRIT! (1I,lIeB) 
8111!1 FORMAT(lHl,5lC,'THE FiOl.1.0WING DATA ARE CONSTANT FOR EACH YURI) 
READ (3, 1;1, ERR.1021B) ((DMND CI, J) ,J a 2,l:1), 1-1,2) 
DO SBII I a l,2 
TOMD (I) aB. 
DO 5e21 Ja2,1;1 
5B0 TDHD(l)'TDMD(I)+DHNO(I,J) 
WRITE (11,1101) 
1101 FORMAT (1118)(, 'DEMAND FOR JORDON RIVER I) 
WRITE (11,1102) (MONTH (J) ,J'2, 1:1) 
1112 FORMAT (SlC, 12 (5l(, A3), 4lC, 'ANNUAI.') 
WRITE (8,511:1) (DMND C1, J), J .. 2, 1;1) , TDMD (1) 
50:1 FORMAT(8lC,12FS.l,F1B.l) 
WRlTE(S,5B4) 
IIIII' FORMATClllex, 'DEMAND FOR MOSlDA AREA') 
WRITE(6,1I02)(MONTHCJ),Ja2,1:1) 
WRIT!"C6, 511:1) CDI1ND (12, J) , Jle, 1:1), TDHD (2) 
READ C5,1:1, ERRIl1BB0) CGRTN (J) , J12, 1;1) 
TRTNI". 
DO 501 Jle,1:1 
501 TRTNaTRTN+GRTN CJ) 
WR ITE (8,805) 
11215 FORMATClI18lC,'RETURN FLOW I"ROM MOSlDA ARe:A') 
WRITE el'l, 802) (MONTH CJ) , J a 2, 1:1) 
WRIT! CII, 821:1) CGRTN (J) , Jle, 13), TRTN 
READ (15,37 ,ERR.1Il021) C CWEVP eI, J) , 1112,13) , Jl1, NYR) 
READ C5, U,ERR I 11121) C (HUA Cl, J) ,1-2,1;1) , Jlt, NYR) 
RUD C5, 1:1,ERlh1ll2l2l) C CC (1!1,I,J), lie, 13) ,Jlt,NYR) 
GO TO 978 
UIII READC18,98D) CKARD(L) ,L l l, 14) 
geD FORMAT(1:1ol8,U) 
WRITE (8,99S) CKARDCI.) ,L a 1.14) 
D9S I"ORMAT(l0', 'THE FOLLOWING CARD IS IN ERROR, PLEASE E)(AMINE YOUR Dol 
1TA',I,10)(,13A6,U) 
9 STOP ERROR 
•••• • • • * • • *. '* • 
••• THIS STATEMENT BEGINS THE DO LOOP FOR EACH YEAR 
. .. . . 
918 DO P00 te l l,NYR 
98785 FORMATC ) 
. . .. . 
CYCLE FOR EACH VEAR 
\ ) 
••••••• • .* ••• 
._* THIS STATEMENT BEGINS THE DO LODP FOR EACH MONTH 
.*.. . . . . . . '* • • '* '* • 
DO gpg Ma 2,1:1 , CVCLE FOR EACH MONTH 
LaM 
LCNT-0 
C(14,I.,K) • C(14,L-l,K) 
o\\lGAa (C (14,I.,IO+C(14,1.-1,K» 12. 
LCNT • I.CNT+l 
C(1I1J,I.,K) • WEVPCI.,K)*AVGA 
PPT (L, K) IAPPT CL, K) .AVGA 
AD IFaAVGA-HISA (L, K) 
CDIFall.35·WEVPCL,K) 
C(5,L,K) • CC1,L,K) + CC2,L,K) + CC3,I.,K) + CC4,I.,K) 
C (11 ,L,IO I ADIF.CDIF 
C C13,L,K) • C 03,1.-1 ,K) +C C5,L,K)-DMND C1 ,I.)-DMNO (2,L)"C (10,L,K)+ 
lC01,I.,K) + PPT(I.,K) 
40 IF cc U:1,L,K) .GT .829.2) GO TO 800 
IFCC(13,I.,K).LT.-12.5) GO TO 3 
••• • • * • • • • .. 
THE 'OLLOWING PORTION OF THE PROGRAM MAKES CALCUI.ATIONS IF ACTIVE 
EOM CONTENT IS BETWEEN 629,2210 ACRE FEET AND -12,500 ACRE FEET 
*.* •••••••• 
CAI.L CAPUTT((CC1:1,I.,K»,CAPUTI.,KlCX) 
CClS,L,K)'CAPUTL 
IFCCC15,L,I<).I.E.,,7.!5) CC15,L,K) • C(1!5,L,K) .. 0.5 
AREAaELEUTI.C CC (15,L,K» ,KlCX) 
IFCI.CNT.GE.5) CC14,I.,K) • AREA 
IF(AREA.EG.C(14.L,Kn GO TO 41 
C (14,I.,K) • AREA 
GO TO 2 
41 LCNT=e 
IF CC (l:1,L,K) .GE.0.21) GO TO 42 
••• * • * • • • • • • • • • .,. • * *. * 
.** THE FOLI.OWING PORTlON OF THE PROGRAM MAKES CALCUI.ATIONS IF ACTIVE 
* •• EOM CONTENT IS I.ESSER THAN 21 ACRE FEET *... . . "',., *. * * 
AVGAI (C (14,I.,K).C (1.,1.·1 ,K» 12. 
CC10,L,K) • WEVP(I.,K'.AVGA 
PPT (I., K) IAPPT CL, K) .AVGA 
ADIFIAVGA-HISA (I.,K) 
LCNT • I.CNT + 1 
CCll,L,te) .. AOIF.CDIF 
C(l:1,L,K) a CCU,L-l,K) • CCS,L,K) .. C(10,L,K) .. CCll,L,K) 
1 + PPTCL,IO 
IFCCC13,I.,I<).I.T.-12.5) GO TO 55 
51 CALL CAPUTT((CC13,L,K»,CAPUTL,KKlC) 
C(15,I.,K)aCAPUTL 
IFCCC15,L,K),L.T ... 7.5) CC15,L,K) • C05,L,I<) + e,5 
AREAIELEUTI. C (C W5,1., K», K'OO 
IFCI.CNT.GE.5) C(14,I.,K) • AREA 
IFCAREA.EG.CCl<l,L,K), GO TO lie 
C(14,I.,K) • AREA 
GO TO 3 
52 II'(CC1:1,I.,K).I.T.IIJ.IIJ) GO TO 5:1 
C(15,L,K) • "12.0 
C(14,L,K) I :13.0 
AVGAI (C (14,I.,K) +C 0.,1.-1, K» 12. 
C(10,I.,K) I WEVPCL,K).AVGA 
PPT CL, K) IAPPT (L, K) UVGA 
ADIFaAVGA-HISA(L,K) 
C(11,I.,K) • ADII'.CDIF 
C(1:1,L,K) • C(l:1,L"l,K) • C(5,I.,K) .. CC10,I.,I<) + C01,L,K) 
1 + PitT (L,K) 
GO TO 5<1 
55 C (15,I.,K) I -U.:1 
C (14,L,K) I 5.21 
AVGAICC(14,L,K) + C(14,I.-l,K))/2. 
CC121,L,I<) • WEVPCI.,t<).AVGA 
PPT (1.,1<) IAPPT (I.,K) .AVGA 
ADIl"aAVGA-HISA CL, K) 
C (11 ,L,K) I ADIF.CDIF 
C(13,L,t<) • C(1:1,1.-1,1<) + C(!5,L,K) - Ct10,L,K) • C(ll,L,K) 
1 + PPT(L,K) 
\'1/ 
, \ 
, ) ,) 
~ 
-
IF CC CU,L.,I<).L. T .-12.5) GO TO 56 
GO TO 51 
•••• •• •• *. * *.... ••• 
••• THE FOL.L.OWING PORTION OF THE PROGR"M MAKES CAL.CUL.ATIONS IF "CTIVE 
••• EOM CONTENT IS GRE"TER THAN 629,200 ACRE-FEET 
•••• •• • • * * * • • • • 
800 C(U,L.,K) • C(U,L.-l,K) ... C(5,L.,K) - C(10,L.,K) ... C(U,L.,K) 
1 + PPT(L.,K) 
CAL.L. CAPU,TT( CC (U,L.,K» ,CAPUTL.,KXl() 
C(15,L.,K).CAPUTL. 
AVERGE • CC·C15,L.,K) ... C05,L.-l,K» 12.0 
C C12,L.,K) • SPIL.L. (AVERGE) 
DAYS • OAVMON(L.,K) 
IF(C(12,L.,K).GT.1500.) GO TO 81 
C(12,L.,K) • C(12,L.,K) • 1.98 • OAVS •• 001 
TOTOMO • OMNO(1,L.)+OMNO(2,L.) 
IF (C02,L.,K) .GE. TOTOMO) GO TO 82 
GO TO U 
8.1 C(12,L.,I() .(150B.0) • 1.118 • OAVS •• 001 
82 C(13,L.,K). C(13,L.,K) - C(1I2,L.,I<) 
C(12,L.,K) • C(1I2,L.,K) • OMNOC1,L.) - OMNO(2,L.) 
IF(C(13,L.,K).GT.829.2) GO TO 84 
AREA.81.0 
IF(L.CNT.GE.5) C(14,L.,K) • "REA 
IF (ARE".EQ.C (14,1.,K» GO TO 83 
C04,L.,K) • AREA 
GO TO 2 
84 CAL.L. CAPUTT(CCC13,L.,K»,CAPUTL.,KXX) 
C(15,L.,K).CAPUTL. 
"RU.EL.EUTL.(CC(15,L.,K)) ,UX) 
IFCL.CNT.GE.5) C(14,L.,K) • AREA 
IFC"REA.EQ.C(14,L.,K)) GO TO 8555 
· .. 
... 
... 
C ••• 
85 
9999 
C (14,L.,K) • AIlE" 
GO TO 12 
• • • • • * • • • • • • 
AFTER CAL.CUL.ATING Y"L.UES FOR THE DIKED L.AKE UOVE, THE FOL.L.OWING 
PORTION OF THE PROGRAM "'''KES C"L.CUL."TIDNS PERTINENT TO GOSHEN BAY 
..... ..... 
C(1B,L.,I() • CClS,L.,IO + QRTN(L.) 
C(21,L.,K) • C(21,L.-l,K) 
AYGe. (C (21,L., to +C (21, L.-l ,I(» 12. 
C(ll1,L.,I() • WEYP(L.,I()dYGB 
C(20,L.,K) • C(18,L.,K) - C(1I1,L.,K) • C(20,L.-l,K) 
IF(C(20,L.,K).L.T.0.0) CC20,L.,K) • 0.01 
C"L.L. CAPGOO((C(20,L.,K»,CAPGOS,KKl() 
C(U,L.,K).CAPGOS 
AREA.EL.EGOS((C (U,L.,K» ,KK)() 
L.CNT • L.CNT + 1 
IP(L.CNT.GE.5) C(21,L.,K) • AREA 
II" (AREA.!Q.C (21 ,L.,K)) GO TO 11988 
C(21,L.,K) • AREA 
GO TO 91199 
9988 TESTCH • C (15,L.,IO - C·C22,L.,K) 
IF(TESTCH.GT.0.1.AND.C(13,L.,I().GT.6211.2) GO TO 11117 
GO TO 81111 
911' C(17,L.,K) • EQ1.(TESTCH,CC1!5,L.,K) ) 
L.CNT • 0 
C(17,L.,K) • C(17,L.,K) ... 1.ge * OAYS •• 001 
C(18,L.,K) • C08,1.,K) ... C(17,1.,K) ... QRTN(L.) 
C(21,L.,K) • CC21,L.-l,K) 
8554 AVGB.(C(21,L.,K) ... C(21,L.-l,I()/2. 
C(19,L.,K) • WEVP(L.,K)*AVGB 
C(20,L.,K) • C(20,L.-l,K) ... CClII,1.,K) - CC19,L.,K) 
IF(C(20,1.,K).1.T.0.0) C(20,L.,K) • 0.01 
CA1.L. CAPGOO((C(20,L.,K)l ,CAPGOS,KKl() 
C (U,L.,K) .CAPGOS 
AREA.E1.EGOS((C(22,1.,K),KKX) 
L.CNT • 1.CNT + 1 
IF(L.CNT.GE.5) 1:(21,1.,K) • AREA 
IF (AREA.EQ.C (21 ,1.,K» GO TO 921 
C(21,L.,K) • AREA 
GO TO 11554 
921 OIFEOM • C(13,1.,K) - C(17,L.,K) 
IF(DIFEOM.GE.629.2) GO TO 922 
C C13,L.,K) 829.2 
C 07 ,L.,K) C 03,L.,K) - DIFEOM 
C(lS,L.,K) - CC16,1.,K) ... I:Cl7,L.,K) • QRTN(L.) 
C(21,L.,K) - C(21,L.-l,K) 
1120 AYGB-(C (21,L.,I() ... C(21 ,L.-l ,K» 12. 
C09,L.,K) • WEVP(L.,K)*AVGB 
C(20,L.,K) • C(20,1.-l,K) • C(18,L.,K) - CC19,L.,K) 
IF(C(20,L.,K).L.T.0.0) 1:(20,1.,K) • 0.01 
CAL.L. CAPGOO ((I: (20, L., K" , CAPGOS, KI()C) 
C (22,L.,K) .CAPGOS 
L.CNT • L.CNT • 1 
IP(L.CI'oIT.GE.5) C(21,L.,K) • AREA 
IF(AREA.!CI.C(21,L.,K)) GO TO 923 
C(21,L.,K) " AREA 
GO TO 920 
1122 C(1!,L.,K) • OI'EOM 
C(8,L.,I<) • OMNOCl,L., 
CCII,L.,K) • DMNO(2,1.) 
C (' ,L.,K) • 0.0 
C(II,1.,K) • 0.0 
CAL.1. I:APUTT((I:C13,L.,K»,CAPUT1.,Kl()C) 
C (t5,L.,K) .CAPUT1. 
L.CNT • 0 
GO TO 11119 
11113 L.CNT • 0 
CC8,1.,K) • DMNOC1,L.) 
I:CII,L.,K) • DMNO(2,L.) 
C C' ,L.,I() • 0.0 
C (9,L.,K) • 0.0 
GO TO illig 
83 C (l!-,L., K) • 8U.2 
C(II,L.,K) • DMNOO,L.) 
C(8,L.,K) • DMNO(2,L.) 
C(',L.,K) • 0.0 
C (9,L.,K) • 0.0 
C(12,L.,K) • CCl3,1.-l,K) • 1:(5,L.,K) - OMND(l,L.) - DMNO(2,L.) -
lCC10,L.,K) - CC13,L.,K) ... C(11,1.,IO • PP1(L.,I() 
CC15,L.,K) • 0.0 
L.CNT • 0 
GO TO 85 
8555 L.CNT • 0 
C(8,L.,K) • DMNO(1,1.) 
C(II,L.,K) DMNOC2,L.) 
C (7 ,L.,K) 0.0 
C(9,1.,K) • 0.0 
GO TO 115 
42 C(II,L.,K) • DMNOO,1.) 
C(II,L.,K) • OMND(II,L.) 
CC7,L.,K) • 0.0 
C (II ,L., K) • 0.0 
CAL.L. CAPUTTC (C (U,L.,K» ,CAPUTL.,KXX) 
C(15,L.,K).CAPUTL. 
GO TO 115 
53 C(6,L.,K) • 0.0 
C(S,L.,K) • 0.0 
CC7,1.,I() • OMNOO,L.) 
C(9,L.,K) • OMNO(2,L.) 
CC12,L.,K) • 0.0 
C (t5,L.,K) • C (t5,1.,K) - 0.5 
L.CNT • 0 
GO TO 85 
54 1:(6,1.,K) - CO"'NOC\,L.)/CDM~D(1,L).DMNO(2,L)ll.(C(13,L.,Kll 
C(S,L.,K) " (OMND(2,L.l/(OMNO(1,1.).OMND(2,L.»)*(C(13,1.,Kl) 
C C' ,1.,K) • DMNO Cl ,L.) - c: (15,L.,K) 
c: (9,1.,K) - OMNO (2,L.) - c: (8,1.,K) 
C O;',L,K) - 0.0 
L.CNT • PI 
GO TO se 
515 C00,L.,K) • C(13,L.-1,1<) ... C:(5,1.,Kl "'12.e • COIF. PPTCL.,K) 
C (U,L.,K) • -i2.e 
C (II,L.,K) - 0.0 
C (7 ,L.,K) • DMND Cl ,L.) 
C (8,1.,K) - 121.0 
C (9,1.,Kl • DMNO (2,L.) 
..0 
t-.) 
C (13,1.,1<) • -12.5 
C(1!1,L,IO • 111.111 
L.C~T _ II 
GO TO 85 
31 CC13,L.,I<) • CCU,L.-l,l<) + C(!I,L.,IC) • OMNO(I,l.) • OMNOC2,L.) • 
lCC10,I.,K) + C(l1,l.,K) + PPTCl.,I<) 
CAtL. C~PUTTC (C C13,l.,K» ,CAPUTl.,ICXX) 
C (15~L.,I<) • CAPUTI. 
AVERGE - (C(15,I.,I<) + CCl5,1.-1,K»/2." 
C C12,l.,K) - SPIL.L. (AVERGE) 
DAYS .• O"VMDN(I.,I<) 
IF CC C12,L.,I<) .GT. 1!100.") GO TO 34 
CC12,L.,K) • CC12,L.,I<)*1.98*OAVh.001 
GO TO 3!1 
3' C(12,l.,I<) • (l!l"".II).1.98*OAVh.""1 
3!1 Ol.EFT .CCI3,l.,I() • 629.2 
IF(OI.EFT .GE. CCI2,l.,I(» GO TO 32 
C(12,I.,K) • OI.EFT 
32 CC13,I.,K) • CC13,1.,1() -C(12,I.,I() 
C(6,l.,K) .0MN0C1,I.) 
C(8,1.,1<) • OH~OC2,l.) 
C(7,I.,I<) • OMNO(1,I.) • CC6,1.,1<) 
CCg,I.,I<) • OMNDC2,1.) - CC8,I.,K) 
GO TO 8!1 
89g Ccn.I.,K) • TDSl(CCl,I.,K),l.l 
QOTHR_C C2,1.,1<)+C C3,I.,K) 
C C24, 1..1< ).T052 CQDTHR, I.) 
C C25.1.. K) .CTDS*GWSC*C C4, I., I() 
CC26,L.,K)-CC23,1.,1<)+C(2',I.,I()+CC25,I.,K) 
TI.S-CCI3,I.,K)+C(12,1.,1<)+Cce,I.,K)+C(8,I.,K)+C(17,I.,K)+SOEAO 
IFCTI.S.I.E.II.II) TI.S-OI.S 
CC28.I..K) • CCCC26,1.,1<)+CC2g,l.-1,K»ITI.S)/CTOS 
C(27,I.,K)-CTD8.C(28,1.,1<).CCC12,1.,1<)+CC6,1.,1<)+CCS,I.,K)+CC17,1.,1<» 
STM_SDEAO + C (U,I.,K) 
IFCSTM.I.E.0.0) STM-OI.S 
C(29,1.,1<)-CTOS*CC28,1.,1<).STM 
C C30,I.,K) -C (2g,I.,I<)-C (29,1.-1 ,K) 
.*.. • • • • * • • * * • .. 
•• * THIS IS THE END OF THE DO L.DOP FOR EACH MONTH 
.** * * • 
gg9 CONTINUE 
71!1 00 901 1.-2,13 
DO gQJ2 J.l,30 
ROUND _ 0.!I 
777 
g"2 
g01 
g"3 
C *** 
C *** 
C *** 
gee 
*** 
**. 
71'13 
gil !I 
g". 
IF(C(J,I.,I<).I.T~0.0) R,OUNO •• 11.5 
IFCJ.EQ.!0) GO TO 777 
IFCJ.EQ.lg) GO TO 777 
IFCJ.EQ.l!1) GO TO 777 
XP"CJ.EQ.22) GO TO 777 
C(J,I.,I<) • FI.OAT(INTCCCJ,L.,K).10.0 + ROUND » 1 10.11 
TOTAI.CJ,K) _ TOTAI.CJ,K) + CCJ,I.,I() 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
1)0 g03 II. • 1,30 
C (11., 1 ,1<+1) - C Clio, 13,K) 
CONTINUE 
KI<-K 
****** **** *** 
THIS IS THE END OF THE 00 1.00P I'OR EACH VUR 
* * * * * 
CONTINUE 
*** •• * * * •• *** •• * 
THE REMAINING PORTION OF THIS PROGRAM SUMS, AVERAGES, AND PRINTS 
THE VAI.UES IN TABUI.AR FORM 
• * * * * 
DO 703 1.-1,30 
SUMTDT (I.) - 0.0 
CONTINUE 
DO 904 K-l,1<1< 
DO g0!5 1.-1,30 
SUM TOT CI.) • SUMTOTCI.) + TOTAl. (I., 1<) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 906 1-1,30 
<' 
AVECI) • SUMTOT(I) I FI.OAT(I<K) 
g06 CaNT! NUE 
4 DO !I I-l,NVR 
CAI.L. TITl.ES(ll 
WRITE (11,1111'1) 
WRITE (6, 1I!I1l 
10" FORMAT(3SX,'HINIHUH ORAWODWNI.EVEl. AT 12.0 FEET BEI.OW COMPROMISE', 
1/,53)(,' (UNITS I 1,000 ACRE·FEET) ') 
101 FORHAT(' ',130(1.". 
1/,l1X,e8P*'),'UTAH I.AKE OPERATION WITH PROVO AND GOSI'IEN BAYS DIKE 
20' .10 ('.'), 
31112)(, '*' ,6C ,. '),' INFI.DWS TO UTAH I.AI(E',e C '-'), '*' ,2X,' .·.JORDAN R 
4.··.',2X,' ••• HOSIOA A.··.',2X,'.'r12(1-'),'THE DIKED UTAH I.AI<E' , 
!512 p.') , '.' ,1, 3X, 'MONTH' , gllJ)(, '5P 11.1.' , 2X, 'ACTI VE' , 3X, 'EOM' , 
e/, 4l(, 'ANa' ,!I)(, 'PROVO' , 2)(, 'OTHER' ,2 X, 'OTHER' ,1)(, 'GROUND' ,3X I 'TOTAl.' 
7,!l1(, 'SUPp·' , 2X, 'SHOR·' ,!!)(, 'Supp·' , 2X, 'SHOR·' ,!IX, 'W. s. ' , 2X, 'INCRM' 
8,3X,'TO',!!)(,'EO"",4X,'W.S.',4X,'W.8.',1,3X,'VEAR',4)(,'RIIIER',2X, 
g' GAGED' , 2X, 'UHGAG' • 2X, 'IU TER' , 3X, 'INFI.O' , 6X, 'I. I EO' , 3X, 'TAGE' , 
115 X, 'I. I ED' ,3)(, 'T AGE' , !I)(, 'EVP. ' ,3)( , , CONS' ,2)(, , JORON' ,3 X, , CONT • ' ,3 X, 
2'AREA','X, 'EI.EV', 
3/,127('-'), 
4/,14X,'I',6X,'2',6)(,'3',6lC,'4',7X,'5',9x,'6',6)(,'''',9X,'8',I5X,19', 
!lSX, , 10' ,!IX, '11 ' , 5x, , 12' ,6)(, ' 13' ,!IX, , 1.' ,!IX, , 1!5' , 
tJl, 127 (' -'» 
DO 6 J-2,U 
I VR - I. vRO + I 
IFCJ.I.E.4) HR B IYR - 2 
IF(J.GT.') IVR • HR - 1 
gg WRITECS,102) MONTHCJ),IVR, rCCK,J,I),Kal,I!!) 
102 FORMATC' ',A3,2)(,I4,.F7.1,F8.1,3X,21'7.1,3X,2F7.1,2X,3F7.1,F8.1, 
lF7.1.FS.2) 
a CONTINUE 
wRITEca,207) 
207 FORMATC' ',130('-')) 
WRITECa,US) (TOTAI.(I(,I),K-l,12) 
WRITEC6,103) 
103 FORMA TC' 'rill 
WRIT!(15,109) 
10g FORMATC' '.13111('-'), 
11, l1X, 42 ('.'), 
211, 12X,'.', 16C '-'), 'TH! GOSHEN BAV', 17( '-'),'.' ,4x, '_I ,ec '-'), 
3'TOS INFI.OW AND OUTFI.OW',7C'-I),'*',3x,'.',3(1-I),'UTAH L.AI(E TOS', 
43 ( , • , ) , , • , , I , :5 X I ' MONTH' , 12 X, '5P I I. ' , 2!1X, 'EOM' ,37 X, , TOT AI. ' ,3 X, 
!5' TOTAl. ' ,!IX, 'EOM' ,4)(, 'EO"" ,'1(, 'C!o1NGE' , 1,.)(, 'AND' , 5X, 'GOS. B' , 3X, 
6' FROM' , 3X, 'TOTAl.' ,3)(, 'W. S. ' , 3X, 'EOH' , 4X, 'w. 5. ' ,')(, 'W. S. ' , ax, 
7' PROVO' ,2)(, 'OTI'IER I , IX, 'GROUND' ,4)(, I IN-' ,3)(, 'R. OUT', !IX,' TOS' , 4X, 
8' TO S ' ,6 X, , % N , , I , 3X , , vE AR' , !IX, , I NFI.O ' ,3 X, 'U.I.. ' , 3X, , I NFI.O ' ,3 X, 'EVP , 
g, 3X, 'CONS' ,3 X, 1 ARE A' ,4 X, 'EI.EV' .6)(, 'R I VER ' ,2 X, , S TREM ' ,2 X, 1 lolA TER 1 , 
14X, 'FI.OW' ,:5X, 'FI.OW' , 6x, 'PPM 1, U, 1 CONT. ' ,!IX, 'TOS' , 1,127 C ,_,) , 
2/, 1. X, , 16' ,!IX, , 17' ,6 X, , 18 ' , !IX, , 111' , !IX , , 211 ' , 5X , ' 21 ' , !I)(, '22' , 10 X, 
3' 23' , ex, '24 , ,!5 X, '215 , ,6)(, , 26 ' , 6X, '27 ' , 6 X, '28 ' ,15)(, '2g , ,15 X, '30' , 
4/,127('-'» 
DO 156 J-2,U 
I yR - I. vRO + I 
IFCJ.I.E.4) IVR B IVR • 2 
IF(J.GT.') IVR B IVR • 1 
WRITE (6, :502) "IONTH (J), IYR, CC (I<, J, I l ,1<-115,30) 
302 FORMAT C' ',A3,2X, I', 21'7.1 ,FB.l ,3F7.1 ,FS.2, 4X, 3F7 .0,!5F8.0) 
156 CONTINUE 
WRITE(e,207' 
WRITE (6, 308) (TOTAl. (I<, Il , K. Hi rig) , (TOTAl. (K, I) , K-23, 27) , 
1 CTOTAI. C30, I» 
us FORMATe' ',lX,'WV TOTAI.',4F7.1,FS.l,3x,2F7.1,U,2F7.1,2X,3F7.1) 
311S FORMATC' ',lX,'WV TOTAL.',2F7.1,F8.1,F7.1,26x,3F7.1!I,2F8.0,16)(,F8.0) 
5 CONTlNUE 
CAI.1. TITI.ESCll 
WRITE(6,100) 
WRITE ce, 101) 
DO SS IB1,NVR 
IyR • L.YRO + I - 1 
WRITEC6,10!5) IVR, CTOTAI.(J,I),JB1,12) 
10!5 FORMAT(' ',!lX,I',4F7.1,Fe.l,3x,2F7.1,2X,2F7.1,2x,3F7.1l 
88 CONTINUE 
WRITEC!!,207) 
"-J) ( ) \ ,J 
000 
W 
WRITECII,1011) CSUMTOT(J),JI1,12) 
1011 FORMAT(' ',<lX,'TOTAL',AF7.1,F8.1,;SX,2F7.1,2X,2F7.1,2X,3F7.1) 
WRITECII,107) (AYE(J),JI1,12) 
107 FORMATe' ',2X,'AVERAGE',AF7.1,F8.1,3X,2F7.1,2X,2F7.1,U,3F7.1l 
CAL.L. TITL.ESCll 
WRITE(8,100) 
WRITEce,1011) 
00 8ee I-I,NYR 
HR - L. YRO + I - 1 
WRlTE (8, 3015) IVR, (TOTAL. (J, I), JI16, 111), (TOTAL. (J, I) ,JI23, 27) , 
1 (TOTAL.C30,I» 
3015 FORMAT(' ',I5X, 141, 2F7.1 ,1"8.1 ,1"7.1 ,2I1X, 31"7 .0, 21"8.0, 16X,F8.0) 
888 CONTINUE 
WRITE(e,207) 
WRITE (15,3015) ((SUMToT (J) , J I 18, lSI) , (SUMTOTCJ ) , J In, 27) , 
1 (SUMTOT (30») 
3011 FORMAT C' ',<IX,' TOTAL.' ,21"7.1,1"8.1,1"7.1 ,2ex, 31"7.0,21'8.0, lex, 1"8 .0) 
WRITE (e, 307) (CAYE (J) , Jil 15,1 II) , (AVE (J) , JIZ3, 27) , (AVE (30))) 
307 FORMATe' ',2X, 'AVERAGE' ,21"7.1 ,1"8.1 ,1"7.1 ,2I1X,3F7.0,2F8.0, 18X,F8.0) 
WRITE(e,208) 
208 FORMAT(lH1) 
STOP 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• "' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C··· THIS FUNCTION SUB-PROGRAM WIL.L. RETURN THE ToS CONTENT OF n:E 
C .••• PROVO RIVER 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '".** •••• "' ••• * •••••••• "' ••••• 
FUNCTION TOS! (Cll,L.) 
GO TO (2,2,3,3,3,3,7,7,9,10,11,12,13),L. 
TOS 110 1 .CTOS.US. 0 
RETURN 
TOS llC1 1.CTos.aSl. 0 
RETURN 
TOUICIl .CTDS.311l. II 
RETURN 
TDS1101·CTDs.alB.l 
RETURN 
10 TDUI01.CTDs.a4l7.15 
RETURN 
11 TDS11C11.CTDS.iS".3 
RETURN 
12 TDS1 1 C11.CTDS.2815.2 
RETURN 
13 TDS11C11.CTDS.2113.3 
RETURN C.· .••••••••••••.• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••• *.* ••••• * •••• "' ••••••••••• 
C ... THIS FUNCTION SUB-PROGRAM WIL.L. RETURN THE TDS CONTENT OF THE 
C· •• UTAH L.AKE DRAINAGE AREA L.ESS PROVO RIYER 
C •••••• "' ••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••• "' •••••• "' ••••••••••••• "'''' ••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION TDsa (Cl2,L.) 
GO TO(2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,3,3,3,3,3),L. 
TDS2 1C12·CTDS·7815.3 
RETURN 
TDSZICl2.CTDS.1583.2 
RETURN 
••••• * .•••••••••• • • 
••• THIS I"UNCTION SUB-PROGRAM WITH ARGUEI1ENTS EL.VA AND KXX RETURNS AN 
••• AREA OF UTAH L.AKE GIVEN AN EL.EVATION 'EL.YA' AND A STARTING POINT 
••• 'I(XX' 
.... . . . . . . . . 
FUNCTION EL.EUTL. (EL.VA,KIIIO 
DO 7 JIICXX,NUMENT 
I041J 
EL. I -13.315 + (FL.OAT(J» •• 01 
II" (EL.VA.L.E.EL. ) GO TO 8 
7 CONTINUE 
ICXlNUMENT 
ICMINUMENT 
GO TO 10 
ICMIJ 
ICXIKM-l 
10 PUI (EL.VA-(-U.315+(FL.OAT (I<X» '" .0l) / .01 
AREDIF I AREAS (ICM) - AREAS CICX) 
EL.EUTL. I AREA8CICX) + (PICX • AREDIF) 
RETURN 
.... . . . . 
••• THIS FUNCTION SUB-PROGRAM WITH ARGUEMENTS 
••• NUMBER OF DAYS IN MONTH 'I' IN YEAR 'J' 
.... . . . '" . . 
AND RETURNS THE 
FUNCTION DAYMON(I,J) 
GO TOO ,2, 1 ,2,2,3,2, 1,2, 1 ,2,2, 1), 
DAYMON I 30 
RETURN 
DHMoN - 31 
RETURN 
DAVMoN I 28 
IFCFL.oAT( (L.VRO+IC)/A ).L.T. 0.1) DAYMoN I 211 
RETURN 
•• * '" * ••• • • • '" 
**. THIS FUNCTION SUB-PROGRAM WITH ARGUEMENT AVERGE RETURNS THE SPIL.L. 
.** RATE TO JORDAN RIVER BASED ON AVERAGE EL.EVATloN OF THE L.AKE 
**. 'AVERGE' 
... '" '" . . "'. . 
10 
11 
12 
13 
C· •• C··· 
C .*. 
C *.* 
C •• * 
FUNCTION SPIL.L. (AVERGE) 
DO 10 J l l,20 
IFCAVEI!GE.GE.TABL.ECJ» GO TO 11 
CONTINUE 
II"(J.EO.l) GO TO 12 
ICL.IJ 
ICXIICL.-l 
GO TO 13 
I(XIJ 
I(L.IJ 
Pl(h(AVERGE - TABL.E(ICX)) I 0.15 
DU"F I SPIL.L.S (I(X) - SPIL.L.S (ICL.) 
SPIL.L. I SPIL.L.S (KX) + PKX • 011"1" 
RETURN 
'" '" .. THIS FUNCTION SUB-PROGIUM WITH ARGUEHENTS EL.VA AND KKX RETURNS 
AN AREA OF GOSHEN BAY GIVEN AN EL.EVATION 'EL.VA' AND A STARTING 
POINT 'KICX' 
'" . . .. . '" . 
FUNCTION EL.EGOS(EL.VA,ICICX) 
DO "17 JIKI(X,NUGNT 
ICMIJ 
EL.G I -13.115 + (I"L.OATCJ)) '" .01 
IF(EL.VA.L.E.EL.G ) GO TO 418 
4117 CONTINUE 
I( XlNUGNT 
KMINUGNT 
GO TO AU 
"lS IFCJ.EO.l) GO TO 4188 
ICM I J 
ICX I I<M-l 
GO TO 41111 
4118S ICMIJ 
ICX • J 
4119 PICX I(EL.VA-(-13.18+(FL.OAT(KX» •• 01» .01 
AREDIF I AREASG (KM) - AREASG (KX) 
EL.EGOS I AREASGCI(X) • (PKX '" AREDIF) 
RETURN 
... *. .. * * • • *. • 
.*. THIS FUNCTION SUB-PROGRAM RETURNS THE SPIL.L.S TO GOSHEN BAY BASED 
••• ON THE DIFFERENCE IN ELEVATION BETWEEN THE DIKED L.AKE AND GOSHEN 
••• BAY 'TESTCH' AND THE EL.EVATION OF UTAH L.AI(E 'EL.EL.OR' 
.... .. .. . . 
I"UNCTION EOL.(TESTCH,EL.ELoR) 
C(l5,L.,K) I EL.EL.OR 
DO 438 1-1,10 
"'II 
IF(TESTCH.GE.CHCIl.AND.TESTCH.LE.CH(I+l) ) GO TO 436 
4135 CONTI NUE 
41315 00 4137 JII,11 
NaJ 
PP I ELEV(J+l) - ELEV(J) 
IF (C (115,L.,K) .GE.ELEV (J) .AND.C C15,L,IO .l.E.EL.EV(J+I) ) GO TO 438 
437 CONTINUE 
438 l( I (OQQ(M,N+ll-QClO("',N)/PP) • CCW5,L.,K) - ELEVCJ) ) + QQQCM,N) 
y I CQQQCM+l,N+ll-QQQ(M+l,N)/PP).CCCl5,l.,K)-ELEVCJ».QQCI(M+l,N) 
C 
C 
c: 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c: 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c: 
C 
C 
C 
C 
EQL a (Y-X) .. (TEnCH - CtI(M)) I (CH(M.l) - CtI(M" + )( 
RETURN 
SU8ROUTINE TtTI.ES(NO) 
•••••••••• -. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THIS SUBROUTINE .USED ALONG WITH SUBROUTINE OAY, GIVES ~ VERSIONS 
.. THAT MAY BE USED WITH ALI. PROGRAMS TO IDENTIFY THE OUTPUT, AND 
• ALSO IDENTIFY THE DATA CARDS. 
VERSION 1. CALI. TITI.ES(l).WRITES THE TITLE, THE JOB NO., 
T"1E DATE PROCESSED, AND PAGE NO. 
VERSION 2. C~1.1. TITI.ES(2)-WRITES THE TITLE,THE PAGE NO., 
SKIPS A I.INE,T"1EN WRITES T"1E 
Joe NO.,AND DATE PROCESSED. 
VERSION 3. CALI. TITLES(3)-WRtTES T"1E TITL.E,THE DATE 
PROCESSED, AND PAGE NO. 
VERSION '. CALI. TITLES(4)-WRITES ONLY T"1E TITLE, CENTERED 
ON T"1E PAGE,AS LONG AS T"1E TITLE 
IS CENTERED IN T"1E FIRST 10 
COLUMNS ON THE CARD. 
VERSION II. CALL TtTLEI(II)-T"1IS VERSION IS USED POR PUNCH 
CARD VERI'ICATION ONLY. IT WRITES 
NOTHING. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••• ** ................. * ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COMMON/JOBTI T /TtTI.E (12) ,IPAGE 
DIMENSION DATE (12) 
CALI. DAY(DATE(1),DATE(2» 
II'(NO.GT.1)GO TO 21!l1!ll!lS 
11111 WRITE(I,ll!llB)TITLE,DATE,IPAGE 
11!l11!l FORHAT(lHl,lI!lX,lI!lAI,SH JOB NO ,I2AI,14H PROCESSED ON ,2101, 
..0 110H PAGE NO. ,I') 
... GO TO lB!11!l1!l 
20BI!ll!l II'(NO.GT.2)GO TO ;'11!l1lll 
WRnE (5,1021) (TITLE (I), hl, 1111) ,IPAG!, (TITLE (1),1-11,12), DATE 
1I!J2I!l 1'0RHAT(lHl,SlC,10AI,UH PAGE NO. ,14/UX,9H (JOB NO ,2A1, 
114H PROCESSED ON , UI, I2H) , 
GO TO lB1!l1!l1!l 
3el!llllll IFCNO.GT.3)GO TO 41lUB 
WRnE (e ,11!l3ll) CT tTLE CI) ,h 1. U) , DArt, IpAGE 
iIl31l I'ORMATelHlo1lX,11U1,2I!l1C,1'H PROCESSED ON ,UI,10"1 PAGE NO. ,14) 
GO TO 1I!leee 
'I!ll!ll!ll!l II' eNO. GT. 4) GO TO SI!lI!lI!lIl 
WRnE ee, 1Il4S) eTITLEeI), hl, 11) 
llUI!l FORMA.T elHl, 311x, liAS) 
GO TO 11l1l1l1!l 
511111II1II IF (NO.GT .5);0 TO SIlI!lIlI 
1;0 TO 111111111 
Sl!l1II1!l1l GO TO 11111 
,eeBl!! IPAGhIPAG!+l 
RETURN 
END 
·,.SH,IN DAV,DAY 
ICO A)(RI 
. 
DAh 
CALL 
A IS 
! IS 
SSL 
ER 
LDSL 
LSSL 
I..DSC 
I1I,U 
LDSI.. 
LDSC 
U 
I. 
LSSC 
DAveA,!) 
A 2 IIORO ARRAY 
IGNORED 
A3,31 
OATES 
10111,2 
101,31 
AI!l,4 
Al, ill 
40,2 
AI!l,' 
A2,Al 
Al,H-l,42 
AI!l,12 
• T"11S HAV HELP LATER 
• AI!l IS MMDon 
• REMOVE ZONE BITS 
• CLEAR Al 
• S"1IFT FIRST TO Al 
• SHIFT INTO A2 AND SIZE 
• MORE ZONE 
• MOVE T"1E GOOD PART 
• FORH T"1E SUM 
• LOAD THE ALPHA HOPliTH 
• 100- yyxxDD Ala '-HMM---' 
\ 
" ./ 
• (QI) 
1.0SC 
LSSL 
LXM,U 
OS 
J 
AIl,24 
Al,6 
Al,1I5e!5l1!5 
AII,*0,X11 
;" X 11 
• AB-l. DD-HMH.-YY •• 
• 40-1- DD-MMM-YY ••• 
• A0-A 1.DO .. I1MM-YY---
• GIVE IT TO THE USER 
• RETURN 
M ' JAN 
FEB 
MAR 
APR 
MAY 
, JUN 
, JUI. 
, AUG 
SEP 
OCT 
, NOV 
, DEC 
END 
••• • * * • • ••• • • • • * • 
THIS SUBROUTINE WILL RETURN THE ELEVATION OF UTAH LAKE BASED UPON 
••• THE END OF MONTH CONTENT 'EOM' 
~... ... .. 
SUBROUTI NE CAPUTT CEOH, CAPUTL, KX) 
COMIo40N AJST(7) ,QCOR(41,7,12),TMP1(7),VARH7),VAR4(7), 
1 ACOR (7) , CAl" (7) , CCR (12) , CONY (7,13) , CPtI (12) , CWS (12) , DI.H (12) , 
UNO (7,!5) , OTI. (19) , OTlV (4) , PR (7,1!5) ,QDSIR (7,12) , RUM (7,7) ,ROTI. (7) , 
3RPR e7, ill) , RVAR (41,12,7,2) , SBNM C7, 2) ,SOSIR (7,12) , 8I H (7,18) , 
4SYIC e7, 15) , TACR (7) , TAPH (7) , WCR (7,12) , WPH (7,12) , FMTt (4) ,PMT2 (4) , 
51"M T3(.),FMT4(4),QSRye7),QGRY(7),SAVA(7,2),PRLS(7),TSAVA(2) 
I ,eWT C7,2,~), AFMTl (4), AI'MT2 (4), AFMT3 (4) , 4FMT4 (4) 
COMMON ioCR, AJSO,APH,CAJS,OIC,DIN,DOUT,IN1,IN2,IOUT,I.YR, 
lMEIR, MNTH, MIIR, NARA, NINO, NUl(, NPR, NRPR, NRSM, NRVR, NSIC, NSB, NSM, NVR, 
2 SAJS, 81< ,BCI', BCK, %TOP, DAJS, 1808, TAJS, DVAR (12), DRVIoR (12), ADMS, 
SIpR, lUI., I.YRO, CAP (1810) ,NUMENT, CAPG (1780), NUGNT, C (;'0,13,45) 
1,NYR,INAI", 
7VAR('1,1Z,7,13) 
IEDH-l.U.EOM • 1.1! 
DO 314 J-I!OM,NUMENT 
I<V-J 
IfI'eCEDM • 12.5) .LE. CAP(J) ) GO TO 31!5 
U4 CDNUNUE 
KX8NUMENT 
KV-NUMENT 
GO TO 311 
;'15 IF(J.EQ.l) GO TO 3155 
I(y 8 J 
Kl( • ICY -
GO TO ;'115 
;'1!5!5 I(V • J 
KX 8 J 
315 pKh CEOH • 12.5 - CAP (K)() ) I ( CAP (KY) - CAP (KX) 
C:APUTL a -13.3!5 .. ((FLOAT (I(X» + PKlC) •• 01 
RETURN 
END 
*** * • • •• • • * • 
... THIS SUBROUTINE WILL RETURN THE ELEVATION OF GOSHEN BAY BASED 
••• UPON Ttl! END OF MONTH CONTENT OF 'EOM' 
. . ... .. . 
SUBROUTI NE CApGOO (EOM, CApGOS, KKX) 
COMMON AJST(7) ,QCOR(41,7,12),TMP1C7),VAR3C7),VAR4(7), 
1 ACOR (7) , CAl" (7) , CCR (12) , CONY (7,1;') , CPH (2) , CWS (12) ,01.1'1 (12) , 
2IND (7,!5) , OTI.( 19) , OTI. V (4) , PR e7, 1 II) , QDSIR e7, 12) , RSIM (7,7) ,ROTL (7) , 
;'RPR (7,10) , RVAR (41,12,7,2) ,SBNM (7,2) ,SOUR (7,12) ,SI M (7,18) , 
4SYIC (7,15), TACR (7), TAPH (7), WeR (7,12) ,WPH (7,12) ,F"'Tt (4), FMT2 (4) , 
!!I"Mn (." I"M14 (4) , QSRY(7) , QGRY(7) ,SAVio (7,2) , PRI.S (7) , TUVA (2l 
15, CWT (7,2,!5) , AFMTt (4) ,AFMT2 (4) , AFMT3 (4) , AFMT4 (4) I 
COMMON ACR, AJSO,APH,CAJS,DIC,OIN,DOUT,IN1,IN2,IOUT,I.YR, 
1MEIR,MNTH,MSIR,NARA,NINO,NITX,NPR,NRPR,NRSM,NRVR,NSIC,NSB,NSM,NVR, 
2 SAJS,SK,BCF,BCK,ITOP,OAJS,ISOS,TAJS,DVAR(12),DRYAR(12),AOMS, 
UPR, IUL, I. YRO, CAP (1 B 10) ,NUMENT, CAPG (1780) , NUGNT, C (30,1;',45) 
1,NYR,INAF, 
7VAR (41,12,7,13) 
,I / " '1) 
00 
VI 
IEOH-EOH.4.S + 1.0 
DO 414 J-IEOH,NUGNT 
KY-J 
IF C EOH .LE. C~PGCJ) ) GO TO 41S 
41' CONTINUE 
K)(-NUGNT 
KV.NUGNT 
GO TO 4115 
415 lFCJ.EQ.l) GO TO 41~5 
1('1' - J 
I()( _ K'I'-1 
GO TO 4115 
4155 KY - J 
I()( • J 
4115 PKX - C EOH - CAPGCI<X) l I CCAPGCK'I'l • CAPGCI(X) 
CAPGOS - -1;'.15 • CCI'LOAT(KXll + PI(X l * .01 
l<!<hKX 
RETURN 
END 
- ; 
APPENDIXE 
EVAPORATION FROM UTAH LAKE 
Simulation of Evaporation From a Shallow Lake 
by 
Bi-Huei Wang 
J. Paul Riley 
Introduction 
In an attempt to simulate the hydrologic process of 
the Utah Lake basin in central Utah, it was noted that the 
evaporation from an open water surface plays an im-
portant role in the total hydrology of the area. The 
outflow from the basin is regulated by a large lake at its 
outlet. Because of the moderate water yield of the basin 
and the large area of the lake, a small change in the depth 
of evaporation from the lake causes a large change in the 
outflow from the lake. This sensitivity of the total 
hydrology to evaporation clearly indicates that, in 
simulating the hydrology of an area of this nature, a small 
error in estimating evaporation from open water surface 
may result in considerable departure of the simulated 
hydrology from its actual magnitude. The need for an 
adequate method to estimate the evaporation is, there-
fore, rather obvious and, in fact, motivated the present 
study. 
There are numerous empirical and theoretical 
methods available for estimating evaporation from open 
water surfaces. Since Dalton (1802) first recognized that 
the rate of evaporation is proportional to deficit in vapor 
pressure, there have been many evaporation equations 
proposed on this basis. SOl:ne important ones are those 
proposed by Dalton (1802), Meyer (1915), and Harbeck 
(1954, 1958, 1962). Blaney and Criddle (1950) proposed 
a procedure using temperature and duration of possible 
sunshine. Jensen and Haise (1963), based on measured 
evapotranspiration and estimates of solar radiation for the 
periods involved, calculated the ratios of evapotranspira-
tion to solar radiation and correlated the ratio to mean air 
temperature. Practicing engineers often estimate lake 
evaporation by applying a coefficient to pan evaporation. 
All of these methods have been meaningfully applied to 
particular areas, but are not applicable for locations where 
the empirical coefficients are not available. 
The theoretical approach to the evaporation prob-
lem includes applications of mass-transfer theory and 
97 
energy balance analysis. By applying the mass-transfer 
theory, Thornthwaite and Holzman (see Linsley, Kohler, 
and Paulhus, 1958, page 97) were able to arrive at the 
following equation: 
2 
833k (c
1 
- c ) (u - u ) 
E = --------~~-}-... (E-l) 
(T + 45 9. 9) In ( z 2 / z 1 ) 
in 'which 
E 
k 
e 
u 
T 
zl 
z2 
rate of evaporation in inches per hour 
von Karman's constant 
vapor pressure in inches of mercury 
wind speed in miles per hour 
mean air temperature in 0 F 
lower level 
upper level 
The energy budget approach to the problem leads to 
the following equation: 
E ::: 
in which 
E 
p 
Q 
Q s - Q
r 
- Q b + Q v - Q S 
P L (1 -)- R) 
e 
rate of evaporation 
density of water 
. . . (E-2) 
rate of the energy components 
associate d with the evaporation process 
latent heat of vaporization 
Bowen ratio 
Penman (1948), through simultaneous solution of 
an empirical mass-transfer equation and the energy budget 
equation, derived the following equation: 
E .-.-
in which 
~ 
1 + ryE ) 
a 
. . . . (E-3) (Q .c. 
~ + ry n 
slope of the saturation-vapor-pressure 
vs. temperature curve at the air tempera-
ture, Ta 
evaporation rate given by an empirical 
mass-transfer equation, assuming the 
water temperature Ts = Ta 
net energy exchange expressed in the 
same unit as evaporation E. 
is defined by the Bowen ratio equation 
T ·-T 
s a 
R = 'Y ----
e - e 
. " . . . . . . . . (E-4) 
s a 
in which 
es saturation vapor pressure corresponding 
to Ts . 
ea vapor pressure of the air at Ta 
Each of the theoretical equations described above 
has a sound theoretical basis and, therefore, is expected to 
have a more general applicability to the evaporation 
problem. However, the Thornthwaite-Holzman equation 
needs vapor pressure and wind speed data at two levels 
which are usually not available and the energy budget and 
Penman equations contain empirical functions which limit 
the applicability of the equations. 
Van Bavel (I966) improved the Penman equations 
by eliminating the requirement for the empirical function. 
He tested the resulting equation with the experimental 
data in Phoenix, Arizona, and claimed an excellent 
agreement between the calculated and measured values on 
both an hourly and a daily basis. The present study 
follows essentially the same method but incorporates an 
equation describing the variation of reservoir water 
temperature, and thereby provides for an improved 
estimation of energy and water exchange between the 
water surface and the over-lying air. 
Mathematical Model 
As was mentioned in the previous section, there are 
two fundamental approaches to the theoretical study of 
evaporation from open water surfaces. One involves 
application of mass-transfer theory and the other involves 
keeping an energy budget. 
Assuming a steady, uniform flow of air across a 
free-water surface of infinite extent and a logarithmic 
distribution of wind speed, the following equation can be 
derived by considering the vertical flux of water vapor and 
momentum, 
E 
o 
in which 
Eo 
cl 
e 
. . (E-5) 
rate of.evaporation in g cm-2 sec-1 
a dimensionless constant in the wind 
velocity distribution equation 
. vapor pressure in the same unit as p 
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p total pressure in the same unit as e 
u wind velocity in cm sec-1 
P density of moist air in g cm-3 
E ratio of the densities of water vapor and 
dry air at the same temperature and 
pressure (=0.622) 
z height above the water surface; and the 
larger subscript indicates the higher 
elevation 
From an energy balance consideration, the follow-
ing equation can be obtained 
1 -1 -1 +1 -1 
s r b v 8 E = ..... (E-6) 
P L (1 +H.)A 
in which 
E 
A 
e e 
evaporation rate in cm sec-1 
water surface area in cm2 
rate of incoming sun and sky short-wave 
radiation in cal sec-1 
rate of reflected short-wave radiation in 
cal sec- l 
rate of net outgoing long wave radiation 
in cal sec-1 
rate of energy advected into the water 
body in cal sec -1 
rate of increase in energy storage in cal 
sec -1 
Le latent heat of vaporization in cal g-1 
P e density of evaporated water in g cm -3 
R the Bowen ratio 
Combining Equations E-5 and E-6 by using the 
following relationship, 
I LEA ............ (E-7) 
e e 0 
in which 
Ie rate of energy used for evaporation in 
cal sec-I, and by letting IR= Is - Ir - Ib-
19+ lv, the following equations are formed: 
E = 
B = 
in which 
ed 
Zo 
P L 
e e 
P E 
2 
P c 1 
= 
(6. / 'Y) lR / A + L e Bed 
.. (E-8) 
(~ / 'Y) + 1 
1..1 
2 
saturation vapor deficit at height z 2 
surface roughness parameter as defmed 
by Van Bavel (1960) and the other 
terms are as previously defined 
The application of Equation E-8 requires tempera-
ture at the water surface in order to evaluate some of the 
component energy terms included in I R: Water surface 
temperature data are usually not available. However, for 
shallow res~rvoirs, considering the stirring action by wind 
and inflowing streams, it seems reasonable to assume that 
the temperature distribution is fairly uniform. On the 
basis of this assumption, the variation of water tempera-
ture with respect to time can be expressed as 
dT 
s 
cit e p V 
w 
. . . . . . . . . . (E-9) 
in which 
T s water temperature in degrees C 
c specific heat of the water in cal g -1 0(-1 
V volume of the reservoir storage in cm 3 
t time in sec 
Pw density of the water in g cm-3 
Let It = Is - I r - I b - I h - Ie 
thenle=ls-lr-Ib-Ih-le'+lv=It +Iv .. (E-I0) 
Assuming that the temperature of the outflow from 
the reservoir is essentially the same as that of the reservoir 
storage and that the temperature of the precipitation can 
be approximated by the wet-bulb temperature, the rate of 
net advected energy, lv, can be estimated by 
n 
I = ell [,'~ Q. 
v \V 1= 1 1 
( T. - T ) + P A (T - T )]. . . . (E-11) 
1 S r \v s 
in which 
n number of inflowing surface and under-
ground tributaries 
E-9, 
rate of tributary inflow in cm 3 sec-1 
temperature of the inflowing water in 
°C 
wet-bulb temperature in °C 
precipitation rate in cm sec-1 
Substituting Equation E-I0 and E-11 into Equation 
d T 
s 
= 
cIt 
n 
I + c P L 2: Q. (T, - T ) + P:\ (T ~r ) 1 
t W L= lIt s r W' S '. (E-12) 
eF V 
w 
The evaporation rate, E, then can be obtained by 
solving Equations E-8 and E-12 simultaneously. The 
advantages of the proposed method over the existing 
methods are that it requires no empirical coefficient or 
function and needs only measurements at a single level, 
Z2. The method also simulates water temperature in the 
reservoir which allows an improved estimation of long 
wave radiation and net advected energy in Equation E-8, 
and at the same time provides another check on the 
validity of the model. 
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~pplication 
In applying the proposed method, careful deter-
mination of the energy components in Equation E-8 is 
important. To estimate the short-wave radiation received 
on the water surface, Is, it is essential to have actual 
measurements. The Weather Bureau has collected solar 
radiation measurements at various locations throughout 
the United States. Of the tot~l amount of short-wave 
radiation that reaches the water surface, a portion, I r, is 
returned to the air by reflection. The reflectivity of a 
plane water surface is a function of the angle of incidence 
of the energy and the index of refraction of the water (see 
list, 1968, page 444) and may be computed from the 
reflection law of Fresnel, 
r [ J 
2 2 
sin (0, - 0) L1 n (I). - U ) 
_)_1 ____ ~ ___ + ___ . ___ )_ ..~ ._L.__ . (E-13) 
sin{~ (I), t· )) l,ln'- (I). + 0 ; 
t r 1 r 
in which 
r reflectivity of the water surface 
9 i angle of incidence = sin-1 (sin <I> sin <5 + 
cos <I> cos 0 cos h) 
Sr angle of refraction 
<I> latitude of the site 
<5 declination of the sun 
h hour angle of the sun 
9i and Sr are related to the index of refraction, n, 
of water by 
n :c sin G, / sin e (E 14) 1 r· . . . . . . .. -
in which 
n 1.333 for pure water 
Net back radiation, I b, is defined as the difference 
between the long wave radiation leaving the water surface 
and the long wave radiation absorbed by the water 
surface. Raphael (1962) suggested that it can be estimated 
by 
4 4 
lb ::. O. 970 tT (T - f3 T ) A. . . (E-15) 
sa a 
in which 
T a absolute temperature of the air in oK 
T sa absolute temperature of the water in oK 
S a radiation factor as shown by Figure 
E-1 
a Stafan-Boltzman constant, 8.132 x 
10-11 cal cm-2 min-1 oK-4 
6. fy in Equation E-8 is a dimensionless constant 
depending on the ambient temperature and pressure 
shown in Table E-l and Equation E-16 
6. (--) 
'Y 0 
. . . . . . . . (E-16) 
1.00 in which 
p ambient pressure in m bar; and (6 /y) 
= value in Table 1 
g 1~.9 51-----+---- With Equation E-13 through E-16 and Table E-1 
available at hand, the mathematical model, Equations E-8 
and E-12, w.as programmed on the EAI 590 computer and 
incorporated in the hydrologic model for the Utah Lake 
in Central Utah. The hydrologic model was constructed so 
as to have lake storage and water temperature as outputs 
for comparison with the corresponding observed data. The 
model was operated on a daily basis for the period from 
October 1965 to September 1968. Reliable solar radia-
tion, wind speed, temperature, precipitation and stream-
flow records are available for that period. The validity of 
the model was tested by comparing the simulated and the 
observed lake storage (see Figure E-2b for the period 
October 1965 to September 1968). The limited water 
temperature records were also used to check the variation 
pattern of the simulated temperature as shown in Figure 
E-3. Some temperatures observed in the summers were 
not plotted in the figure because they were observed 
nearly at the water surface and believed to be greatly 
affected by the high temperature of the over-lying air and, 
therefore, not representative of the average temperature 
simulated. Water temperatures were not observed during 
the winter months. However, if measurements were made 
II 
.90 
.75~~--~----~----~------~----~ 
o .2 .4 .6 .8 
VAPOR PRESSURE - eo -In. Hg 
Figure E-I. Atmospheric radiation factor, B 
Raphael, 1962). 
1.0 
(see 
Table E-l. Values of (~/'Y)o at 1,000 mbar, temperature Toe. 
T (D./"v ) T (6./"Y)o T (6.h) 
0 0 
0.0 0.67 10.0 1. 23 20.0 2.14 
0.5 0.69 10.5 1. 27 20.5 2.20 
1.0 0.72 11.0 1. 30 21. 0 2.26 
1.5 0.74 11.5 1. 34 21. 5 2. 32 
2.0 0.76 12.0 1. 38 22.0 2.38 
2.5 0.79 12.5 1. 42 22.5 2.45 
3.0 0.81 13.0 1. 46 23.0 2.51 
3.5 0.84 13.5 1. 50 23.5 2. 58 
4.0 0.86 14.0 1. 55 24.0 2.64 
4.5 0.89 14.5 t. 59 24.5 2.71 
5.0 0.92 15.0 1. 64 25.0 2.78 
5.5 0.94 15.5 1. 68 25.5 2.85 
6.0 0.97 16.0 1. 73 26.0 2.92 
6.5 1. 00 16.5 1. 78 2( •. 5 3.00 
7.0 1. 03 17.0 1. 82 27.0 3.08 
7.5 1. 06 17.5 1. 88 27.5 3. 15 
8.0 1.10 18.0 1. 93 28.0 3.23 
8.5 1. 13 18.5 1. 98 28.5 3. 31 
9.0 1. 16 19.0 2.03 29.0 3.40 
9.5 1. 20 19.5 2.09 29.5 3.48 
10.0 1. 23 20.0 2.14 30.0 3.57 
T (6/" ) T 
0 
30.0 3.57 40.0 
30.5 3.66 40. 5 
31. 0 3.75 41. 0 
31. 5 3.84 41. 5 
32.0 3. 93 42.0 
32.5 4.03 42.5 
33.0 4.12 43.0 
33. 5 4.22 43.5 
34.0 4. 32 44.0 
34.5 4.43 44. 5 
35.0 4.53 45. 0 
35.5 4.64 45. 5 
36.0 4.75 46.0 
36.5 ·L 86 46.5 
37.0 4.97 47.0 
37.5 5.00 47.5 
38.0 5.20 48.0 
38.5 5.32 48. 5 
39.0 5.45 49.0 
39.5 5.57 49.5 
40.0 5.70 50.0 
(From Van Bavel, C. H. M. : Potential Evaporation: The Combination Concept and Its 
Experimental Verification, Water Resources Res., Vol., no. 3, pp. 455-67, 1966) 
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Figure E-2a. The comparison of simulated and observed lake storage, Utah Lake. 
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Figure E-2b. The comparison of simulated and observed lake storage, Utah Lake. 
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at the water surface, it is believed that they would plot 
mostly below the simulated water temperature because of 
the influence of the cold over-lying air. 
The excellent agreement between the simulated and 
observed storage hydro graphs, and the reasonable agree-
ment between the simulated and observed water tempera-
tures indicate the adequacy of the model in simulating 
evaporation from the lake. 
Unfortunately, for many areas, the amount of 
available solar radiation data is limited. To extend the 
application of the proposed model to periods for which 
no such data are available, the following procedure was 
adopted: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Operate the model for the period in which 
solar radiation and the other necessary data 
are available. 
Assume that the simulated evaporation esti-
mates accurately the actual evaporation, and 
correlate this simulated evaporation to readily 
available data such as pan evaporation. 
Apply the resulting regression equation to 
estimate evaporation for periods in which the 
proposed model, Equations E-8 and E-12, is 
not directly applicable. 
For the area under consideration in this study, there 
were three years of sufficient data available for operating 
the model. An additional five years of data were made 
available by approximating the local insolation with 
measurements at Salt Lake City Airport which is located 
40 miles to the north. Figures E-2a and E-2b indicate the 
simulation results for the additional five-year period in 
terms of the lake storage hydrograph. The observed 
storage variation for the corresponding period is also 
shown by the same figure. These results were considered 
to be acceptable and the simulated evaporation was, 
therefore, assumed to approximate the actual evaporation. 
Monthly simulated evaporation data were then correlated 
to corresponding pan evaporation data. Pan evaporation 
measurements have been made at Lehi near the lake since 
1923. Figure E-4 shows that relationship between the 
simulated lake evaporation and the observed pan evapora-
tion. It is interesting to no~e that on the basis of this 
103 
relationship, the conve1)tional constant "pan coefficient" 
method of estimating lake evaporation tends to under-
estimate actual evaporation in the winter and over-
estimate it in the summer. 
Discussion 
The model described by this paper satisfactorily 
simulated evaporation from an open water surface. The 
model requires no highly empirical functions or co-
efficients and is easily incorporated in any hydrologic 
simulation model. However, in the operation of the 
model, it was necessary to set maximum limits on the rate 
of water temperature change and on the rate of evapora-
tion. Without these limitations, the simulated water 
temperature and evaporation performs wild variations 
which are not physically realistic. This is probably due to 
the assumption that the water temperature distribution is 
uniform throughout the entire lake. The thermal con-
ductivity of water may limit immediate conduction of 
heat from surface to bottom or from bottom to surface 
and thus, limits the maximum rate of change in averag~ 
water temperature. Similar conditions may exist in the 
water vapor transfer between the water surface and the 
over-lying air. The maximum limits established by the 
model for the rate of temperature change and evaporation 
serve to make some compensation for the possible errors 
introduced by the assumption of uniform water tempera-
ture distribution. The maximum limits were identified 
through the model calibration procedure. 
The lake and pan evaporation relationship shown in 
Figure E-4 is interesting in that it differs from the general 
assumption of linear relationship between the two vari-
ables. As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, it has 
long been the practice among many engineers to estimate 
lake evaporation by applying a constant coefficient to the 
corresponding pan evaporation. However, during winter 
months, water temperatures in a large lake may be higher 
than those in a nearby evaporation pan, and a higher than 
annual average ratio between lake and pan evaporation 
amounts is expected. In summer, the condition reverses, 
and a smaller coefficient is, therefore, expected. The 
relationship in Figure E-4 reflects this expected variation 
of pan coefficient with respect to season. 
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